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Privacy literacy instruction practices
in academic libraries: Past, present,
and possibilities
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Abstract
This article explores the past, present, and possibilities of privacy and privacy literacy (PL) instruction in
academic libraries. It surveys the scholarship on privacy and privacy literacy from the domains of philosophy,
anthropology, history, law, education, and LIS. A privacy conceptual model is proposed demonstrating the
zones of informational agency that privacy preserves, and a timeline of privacy and libraries documents key
developments in privacy culture in the US. Findings from an original exploratory survey of privacy literacy
instruction practices in academic libraries are discussed. The survey identifies the rationales, topics,
contexts, methods, and assessments academic librarians use in delivering privacy literacy instruction, as
well as barriers against privacy literacy that they encounter. The article concludes with a case study
explicating the authors’ own privacy literacy instruction experiences, and specific recommendations for
overcoming the barriers to delivering privacy literacy instruction in academic libraries identified in the
survey findings.
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Introduction

Recent polls find that, while technology use is nearly

ubiquitous, many people attribute a decline in per-

sonal well-being, civility, trust, and social cohesion

to the digitization of daily life (Anderson and Rainie,

2018; Birth, 2015; CAPS, 2017; Hoofnagle et al.,

2010; Rainie, 2018; Shannon-Missal, 2015). Individ-

uals are understandably anxious about loss of control

over personal information, online bullying and dox-

ing, manipulation of information, implications for

political processes, and wear and tear on the social

fabric. Taken together, these are symptoms of an

underlying condition – a radical shift in privacy cul-

ture. Since the spread of computerization in the 1970s

and accelerating with the advent of personal

computing, mobile technologies, and machine learn-

ing, the values, behaviors, and social contracts com-

promising the claim of the individual to autonomy in

her identity, reputation, and relationships are funda-

mentally disrupted. The disruption of privacy culture

further implicates the foundational units of society,

from personhood, to intimate partnerships and fami-

lies, to civic organizations, faith-based communities,

political and commercial activities, and more. To the

extent that people can shape privacy culture, they
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should do so in full consideration of the impact and

scope of the outcomes. This requires privacy literacy

(PL) – but, tellingly, a 2014 Pew poll found that half

of Americans do not understand the function of a

privacy policy (Smith, 2014).

A suite of knowledge, behaviors, and critical dis-

positions regarding the information constructs of self-

hood, expressive activities, and relationships, PL is

related to information literacy, and addresses many

of the metaphysical and social dynamics of informa-

tion. Libraries are natural venues for the cultivation of

PL, owing to the centrality of privacy to library prac-

tice, the agility of libraries in responding to pressing

informational needs in society, the expertise librarians

share as teachers, and the respect librarians demon-

strate for a plurality of patron identities and values.

Libraries can serve as sites for contesting privacy dis-

ruption because they are trusted social institutions,

and because librarians are entrusted to act in their

publics’ interests (Geiger, 2017).

This article serves as a roadmap to the past, pres-

ent, and possibilities of privacy and PL instruction in

academic libraries, placing theory and practice in con-

versation. The section Privacy in Context surveys the

scholarship on privacy and PL from the domains of

philosophy, anthropology, history, law, education,

and library and information science (LIS). A privacy

conceptual model is proposed to demonstrate the

zones of informational agency that privacy preserves,

and a timeline documents key developments in pri-

vacy culture in libraries and the US. Privacy literacy

instruction in academic libraries: Current practices

presents an original exploratory survey that asked

academic librarians about the rationales, topics, con-

texts, methods, and assessments they use in delivering

PL instruction, as well as the barriers against PL that

they encounter. The article concludes with Privacy

literacy possibilities: Case study and call to action,

explicating the authors’ own PL instruction experi-

ences, and offering specific recommendations for

overcoming barriers identified in the survey findings.

Librarians should work to deliver information, ethical

reasoning strategies, discussion venues, and models

for the renewal of privacy norms that underpin the

individual and associational rights essential to free

societies.

Privacy in context

Defining privacy

Privacy scholarship is a site of robust investigation,

theorizing, and debate about the nature of privacy in

the human experience. Far from settled science, clear

themes nevertheless coalesce in the literature, which

situates privacy in the self, personal information, inti-

mate relationships, associational autonomy, and with-

drawal into solitude. Benn (1971) and Reiman (1984)

each claim that privacy is a precondition of person-

hood, providing what Cohen (2000: 1424) describes

as a “zone of relative insulation” in which to exercise

Warren and Brandeis’s (1890: 211) “right to an invio-

late personality.” Schoeman (1984a: 413, 416)

observes that privacy guards a “private sphere of

moral valuation” where one creates meaning indepen-

dent from social validation, allowing people the

“freedom to define ourselves” (Fried, 1984: 212)

and to experience an essential “incomputable self”

(Hildebrandt, 2019: 84). Prosser (1984) articulates a

mental interest in being free from unwarranted public

attention, which Bloustein expands to a protection for

“individuality and human dignity” (Bloustein, 1984:

163; Wasserstrom, 1984). Privacy further protects

intellectual processes, including inquiry, skepticism,

belief formation, creativity, and entrepreneurship, and

confers ownership of intellectual property resulting

from these activities (Cohen, 2000, 2013; Keizer,

2012; Richards, 2015; Solove, 2013; Westin, 1967).

Integrity, both in a physical and metaphysical sense, is

safeguarded by privacy, whereby one exerts a right to

bodily integrity (Reiman, 1984; Warren and Brandeis,

1890) and engages the information norms that com-

prise Nissenbaum’s (2004: 124, 139–40) theory of

“contextual integrity.” Individuals have an interest

in controlling what is known about them; such con-

textual integrity is preventive of context collapse and

provides the informational distance necessary to par-

ticipate freely in a broad range of relationships (boyd,

2008; Cohen, 2000; Fried, 1984; Prosser, 1984;

Keizer, 2012; Schoeman, 1984a; Solove, 2008).

Voluntary association and the freedom from rela-

tional coercion are established through privacy in

social, civic, and commercial contexts (Karst, 1980;

Mooradian, 2009; Rachels, 1975; Wasserstrom,

1984). The choice to relinquish individual privacy and

to establish shared privacy underpins the “intimate

associations” identified by Karst (1980: 629, 634).

Extending Karst’s analysis, Reiman (1984) asserts

that the willingness to share formative experiences

are a precondition for intimate caring – a state which

requires relational autonomy, and therefore privacy.

Confidants, confidences, and candor all require con-

fidentiality, or shared privacy (Fried, 1984; Karst,

1980; Keizer, 2012; Posner, 1984; Richards, 2015;

Schoeman, 1984a). Privacy enables individuals to

determine with whom they will interact, and under

what conditions, as well as the right to withdraw into

voluntary seclusion (Posner, 1984; Prosser, 1984;

Reiman, 1984; Warren and Brandeis, 1890; Westin,
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1967). Ultimately, the writer Keizer (2012: 20)

asserts, privacy constitutes a “resistance to being used

against one’s will.” Privacy must be purposeful, not

merely circumstantial; it is instrumental to both indi-

vidual wellbeing and to social cohesion (Cohen, 2000;

Moore, 1984; Posner, 1984; Solove, 2008). Privacy

can be imagined as concentric zones of agency over

one’s presence in the world, emanating from the

essential individual self, through the activities of the

mind, to the ability to permit and prevent the access

and influence of others in one’s lived experience, as

depicted in the Six Private I’s Privacy Conceptual

Model (Figure 1).

Privacy and its discontents

Privacy is a universal human value, the expression of

which is as diverse as the individuals, communities,

and cultures comprising the totality of humankind.

While theorist Westin (1967) observes privacy’s ori-

gins in the territorial behaviors of other animal spe-

cies, privacy practices among homo sapiens are

shaped by complex sociocultural dynamics (Keizer,

2012; Moore, 1984; Solove, 2008; Westin, 1967).

Among these, class, power, roles, and social standing

influence an individual’s claim to and practice of pri-

vacy in any given context. Combined with the cap-

abilities of automation and data profiling, these

factors also render some people more vulnerable to

privacy intrusions, an effect called disparate impact

(Barocas and Selbst, 2016; Gandy, 1993; Keizer,

2012; Nissenbaum, 2004; Solove, 2008; Strahilevitz,

2013). Criticisms of privacy commonly stem from

these disproportionate harms (Cohen, 2000; Richards,

2015; Schoeman, 1984b; Solove, 2008; Wasserstrom,

1984). Historically, however, common law privacy

doctrine in the US is shaped by an 1881 finding in

favor of a woman plaintiff, and lack of privacy is cited

as a contributing factor in the failure of many 19th-

century utopian communities (Keizer, 2012; Prosser,

1984; Westin, 1967). Privacy further enables freedom

from conformity to majoritarian social norms, favors

transparency and accountability from powerful data

holders, and preserves the possibility for individual

transformation and social change (Bloustein, 1984;

Cohen, 2000, 2013, 2019; Hildebrandt, 2019; Karst,

1980; Richards, 2013; Schoeman, 1984b; Solove,

2008; United Nations, 1948; Westin, 1967). Privacy

is pluralistic – universally recognized and contex-

tually realized.

Rapid developments in networked technologies

pose an intellectual freedom conundrum: that as tech-

nology provides users with increasing access to ideas

and affordances for extended cognition, it simultane-

ously renders their internal mental processes subject

to observation and influence (Cohen, 1996; Gandy,

1993; Hildebrandt, 2019; Richards, 2015). A cascade

of privacy regulations, prompted by concerns about

government surveillance following the Watergate

scandal and widening computerization of agencies

in the 1970s, applies fair information practices to a

broad range of services (Gorman, 2015). Solove

(2008) asserts that surveillance is a more intrusive

form of compelled information disclosure than inter-

rogation or search by nature of the fact that

Figure 1. The Six Private I’s Privacy Conceptual Model depicts concentric zones of agency over one’s presence in the
world, from identity, to intellect, to bodily and contextual integrity, to intimacy, to autonomous interaction with and
isolation from others.
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surveillance is comparatively unlimited (see also

Richards, 2013; Westin, 1967). Furthermore, the very

possibility of surveillance exerts a chilling effect on the

broad behavioral category of speech, which includes

information seeking and idea formation as prerequi-

sites to expression (Benn, 1984; Cohen, 1996, 2000;

Richards, 2013; Schauer, 1978; Solove, 2008; Wasser-

strom, 1984). Properties of web data implicate privacy

at an unprecedented breadth and scale (boyd, 2008;

Mooradian, 2009), but the disproportionate energy

directed to securing personal data obscures privacy’s

broader purpose. It is no benefit to the subject for her

personal data to be secure if the very conditions of data

collection distort her thoughts, decisions, or relation-

ships (Cohen, 1996; Ho, 2015; Solove, 2008; Wasser-

strom, 1984). Privacy means being free from potential

or actual monitoring, not merely that access to the

records resulting from such monitoring be controlled.

Despite privacy’s universality, skeptics rightfully

observe that people’s actual behaviors often contra-

dict their stated privacy values, a phenomenon called

the privacy paradox. Privacy scholars attribute this

value-behavior gap to cognitive, structural, and per-

sonal factors which affect individuals’ abilities to act

in alignment with their privacy preferences (Busch-

man, 2016; Cohen, 2000; Gerber et al., 2018; Solove,

2013; Sovern, 1999). Cognitive factors include infor-

mation asymmetries between system or service pro-

vider and the user, user knowledge of system design

as it pertains to data flows, and the technical and legal

literacy needed by the user to read and act on privacy-

related terms of service (Cohen, 2000; Cohen, 2019;

Solove, 2013; Sovern, 1999). System defaults which

disfavor privacy, data aggregation and brokerage,

increased transaction costs for opting into privacy

protections, and the social salience of personal disclo-

sure are examples of structural factors (Cohen, 2013;

Gerber et al., 2018; Solove, 2013; Sovern, 1999). Per-

sonal factors comprise the ability to invest time and

attention in privacy decision-making, and the ensuing

opportunity costs (Sovern, 1999). The privacy para-

dox is one dimension of a broader autonomy paradox

– that the exercise of autonomous choice is itself a

learned behavior (Cohen, 2000). With a focus on

behavioral consciousness rather than behavioral

change, librarians can deliver learning opportunities

that enable individuals to realize their autonomy, take

informed action on privacy preferences, and advocate

for privacy policies and design affordances.

Privacy and librarianship

Privacy is a central tenant of modern librarianship in

the US. Early discussions feature in the 1886 volume

of Library Journal, in which members of the New

York Library Club Dewey, Poole, and Coe debate the

merits of privacy and confidentiality for reporting

book thieves and bibliomutilators (Nelson, 1886). In

that same year, Woodruff of Cornell University

Library published a paper in the American Library

Association (ALA) proceedings admonishing exces-

sive mechanization and scientific management in

libraries, and extolling integrated library instruction

and “private research” (Woodruff, 1886: 24) for

cultivating “mental activity,” inquiry, and lifelong

learning in undergraduate students (pp. 22–23). A

half-century hence, the first Code of Ethics for Librar-

ians adopted by the ALA in 1939 articulates the obli-

gation to maintain the confidentiality of patrons’

private information (Ludington et al., 1939). The

Library Bill of Rights was also adopted in 1939, and

while intellectual freedom was always an organizing

principle, it is not until 2001–2002 that the ALA

recognized an official interpretation specifically

regarding privacy (Magi and Garnar, 2015a).1

Academic librarians likewise codified privacy val-

ues in the “Intellectual Freedom Principles for Aca-

demic Libraries: An Interpretation of the Library Bill

of Rights,” adopted in 2000; however, privacy was

not a consideration in the information literacy (IL)

objectives and competency standards approved in

2001, and did not formally factor into academic

library instruction practices until the adoption of the

Framework in 2016 (ACRL, 2000; ACRL, 2001;

ACRL, 2016a). Other notable initiatives include

ALA’s Choose Privacy Every Day, an expansion of

Choose Privacy Week which began in 2010, and the

independent Library Freedom Project started in 2015

(Caldwell-Stone, 2018; Macrina, 2015; OIF Staff,

2010). These efforts culminated most recently in a

2019 amendment to the Library Bill of Rights – the

new article VII recognizes a universal right to patron

privacy and confidentiality, and calls on libraries to

“advocate for, educate about, and protect people’s

privacy” (ALA, 2019). It is for these and many other

reasons that privacy scholar Richards (2015) cele-

brates librarians and the ALA Professional Code of

Ethics as a model for preserving intellectual privacy

and intellectual freedom.

Privacy in the LIS literature

With privacy as a core value of the library profession,

it has been written about extensively in the LIS liter-

ature. Since the USA Patriot Act in 2001, the rise of

social media in the early-2000s, and the release of

NSA documents from Edward Snowden in 2013,

among other societal developments as outlined in

308 IFLA Journal 46(4)



Figure 2, librarians have experienced renewed com-

mitments to protect patron privacy in their capacity as

information providers.

There is a surplus of literature serving as privacy

primers and refresher pieces for library professionals.

This is an obvious attempt to bring those in the pro-

fession up to date on current issues, obfuscation tools,

privacy-friendly online practices, and to make the

overarching case that librarians should remain com-

mitted to our values even as privacy is repeatedly

declared dead. As Magi (2011: 188) states, “If librar-

ians are to remain among society’s guardians of pri-

vacy, it will be valuable to have a broader and deeper

understanding of what is at stake – of the many and

varied ways in which privacy contributes to the well-

being of both individuals and society.” Her excellent

piece serves to educate librarians on the privacy scho-

larship from a wide variety of disciplinary perspec-

tives and to make a case for why privacy still matters

to society (Magi, 2011). Entire books have been writ-

ten as guides to privacy fundamentals for information

professionals (Connolly, 2018; Givens, 2015). Both

titles include sections pertaining to PL and outreach,

as well as practical information to supplement any

knowledge gaps. Lambertson (2015) also contributed

a curated bibliography for Library Journal to help

librarians get up to date on surveillance technologies.

Critiques of professional practices based on core

values and ethics make up a large component of the

LIS literature coverage of privacy advocacy. Serious

criticisms have been raised about many practices,

including libraries’ enthusiastic adoption of social

media (Lilburn, 2012); contracts with database vendors

which conflict with core values and policies (Salo and

Kharfen, 2016); academic libraries’ complicity and

participation in the learning analytics practices of their

home institutions (Hartman-Caverly, 2018; Jones and

Salo, 2018; Prindle and Loos, 2017); and the adoption

of personalization library systems, such as OCLC’s

Wise (Fister, 2018) to name a few.

Zimmer’s (2013) review on patron privacy consid-

erations in library literature serves as a seminal piece

on how libraries have embraced and adopted Library

2.0 tools with insufficient attention paid to privacy-

related concerns. He observes that there is negligible

scrutiny of how pervasive implementation of these

technologies will impact patron privacy and even less

analysis of how to address potential privacy concerns;

he cautions that this could lead to a policy vacuum

and ends with a call for increased education and out-

reach to library professionals about privacy issues

related to the proliferation of cutting-edge technology

adoption (Zimmer, 2013).

While patron privacy is discussed in detail, practi-

cal applications of PL remain lacking. The need for

PL has only increased with current events: the pub-

lic’s erosion of trust in large tech companies – includ-

ing Facebook, Amazon, and Google – and the

increasingly pervasive presence of surveillance tech-

nologies in our everyday activities, both online and

offline, have made the discussion of privacy all the

Figure 2. A Brief History of Privacy & Libraries highlights
key privacy developments in librarianship and civic affairs,
with a primary focus on the US.
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more relevant. New and shocking examples of how

individual citizens are being monitored are plentiful

and increasing at a dizzyingly rapid rate (New York

Times, 2019).

Despite this, IL – particularly in higher education –

has not answered the call for increased privacy aware-

ness. An ALA survey on librarians’ attitudes regard-

ing information and Internet privacy showed that

“while over 75[%] of the respondents feel that

libraries should play a role in educating the general

public about privacy issues . . . only 13[%] indicate

that their library has hosted or organized information

sessions, lectures, or other public events related to

privacy and surveillance over the past five years”

(Zimmer, 2014: 138). A similar survey of academic

librarians in Canada conducted by Tummon and

McKinnon (2018) showed that while many respon-

dents had attended professional development events

related to privacy, 55%, not many worked at a library

that hosted these opportunities for patrons, 19%.

Although the literature features abundant possibi-

lities for librarians to educate their patrons about pri-

vacy, most of these papers are theoretical or opinion

pieces. Few articles describe applied approaches to

PL. Many pieces in the trade literature contain calls

to action for the profession (Janes, 2014; Johnson,

2018; Kim, 2016). Several include specific recom-

mendations for educating patrons (Cirella, 2012;

Magnuson, 2011; Salo, 2013). It is worth note, that

the focus of many of these articles is on patron privacy

within the library context. This is an essential respon-

sibility since the library, as an institution, cannot

stand on any ethical ground without first upholding

its core values and professional commitments. How-

ever, it seems that librarians are more comfortable

with outreach that pertains to library-specific policies

and actions, as opposed to the admittedly daunting

task of PL and all that it entails. Furthermore, and

of particular interest to the authors, many of these

pieces are specific to public libraries (Maceli, 2018;

Rundle, 2014) and K-12 institutions (Cirella, 2012;

Maycock, 2010), rather than within higher education.

In fact, several training and educational programs are

available through public libraries (NYC Digital

Safety, n.d.; San Jose Public Library, n.d.), and are

documented in case studies within the K-12 context

(Ballard, 2017; Seroff, 2017; Stephens, 2017).

Of articles that contain specific PL case studies, the

majority focus on digital presence and online reputation

management (Cirella, 2012; Magnuson, 2011; May-

cock, 2010). This is understandable as it allows for con-

crete training of step-by-step tips people can follow to

maintain a certain level of privacy. These workshops

can even follow a model similar to the conventional

point-and-click demonstration and have tangible out-

comes for attendees. This approach, however, simply

scratches the surface of PL by addressing only front-end

features that people can easily control. It is the mechan-

isms on the back-end – algorithmic and artificial intel-

ligence (AI)-based data modeling – that can have major,

and often invisible, impact on individuals. This PL con-

undrum is highlighted by Hagendorff (2018: 137):

Even if media users’ level of literacy or knowledge

about protective skills is very high or even professional,

those skills are highly limited due to the fact that users

cannot influence the internal rules of data analysis and

data sharing of platforms, institutions, and services.

In the academic library context, PL topics seem to

be addressed instructionally on a small scale as a part

of a larger course or topic. Within a credit-bearing

course, Witek and Grettano (2014) used the metalite-

racy framework to discuss privacy topics in the con-

text of social media. Tewell (2016) makes the call for

related topics such as algorithmic bias to be covered

under the lens of critical librarianship. IL initiatives

specifically focused on PL as the main goal are shock-

ingly absent with the notable exception of Wis-

singer’s (2017) work developing a PL framework in

the healthcare science IL context.

Despite the deficiency of IL case studies, there are

increased calls for PL to become a calculated respon-

sibility of academic librarians’ instruction and educa-

tional outreach. Lowe (2016) builds the case for

privacy/security to be integrated as a part of IL. She

notes that privacy issues are often addressed by tech-

nology branches of the ALA as opposed to teaching

sections, posing these concerns as “technology-based”

and not “information-related” (Lowe, 2016: 6). Fortier

and Burkell (2015: 60) endorse the view that librarians

have the responsibility to raise the “privacy-related

digital literacy of patrons.” Through their piece they

promote an educational approach to PL and librarian

continuing education on the topic (Fortier and Burkell,

2016). Wharton (2018) frames the issue of privacy

around the ALA’s Core Values of Librarianship, spe-

cifically social responsibility. She draws the important

distinction between academic librarians’ role in teach-

ing digital literacy from their role in protecting patron

data, making calls for purposeful outreach and educa-

tion to students (Wharton, 2018: 42).

Privacy literacy instruction in academic
libraries: Current practices

Recent publications propose theoretical frameworks

for PL, present case studies of localized PL instruction

efforts, and issue calls for librarians to include PL in
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their instruction programs, but no published data exists

to systematically document and study current PL

instruction practices across academic librarianship.

This exploratory survey seeks to address this gap in

current knowledge by analyzing current PL instruction

practices in academic libraries.

Privacy literacy instruction survey methods

A survey instrument was developed to explore current

practices of PL instruction in academic libraries (see

Appendix A). Survey content and design was

informed by similar work in the LIS and education

literature (ALA, 2017; ACRL, 2016a; Campbell and

Cowan, 2016; Cirella, 2012; Fisher et al., 2015; Guth

et al., 2018; Harris et al., 2011; Hensley, 2015; Julien

and Hoffman, 2008; Julien et al., 2018; Kaletski,

2017; Nathan et al., 2014; Pedley, 2016; Schulte and

Knapp, 2017; Stockman et al., 2008). Designed in

Qualtrics, the online survey was distributed via email

listservs and accepted responses for six weeks from

Thursday, 28 February through Thursday, 11 April

2019. Four listservs were selected for their reach and

scope: ILI-L, infolit, acrlframe, and dss-dil_dg. Par-

ticipation was sought from practicing academic librar-

ians who have instructional duties as part of their

professional roles. Participants were asked what pri-

vacy topics are taught, in what instructional contexts

PL instruction occurs, what teaching and learning

strategies are used in PL instruction, how PL instruc-

tion is assessed, and what factors influence PL

instruction practices in academic libraries. The survey

instrument was approved by Pennsylvania State Uni-

versity IRB as study number STUDY00011611; par-

ticipants granted informed consent to participate.

Findings

The online survey generated 118 unique submissions,

with 82 completed to the end. Survey design consid-

erations, including multiple response questions, con-

ditional logic, and skip permission, produce a

Table 1. Institutional demographics of survey respondents.

Institutional demographics

Institution Type Public Private For-profit Total

count 51 21 0 72

Student FTE Fewer than 1000 1000–2999 3000–9999 At least 10,000 Total

count 4 16 24 37 81

Carnegie Classification Doctoral
university

Master’s college
or university

Baccalaureate
college

Associate’s college Special focus
institution

Total

count 37 21 17 5 1 81

Table 2. Professional demographics of survey respondents.

Professional demographics

Library Instruction as
Primary
Responsibility Yes No Total

count 65 15 80

Years of Academic
Library Instruction
Experience

Less than 5 5–10
years

11–15 years More than
15 years

Total

count 29 29 10 12 80

Areas of Instructional
Support

Humanities Social
Sciences

STEM Health
Sciences

Business General
education

First-year
experience

Co-curricular Other

count 48 51 31 26 29 46 47 8 6
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different number of respondents and responses for

each question as noted in the data tables.

Demographics. Most respondents, 71%, worked in

public institutions, with the remaining 29% working

in private colleges. Nearly half, 46%, worked at insti-

tutions with at least 10,000 full time enrollment (FTE)

students, followed by 29% with 3000–9999 FTE.

Almost half of respondents, 46%, work at a doctoral

university, with another quarter, 26%, working at a

Master’s college or university (Table 1).

The vast majority of respondents, 81%, have library

instruction as a primary job responsibility. In terms of

academic library instruction experience, 36% of

respondents have less than five years, an additional

36% have 5–10 years, 13% have 11–15, and 15% have

more than 15 years. Lastly, the most common areas of

instructional support of our respondents are general

education, 16%, and first-year experience, 16%, with

a wide distribution in other subject areas (Table 2). The

overall demographic breakdowns of respondents are

available in Table 1 (institutional demographics) and

Table 2 (professional demographics).

Privacy literacy practices. Respondents reported addres-

sing a wide variety of PL topics in their instruction, as

seen in Table 3. The top three most frequently cov-

ered topics are (1) filter bubbles; echo chambers, (2)

censorship, and (3) targeted advertising. Authors sus-

pect that topics (1) and (3) are a result of the fake

Table 3. Privacy topics included in PL instruction.

Topic
Response

count
% of respondents

(n¼80)

I do not include privacy topics in instruction. 28 35.00
Data Profiling – category total 155 n/a
Filter bubbles; echo chambers 37 46.25
Targeted advertising 33 41.25
Algorithmic/machine bias; data discrimination 26 32.50
Algorithms; modeled data 24 30.00
Recommender systems (ex. Facebook’s People You May Know) 17 21.25
Automatically monitored data (metadata) 11 13.75
Sentiment analysis/shaping 7 8.75
Consumer Privacy – category total 128 n/a
Account privacy; authentication 27 33.75
Social media; online identity management 25 31.25
Private web browsing 18 22.50
Reading Terms of Service/Use 15 18.75
Mobile devices; apps; location-based services 13 16.25
Streaming services; cloud computing 9 11.25
Educational privacy; FERPA; learning analytics 8 10.00
Health data; genetic analysis 7 8.75
Smart devices; Internet of Things 6 7.50
Intellectual Freedom – category total 88 n/a
Censorship 33 41.25
Right to privacy; civil liberties; social justice 28 35.00
Data ethics 17 21.25
Selfhood; identity formation; individual will 10 12.50
Surveillance – category total 54 n/a
Chilling effect; self-censorship 18 22.50
Corporate surveillance; surveillance capitalism 18 22.50
Government/law enforcement surveillance 13 16.25
Workplace monitoring 5 6.25
Professional Applications – category total 24 n/a
Privacy regulations (ex. HIPAA) 13 16.25
Privacy policymaking (data governance, privacy auditing, privacy impact assessment) 8 10.00
Data laundering 3 3.75
Other 2 2.50
Total 479 n/a
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news phenomenon and subsequent coverage in IL

instruction. Survey free-text responses soliciting learn-

ing outcomes and learning objects support this theory.

Of particular note is the fourth highest response, 35%,

for I do not include privacy topics in instruction. The

overall breakdown of privacy topics that academic

librarians include in PL instruction (as categorized by

the authors in the survey instrument) is available in

Table 3. Participants are covering topics primarily in

the areas of Data profiling and Consumer privacy.

The primary methods of instruction reported by

participants are (1) lecture or demonstration, (2) large

group discussion, and (3) small group discussion or

think-pair-share. A full breakdown of pedagogical

methods academic librarians use for PL instruction

is available in Table 4.

Table 4. Pedagogical methods used for PL instruction.

Method
Response

count

% of
respondents

(n¼53)

Lecture or demonstration 34 64.15
Large group discussion 30 56.60
Small group discussion or think-

pair-share
22 41.51

Personal reflection 21 39.62
Privacy topics used as examples in

search demonstrations
18 33.96

Case study analysis 14 26.42
Hands-on/applied activities

(ex. setting device privacy
preferences)

12 22.64

Pro/Con debate 10 18.87
Other 3 5.66
Total 164 n/a

Table 5. Contexts in which PL instruction is delivered.

Context
Response

count

% of
respondents

(n¼53)

Mediated
One-shot session 48 90.57
One-on-one consultation 24 45.28
Credit-bearing course 18 33.96
Standalone workshop 11 20.75
Embedded librarianship 8 15.09
Team-taught course with subject

faculty
2 3.77

Disintermediated
Resource guide (Ex.: LibGuides,

list of sources)
16 30.19

Library displays or passive
programming

14 26.42

Other 4 7.55
Independent learning activity (ex.

handout or online module)
3 5.66

Social media 2 3.77
Total 150 n/a

Table 6. Rationale for engagement in PL instruction.

Rationale
Response

count

% of
respondents

(n¼53)

Core values of librarianship;
professional code of ethics

36 67.92

ACRL Framework (Information
has Value)

34 64.15

Student interest 22 41.51
Information literacy program

outcome
13 24.53

Subject faculty request/
collaboration

13 24.53

Not addressed by other co-/
curricular units

11 20.75

Subject-based learning outcome
(ex. HIPAA in health science)

6 11.32

Other 6 11.32
Total 141 n/a

Table 7. Methods used to assess PL instruction.

Assessment
Response

count

% of
respondents

(n¼52)

Do not assess 25 48.08
Informal
Feedback from students 32 61.54
Self-reflection 20 38.46
Feedback from subject faculty 17 32.69
Feedback from librarian/peer 15 28.85
Formative assessment

(ex. worksheets)
14 26.92

Formal
Self-evaluation 18 34.62
Student evaluation of instruction 13 25.00
Summative assessment

(ex. graded assignment)
10 19.23

Subject faculty evaluation of
instruction session

6 11.54

Pre- and post-session test results 5 9.62
Peer observation/evaluation 5 9.62
Transactional statistics

(ex. number of visits to
a library guide)

4 7.69

Other 1 1.92
Total 185 n/a
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In terms of PL instruction contexts, respondents

overwhelmingly cover these topics in the one-shot ses-

sion, 91%; one-on-one consultations were the second

most common context, 45%, with credit-bearing

courses at 34%. Table 5 gives a full breakdown of

contexts in which academic librarians deliver PL

instruction.

Respondents cited (1) core values of librarianship;

professional code of ethics, 68%, (2) ACRL Framework

(Information has Value), 64%, and (3) Student interest,

42%, as the top bases for PL in instruction. The overall

breakdown of the rationale for academic librarians

engaged in PL instruction is available in Table 6.

Respondents’ top PL instruction assessment2 meth-

ods were (1) feedback from students, 62%, (2) do not

assess, 48%, and (3) self-reflection, 38%. Based on

additional survey options with formal student feed-

back methods, the authors believe that the top assess-

ment method is informal student feedback. Table 7

provides a full breakdown of methods used by aca-

demic librarians to assess PL instruction.

In response to professional satisfaction among

academic librarians regarding PL instruction prac-

tices at their institution, 54% of participants reported

being extremely dissatisfied or somewhat dissatis-

fied; 37% reported being neither satisfied nor dissa-

tisfied; and only 9% reported being extremely

satisfied or somewhat satisfied. A more granular

breakdown of professional satisfaction based on

librarians who do not include privacy topics and

those who do include privacy topics in their instruc-

tion is included in Table 8.

When asked about factors influencing the lack of

delivery, or dissatisfaction with, PL instruction,

respondents most frequently responded with (1) I do

not have enough instructional time to address privacy,

80%, (2) Privacy is not a priority learning outcome for

IL sessions, 62%, (3) I do not have the expertise to

teach about privacy, 40%, (4) Lack of subject faculty

support, 40%, and (5) I do not have time to develop

privacy learning activities/lesson plans, 29%. Of

significance to the authors was the time restriction

cited by respondents, both in dedicated instructional

time and in development of educational resources.

Another interesting finding was that no respondent

cited another campus department teaching privacy

topics. A full breakdown of barriers to satisfactory

delivery of PL instruction by academic librarians is

available in Table 9.

Discussion

From the survey results, it is evident that academic

librarians are addressing PL-related topics using a

variety of methods and in numerous contexts. The

rate of dissatisfaction (Table 8), however, suggests

that there is interest and motivation to cover these

Table 8. Distribution of professional satisfaction among librarians regarding PL instruction practices at their institutions.

Satisfaction level

Response count for respondents
who do not include privacy topics

in instruction

% of
respondents

(n¼81)
Response count for

all other respondents

% of
respondents

(n¼81)

Extremely satisfied 0 0.00 2 2.47
Somewhat satisfied 1 1.23 4 4.94
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 11 13.58 19 23.46
Somewhat dissatisfied 10 12.35 22 27.16
Extremely dissatisfied 6 7.41 6 7.41
Total 28 n/a 53 n/a

Table 9. Barriers to satisfactory delivery of PL instruction.

Barrier
Response

count

% of
respondents

(n¼55)

I do not have enough instructional
time to address privacy

44 80.00

Privacy is not a priority learning
outcome for IL sessions

34 61.82

I do not have the expertise to
teach about privacy

22 40.00

Lack of subject faculty support 22 40.00
I do not have time to develop

privacy learning activities/
lesson plans

16 29.09

Lack of library administration
support

10 18.18

Other 6 10.91
I don’t know 4 7.27
Lack of student interest 3 5.45
Privacy literacy falls outside of

information literacy
2 3.64

Another campus department
teaches about privacy

0 0.00

Total 163 n/a
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topics, but the barriers of time – both time to prepare

educational opportunities and dedicated instruc-

tional time – professional expertise, and support

from administration (Table 9) hinder librarians’ abil-

ity to execute PL initiatives. This might also explain

librarians’ reliance on didactic pedagogies, lecture

and large group discussion (Table 4), which typically

require less preparation and class time than more

active learning modalities. The lack of reported cam-

pus departments covering these important issues

(Table 9) makes it even more vital that academic

librarians take on the responsibility to introduce PL

to the curricula at their home institutions.

Under closer inspection, the authors suspect that

many of the PL topics being addressed in IL contexts

are not motivated from a privacy education or advo-

cacy focus. Survey free-text responses soliciting

learning outcomes and learning objects reveal that

many of these topics are borne of fake news, critical

librarianship, and diversity initiatives.3 While these

are valuable and vital contributions to IL instruction,

the authors here are advocating for privacy-centric

initiatives and programs that place the focus of

instruction on PL.

Contrary to common critiques of privacy advocacy,

students do care about privacy (Richards, 2014). Public

polling data refutes this myth (Rainie, 2018), as does

data from this survey. Not only did 42% of respondents

cite student interest as a basis for PL (Table 6) but

student feedback, 62%, was cited as the primary

assessment method of instruction (Table 7). This vali-

dates the rationale that students do express care about

privacy. The data from the authors’ formal assessment

of their privacy workshop, as discussed in the follow-

ing section, also confirm this theory (Figure 3).

Limitations

This survey aimed to establish a baseline of academic

librarian interest and practice in the area of PL. The

authors also hoped to advance scholarship on PL

instruction in academic libraries by identifying avenues

for further study and plan to develop a qualitative

follow-up study of PL practices among academic

librarians. This data includes only a small sample size,

a total of 82 finished surveys, of academic librarians

with teaching responsibilities; findings are exploratory

and not assumed to be generalizable. Due to the email

listserv recruitment method, self-selection bias and

convenience/snowball sampling biases are limitations

to the study design. Because no prior published data

exists on the subject of PL instruction practices in aca-

demic libraries, this study aimed to establish a baseline

of librarian interest and practice in this area, and even a

low response rate is itself an indicator of the status of

PL instruction in academic libraries.

Privacy literacy possibilities: Case study
and call to action

At Penn State Berks, the first-year experience (FYE)

program and the library have a close relationship

which includes open house events, as well as a topical

IL workshop series. The authors, having a shared

view that PL is a neglected topic within IL instruction,

embarked on a collaboration to leverage the library’s

FYE connections into a way to engage the campus

community in this vital and emerging literacy.

Once it was decided that a digital privacy workshop

was to be developed for a first-year student audience,

the authors set out to find a theoretical framework to

ground their pedagogy. Identifying one of the few case

study examples in the academic library literature, Wis-

singer’s (2017) article expands upon Rotman’s (2009)

PL theoretical framework, which posits that PL is a

cognitive experience and aligns it with critical think-

ing. The authors used backward design to develop their

Privacy Workshop (Chisholm and Hartman-Caverly,

2018) applying Wissinger’s (2017) critical thinking

alignment to the Framework; specifically, two knowl-

edge practices in the Information has Value frame:

understand how the commodification of their personal

information and online interactions affects the informa-

tion they receive and the information they produce or

disseminate online;

and

make informed choices regarding their online actions in

full awareness of issues related to privacy and the com-

modification of personal information (ACRL, 2016a).

Also relevant is the Information has Value disposi-

tion of students “examin[ing] their own information

privilege” – or, as is often the case with respect to

privacy, the potential lack thereof (ACRL, 2016a).

The authors sought to illuminate the invisible

forces behind online data collection and facilitate a

shift in students’ conceptual understanding of pri-

vacy. Recognizing that PL practices archetypally

only comprise knowledge practices to enact protec-

tion through privacy enhancing tools without addres-

sing the complex, systematic surveillance practices

of corporations and government which can lead to a

detrimental sense of control (Hagendorff, 2018:

139), the authors aimed to dig deeper. As a result

of these aspirations, the following learning outcomes

were developed:
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Students will be able to:

1. recognize how their personal data and meta-

data are collected, along with the potential

implications of such data collection;

2. assess how their data is shared and make

informed, intentional choices to safeguard

their privacy;

3. identify privacy issues facing our society;

4. describe the positive case for privacy as a

human right fundamental to individual well-

being.

In lieu of a prescriptive approach, a variety of

active learning activities are implemented with ample

opportunity for formal and informal assessment

(Hartman-Caverly and Chisholm, 2018). The work-

shop is sequenced based on the three types of data –

consciously given, automatically monitored, and

modeled – laid out by Ip (2018). Students warm up

by visiting stations to reflect on their privacy practices

and values. They are then asked to independently use

a list of interactive websites to explore data tracking

and their personal advertisement behavioral profiling

in real time, to unveil backend algorithmic processes

that are typically invisible to users. To connect these

processes beyond narrow individual experiences,

small groups analyze case studies to observe how

online behaviors impact real-world opportunities for

individuals and society. Each activity is followed by

large group discussion where students have the option

to share thoughts and librarians can contextualize

issues and answer questions. The workshop culmi-

nates in a personal reflection on the benefits and risks

of technology use to develop purposeful online beha-

viors and habits that align with their individual values

in the form of a personal data plan. Activities and

examples of student responses can be viewed on the

Privacy Workshop guide (Chisholm and Hartman-

Caverly, 2019).

Overall, the workshop espouses a proactive

rather than reactive approach and presents a spec-

trum of privacy preferences across a range of con-

texts. The authors seek to respect students’

autonomy and agency in personal technology use

by developing their knowledge practices regarding

privacy and the commodification of personal infor-

mation while also embodying the core library value

of intellectual freedom.

Assessing privacy literacy instruction

The authors developed a webform assessment instru-

ment comprised of four statements with Likert-scale

responses and a free text response field to measure the

impact of the Privacy Workshop (see Appendix B). In

the academic library context, the Information has

Value frame can serve as a guide to PL instruction

and assessment. Three statements assess the impact of

PL instruction on students’ privacy-related knowl-

edge practices. The first statement evaluates whether

students learned something new about the real-world

impacts of personal data, while the second statement

assesses whether students feel equipped with new

strategies to develop and act on individual privacy

preferences. The third statement asks whether stu-

dents developed “a new way to think about privacy”

generally, and is intended to bridge between privacy
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Figure 3. Distribution of student responses from Privacy Workshop feedback form.
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literate knowledge practices and dispositions. The

final statement addresses the disposition of informa-

tion privilege that comes with greater PL by asking

whether students are motivated to share something

they learned about privacy with a loved one.

The Privacy Workshop Feedback form was com-

pleted by 200 participants between 26 September

2018 and 5 November 2019. Of these, 185 respon-

dents agreed or strongly agreed that they learned

something new about the real-world impact of per-

sonal data (93%), 181 respondents agreed or strongly

agreed that they developed new strategies to evaluate

privacy preferences and to manage personal data

accordingly (91%), 171 respondents agreed or

strongly agreed that they learned a new way to think

about privacy (86%), and 168 agreed or strongly

agreed that they would share something they learned

with a friend or family member (84%) (Figure 3). A

purposive sample from the 64 free-text comments

further illustrates what first-year college students val-

ued about the Privacy Workshop learning experience:

People collect more about me online than I thought, and

use the information in different ways than I thought.

Browsers collect information without you even knowing.

They can even sell it to other companies if you give them

permission without even realizing it. I mean, no one reads

the terms and conditions but maybe we should start.

I really appreciated the resources provided at the end

that help interpret the legal jargon that comes with pri-

vacy protection.

The Data Privacy Check-List that I should look towards

whenever I get an app or make a profile can be very

useful.

Making me be aware of the importance of protecting my

privacy, which i [sic] never thought before. I did not

know there are so many ways to steal my data and i [sic]

will pay attention in the future.

Interactive activities helped much in understanding how

and why me as a person can be effected [sic] by tech-

nology and why these companies and people collect it.

Privacy in the modern world is not what I thought it was.

Based on this quantitative and qualitative data, the

Privacy Workshop is both impactful and meaningful

for undergraduate students, and the authors recognize

PL instruction and programming as a growth area for

our library and campus community.

Future possibilities in privacy literacy instruction

Disruptive technology has, among other things, dis-

rupted privacy culture. The disruption of privacy

culture has broad implications for individuals, infor-

mation, and society. PL enables individuals and

groups to recognize, analyze, and act on shifts in

privacy culture in intentional and considered ways.

This article introduces the history of PL in a broad

survey of privacy theory and practice, situates PL in

the domain of library instruction, and documents the

present state of PL initiatives in academic libraries,

demonstrating a gap between the delivery of PL

learning opportunities and the needs of the commu-

nities we serve.

PL needs to be about more than social networking

site privacy preferences and online reputation man-

agement. To flatten this emerging literacy into these

types of simplistic solutions does real harm by imbu-

ing students with a false sense of security and control

(Brandimarte et al., 2012) and unintentionally nor-

malizing the growing social justice issues related to

algorithmic bias (O’Neil, 2016). Privacy is a value

system before it is a technology, and academic librar-

ians work with students who are the future of these

technologies. They will be both the consumers and

adopters, as well as designers, programmers, market-

ers, investors, and administrators who make decisions

on how and whether to execute these systems. Why

would academic librarians not equip them with the

knowledge and ethical framework to engage with

these complex issues? Librarians are well placed as

information professionals with solid ethical values to

take on this responsibility and lead the effort in higher

education toward an intentional integration of PL into

curricula. Realistically, however, surveillance tech-

nologies are evolving at a pace that is daunting to

maintain, and academic librarians often lack time,

knowledge, resources, and support to develop new

initiatives like a PL program.

The survey presented here, which identified bar-

riers to PL practices, showed that academic librarian

colleagues are already doing amazing and impressive

work in this area. Despite this evidence, when the

authors deposited their Privacy Workshop into the

ACRL Sandbox (ACRL, 2016b) and Project CORA

(Loyola Marymount University Library, 2019), they

were the first to create and use the “privacy” and

“digital privacy” tags. At the time of writing, only

one other activity has been indexed with one of these

tags. Librarians must begin developing, assessing, and

sharing their PL work, if for no other reason than to

help colleagues who are less equipped – as the survey

revealed – to develop these lesson plans and initia-

tives. The authors invite academic librarians to make

available open educational resources for PL, publish

and present on PL initiatives, and host workshops and

training sessions to cultivate self-efficacy in fellow
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librarians to undertake this work. Current events show

that this very well may be the moral imperative of our

time. And in higher education, the authors wonder, “If

not now, when? If not us [librarians], who?” (George

Romney as quoted in Nathan et al., 2014: 112).

The authors appreciate the very real constraints on

academic librarians’ time, both within and outside the

classroom, which preempts investment in profes-

sional education, developing instructional materials,

and delivering PL learning experiences. First, the

authors encourage librarians to prioritize professional

development on privacy as it intersects with their pro-

fessional activities, be it in direct service to patrons,

administration of library services or technology,

resource description or preservation, or delivery of

information services. Volumes of trade literature,

webinars, workshops, and more are available on these

subjects, and many are free or low-cost. Then, the

authors advocate for librarians to share what they

know, in what ways they can. In the context of aca-

demic library instruction, survey findings point to

low-hanging fruit learning opportunities that pose few

or flexible demands on time and effort, including

selecting privacy topics for search demonstrations,

developing library displays or other passive program-

ming, or sharing content on library-branded social

media. Committing to these activities has a multiplier

effect in that the librarian learns more about privacy

while developing these learning opportunities for oth-

ers, thus cultivating professional self-efficacy to pur-

sue more time- and resource-intensive PL initiatives.

Finally, the authors encourage critical self-reflection

on the convictions that students and faculty do not

value privacy or PL. The privacy paradox notwith-

standing, these claims are not supported by public

polling data, civic sentiment, or the survey findings

and workshop assessment data presented here. Librar-

ians’ special obligation to intellectual freedom

includes not only the stewardship and delivery of

information, but also promoting a robust privacy cul-

ture (ALA, 2008; 2019). Privacy is always “a collec-

tive work in progress” (Keizer, 2002: 65), and given

the current state of privacy culture, we need all hands

on deck – including, and especially, librarians.
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Notes

1. Discussion of a privacy interpretation of the Library Bill

of Rights commenced at the Intellectual Freedom Com-

mittee’s spring 2001 meeting and was inspired by work

done in 2000 by the ALA Task Force on Privacy and

Confidentiality in the Electronic Environment; full

development and ratification coincided with, but was

not caused by, the October 2001 USA PATRIOT Act

and its Section 215 ‘library records provision’ (Magi

and Garnar, 2015a: 56; Wiegand, 2016).

2. Assessment refers to the act of evaluating a library’s

impact on its user community, including student learn-

ing, as described in (de Jager, 2017) and (ISO, 2014).

3. Due to the identifiable nature of the free-text responses,

authors are unable to provide full-text examples from

the survey respondents.
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Appendix A

Privacy literacy instruction in academic libraries survey

Welcome to the Privacy Literacy Instruction in Academic Libraries research study!

We are interested in understanding current privacy literacy instruction practices, or lack thereof, in academic

libraries. You will be presented with information relevant to privacy literacy instruction practices in academic

librariesand asked to answer some questions about it. Please be assured that your responses will be kept

completely confidential.

The study should take you around 10–15 minutes to complete. Your participation in this research is voluntary

And you have the right to skip any question. You have the right to withdraw at any point during the study, for

any reason, and without any prejudice.If you would like to contact the Principal Investigator in the study to

discuss this research, please e-mail Sarah Hartman-Caverly at smh767[at]psu[dot]edu.

By clicking the button below, you acknowledge that your participation in the study is voluntary, you are at least

18 years of age, and that you are aware that you may choose to terminate your participation in the study at any

time and for any reason.

For your convenience and to ensure the accuracy of responses, please have any privacy-related lesson plans or

instructional materials (if applicable) at hand while completing this survey.

Please note that this survey will be best displayed on a laptop or desktop computer. Some features may be less

compatible for use on a mobile device.

I consent, begin the study (1)
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I do not consent, I do not wish to participate (2)

If you consent, proceed to take the survey. If you do not consent, exit the survey.

Skip To: End of Survey If Welcome to the Privacy Literacy Instruction in Academic Libraries research study!
We are interes . . .¼ I do not consent, I do not wish to participate

For the purposes of our study, below are relevant definitions and knowledge practices from the Framework:

Privacy defined: “privacy is the right to open inquiry without having the subject of one’s interest examined or

scrutinized by others” and “the right to read, consider, and develop ideas and beliefs free from observation or

unwanted surveillance by the government or others” (ALA)

Knowledge practices (Information has Value frame): “understand how the commodification of their personal

information and online interactions affects the information they receive and the information they produce or

disseminate online” and “make informed choices regarding their online actions in full awareness of issues

related to privacy and the commodification of personal information”

What privacy topics do you include in your information literacy instruction? Select all that apply

Consumer privacy (grouped responses)

Account privacy; authentication (1)

Social media; online identity management (2)

Mobile devices; apps; location-based services (3)

Smart devices; Internet of Things (4)

Streaming services; cloud computing (5)

Educational privacy; FERPA; learning analytics (6)

Health data; genetic analysis (7)

Reading Terms of Service/Use (8)

Private web browsing (9)

Data profiling (grouped responses)

Automatically monitored data (metadata) (10)

Algorithms; modeled data (11)

Recommender systems (ex. Facebook’s People You May Know) (12)

Algorithmic/machine bias; data discrimination (13)

Sentiment analysis/shaping (14)

Targeted advertising (15)

Filter bubbles; echo chambers (16)

Professional applications (grouped responses)

Privacy regulations (ex. HIPAA) (17)

Privacy policymaking (data governance, privacy auditing, privacy impact assessment) (18)

Data laundering (19)

Surveillance (grouped responses)

Government/law enforcement surveillance (20)

Corporate surveillance; surveillance capitalism (21)

Workplace monitoring (22)

Chilling effect; self-censorship (23)

Intellectual freedom (grouped responses)

Right to privacy; civil liberties; social justice (24)

Selfhood; identity formation; individual will (25)

Censorship (26)

Data ethics (27)

Other (28) ________________________________________________

I do not include privacy topics in instruction. (29)

If you do not include privacy topics in instruction, skip to: “From a professional perspective, are you satisfied

with your library’s current approach to privacy literacy instruction?”
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Skip To: Satisfaction If What privacy topics do you include in your information literacy instruction? Select all

that apply. ¼ I do not include privacy topics in instruction.

What instruction contexts do you use to achieve privacy learning outcomes? Select all that apply.

Resource guide (Ex.: LibGuides, list of sources) (1)

One-on-one consultation (2)

Standalone workshop (9)

One-shot session (3)

Embedded librarianship (4)

Team-taught course with subject faculty (5)

Credit-bearing course (6)

Independent learning activity (ex. handout or online module) (7)

Library displays or passive programming (8)

Social media (10)

Other (11) ________________________________________________

If you deliver privacy learning outcomes in the following contexts: one-on-one consultation, one-shot session,

embedded librarianship, team-taught course with subject faculty, credit-bearing course, standalone workshop,

or other, please answer the following question about instruction methods:

Display This Question:

If What instruction contexts do you use to achieve privacy learning outcomes? Select all that apply.¼ One-on-

one consultation

Or What instruction contexts do you use to achieve privacy learning outcomes? Select all that apply. ¼ One-

shot session

Or What instruction contexts do you use to achieve privacy learning outcomes? Select all that apply. ¼
Embedded librarianship

Or What instruction contexts do you use to achieve privacy learning outcomes? Select all that apply. ¼ Team-

taught course with subject faculty

Or What instruction contexts do you use to achieve privacy learning outcomes? Select all that apply.¼ Credit-

bearing course

Or What instruction contexts do you use to achieve privacy learning outcomes? Select all that apply. ¼
Standalone workshop

Or What instruction contexts do you use to achieve privacy learning outcomes? Select all that apply. ¼ Other

What instruction methods do you use to achieve privacy learning outcomes? Select all that apply

Privacy topics used as examples in search demonstrations (1)

Hands-on / applied activities (ex. setting device privacy preferences) (2)

Personal reflection (3)

Small group discussion or think-pair-share (4)

Large group discussion (5)

Case study analysis (6)

Pro/Con debate (7)

Lecture or demonstration (8)

Other (9) ________________________________________________

Optionally, please share any privacy-related learning outcomes you use in lesson planning.

(Ex.: Students will be able to recognize how their personal data and metadata are collected, along with the

potential implications of such data collection.)

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Optionally, please provide URLs for any public websites, online research guides, or instructional videos that

you have created or utilized to support privacy instruction.

Any institutionally identifiable information garnered from these responses will be kept confidential.
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________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

How do you assess privacy instruction? Select all that apply

Do not assess (1)

Transactional statistics (ex. number of visits to a library guide) (2)

Student learning (grouped responses)

Pre- and post-session test results (3)

Formative assessment (ex. worksheets) (4)

Summative assessment (ex. graded assignment) (5)

Instruction evaluation (grouped responses)

Student evaluation of instruction (7)

Subject faculty evaluation of instruction session (8)

Peer observation / evaluation (9)

Self-evaluation (10)

Informal feedback (grouped responses)

Feedback from students (11)

Feedback from subject faculty (12)

Feedback from librarian / peer (13)

Self-reflection (14)

Other (6) ________________________________________________

From a professional perspective, are you satisfied with your library’s current approach to privacy literacy

instruction?

Extremely satisfied (1)

Somewhat satisfied (2)

Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied (3)

Somewhat dissatisfied (4)

Extremely dissatisfied (5)

If you do not include privacy in information literacy instruction, or are dissatisfied with your library’s current

approach, please answer the following question about barriers to privacy instruction:

Display This Question:

If What privacy topics do you include in your information literacy instruction? Select all that apply. ¼ I do not

include privacy topics in instruction.

Or From a professional perspective, are you satisfied with your library’s current approach to privac . . .¼
Somewhat dissatisfied

Or From a professional perspective, are you satisfied with your library’s current approach to privac . . .¼
Extremely dissatisfied

You have indicated that you do not include privacy in your information literacy instruction, or are dissatisfied

with your library’s current approach. What prevents you from including privacy in information literacy

instruction, or leads to your dissatisfaction of coverage? Select all that apply

Privacy literacy falls outside of information literacy (1)

Privacy is not a priority learning outcome for IL sessions (2)

I do not have enough instructional time to address privacy (3)

I do not have time to develop privacy learning activities / lesson plans (4)

I do not have the expertise to teach about privacy (5)

Another campus department teaches about privacy (6)

Lack of student interest (7)

Lack of subject faculty support (8)

Lack of library administration support (9)
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I don’t know (10)

Other (11) ________________________________________________

If you include privacy topics in your instruction, please answer the following question about your basis for

privacy instruction:

Display This Question:

If What privacy topics do you include in your information literacy instruction? Select all that apply. !¼ I do not

include privacy topics in instruction.

What is the basis for including privacy literacy in your instruction? Select all that apply

Subject-based learning outcome (ex. HIPAA in health science) (1)

Information literacy program outcome (2)

ACRL Framework (Information has Value) (3)

Core values of librarianship; professional code of ethics (4)

Not addressed by other co-/curricular units (5)

Student interest (6)

Subject faculty request / collaboration (7)

Other (8) ________________________________________________

Indicate your institution type

Public (1)

Private (2)

For-profit (3)

Indicate your institution classification

Doctoral university (1)

Master’s college or university (2)

Baccalaureate college (3)

Associate’s college (4)

Special focus institution (5) ________________________________________________

Indicate your institution size by student FTE

Fewer than 1,000 (1)

1,000–2,999 (2)

3,000–9,999 (3)

At least 10,000 (4)

How many years of academic library instruction experience do you have?

Less than 5 years (1)

5–10 years (2)

11–15 years (3)

More than 15 years (4)

Is classroom library instruction a primary responsibility of your position?

Yes (1)

No (2)

What areas do you support with instruction? Select all that apply

Humanities (1)

Social Sciences (2)

STEM (3)

Health sciences (4)

Business (5)

General education (6)

First-year experience (7)

Co-curricular (8)

Other (9) ________________________________________________
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Are you willing to participate in a qualitative follow-up study about privacy instruction in academic libraries?

Yes (1)

No (2)

If you are willing to participate in a qualitative follow-up study, please provide the following information:

Display This Question:

If Are you willing to participate in a qualitative follow-up study about privacy instruction in acad . . .¼ Yes

Personally identifiable information garnered from these responses will be kept confidential.

Name

________________________________________________________________

Display This Question:

If Are you willing to participate in a qualitative follow-up study about privacy instruction in acad . . .¼ Yes

Email

________________________________________________________________

Display This Question:

If Are you willing to participate in a qualitative follow-up study about privacy instruction in acad . . .¼ Yes

Phone number

________________________________________________________________

Appendix B

Privacy workshop feedback

This workshop taught me . . .

Top takeaway, comments, or suggestions: [Free text response field]

something new about how my personal data can have real
world impact

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree

strategies I can use to evaluate my preferences & manage
my personal data

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree

a new way to think about privacy Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
something I’d want to share with friends or family Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree
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Introduction: Motors of change driving
development

As anthropogenic alterations accelerate, sustainable

development efforts must be urgently adopted and

advanced by all. As António Guterres, the present

UN Secretary-General, states, ‘the coming years will

be a vital period to save the planet and to achieve

sustainable, inclusive human development’ (United

Nations, 2019a). Public libraries play important roles

in these efforts to advance sustainable development

for the benefit of both people and planet. Fiona Brad-

ley (2018: 118) argues that ‘libraries have an essential

role in helping to meet this grand challenge by pro-

viding access to information, public access to ICT

(information and communication technology), help-

ing people to develop the capacity to effectively use

information, and by preserving information to ensure

ongoing access for future generations’. Public

libraries are ‘motors of change’, and their facilitating

of information access is a ‘driver of development’, for

both individuals and societies.1

As motors of change driving development, public

libraries, with their commitment to information pro-

vision and access, are crucial to the realization of the

United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Devel-

opment (herein referred to as the UN 2030 Agenda).

Officially named ‘Transforming Our World: The

2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development’, the UN

2030 Agenda was formally adopted in September

2015 by all 193 members of the UN at an historic

international summit on sustainable development at

UN headquarters in New York City. Coming into

force on 1 January 2016, this ambitious document

represents an unprecedented programme promoting

shared prosperity and wellbeing for all of humanity

and the planet.2 Over the course of the following 15

years – which at the time of this article’s writing

approaches the one-third mark of its existence and
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implementation, with varying degrees of success thus

far3 – all UN members and countries are committed,

by consensus, to mobilize resources and efforts to

address and achieve the Agenda’s comprehensive

goals and accompanying targets. Public libraries are

important resources that must (continue to) be con-

sulted, harnessed, and used to secure sustainable

development and, ultimately, a more equitable, inclu-

sive and healthy world.

The importance of public libraries to sustainable

development efforts are implicitly recognized within

the UN 2030 Agenda. It envisages:

a world free of poverty, hunger, disease and want, where

all life can thrive . . . A world with universal literacy. A

world with equitable and universal access to quality

education at all levels, to health care and social protec-

tion, where physical, mental and social well-being are

assured. (United Nations, 2015a)

This vision is advanced by public libraries’ capa-

cities for providing information, inclusive spaces, and

various educational, cultural, and social opportunities

to all people.4 They can help ensure a world where the

wellbeing of all individuals, and by extension their

wider communities and climates, are assured and can

thrive.

While there is growing literature on the UN 2030

Agenda and its applications to and implications for

various sectors, especially within the fields of envi-

ronmental science, economics, health studies, law,

feminist studies and human rights, it is an emerging,

and relatively under-explored, topic within the

Library and Information Science (LIS) scholarship.5

The emerging LIS literature that addresses the

Agenda mostly concentrates on particular aspects or

case studies of the role of libraries or librarianship,

such as the roles played by academic librarianship,

LIS pedagogical responses, and country- or region-

specific concerns within the context of the Agenda.6

This emerging work on the UN 2030 Agenda is mak-

ing important interventions into the LIS discourse;

however there remains a need for broader recognition

of the roles played by public libraries in helping real-

ize the Agenda.

This article contributes to this emerging LIS scho-

larship by arguing for the central roles played by pub-

lic libraries in realizing the Agenda’s sustainable

development goals (SDGs). The purpose of the article

is twofold. First, it overviews the UN 2030 Agenda’s

history coupled with the start of a literature review of

the LIS research on it. The intention of this overview

and literature review is to provide a point of departure

for further research on the Agenda within the context

of public libraries. Second, this article presents a con-

ceptual framework in which to approach the Agenda’s

SDGs within the context of public libraries. Com-

prised of communal, cultural, educational, economic

and democratic contributions that public libraries

offer, this conceptual framework presents a case for

public libraries in fulfilling the Agenda’s SDGs and,

in so doing, establishes a foundation upon which to

build further analyses of the important roles played by

public libraries in sustainable development efforts.

It is important to note that this article does not

claim or intend to present a detailed discussion of

every goal or target of the UN 2030 Agenda or their

many complex features and implications. There is, as

aforementioned, an impressive interdisciplinary liter-

ature addressing the complexities of this grand global

effort. The article, instead, makes its own humble

intervention in this ongoing interdisciplinary work

by establishing the theoretical connections between

public libraries and the roles they can play in achiev-

ing the Agenda’s SDGs. Indeed, since this article

explores and emphasizes the theoretical connections

public libraries make with this policy document, it is

hoped that it can serve as a basis to conduct further

practice-based and/or evidence-focused research on

this topic. The ultimate aim is to expand awareness

of the UN 2030 Agenda within the LIS discipline, in

addition to promoting the importance of public

libraries in advancing sustainable development efforts

generally and the Agenda specifically.

The following discussion is arranged into three

main sections connected by the argument for public

libraries’ important contributions towards realizing

the UN 2030 Agenda’s SDGs. The first section pre-

sents an overview of the now-classic definition of

sustainable development coined by the Brundtland

Commission and its recognition of the significance

of information for such efforts. The second section

provides a descriptive account of the UN 2030

Agenda for Sustainable Development. It explores the

interventions made by the international library com-

munity in ensuring that information access was recog-

nized and included within the Agenda. The third

section offers a conceptual framework of public

libraries’ contributions to community, culture, educa-

tion, economy and democracy as a taxonomy in which

to help situate and begin analyzing these public insti-

tutions’ roles in sustainable development efforts. The

concluding section reiterates the need for public

libraries in going forward with the Agenda as it

reaches the one-third mark of its mandate. It was the

Brundtland Commission in the 1980s that first

acknowledged information’s importance for sustain-

able development.
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The Brundtland Commission on
Sustainable Development

The World Commission on Environment and Devel-

opment (WCED) – popularly known as the Brundt-

land Commission after the former Norwegian Prime

Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland, the United Nations-

appointed chairperson of the committee – provided,

arguably, the classic definition of sustainable devel-

opment. In its 1987 report entitled Our Common

Future, the Brundtland Commission defined sustain-

able development as ‘development which meets the

needs of the present without compromising the ability

of future generations to meet their own needs’ (United

Nations and World Commission on Environment and

Development, 1987). Although this definition mainly

focuses on environmental sustainability, it neverthe-

less remains relevant today and can be expanded to

include the need for sustainable development of soci-

ety and the economy. Thus, sustainable development

recognizes that progress includes intersecting and

interlocking economic, social and environmental

dimensions. It respects the environmental, economic

and social needs of both current and future genera-

tions. It involves managed, orderly and reasonable

growth that actively consults all sectors of society and

that ultimately does not exhaust environmental

resources.

The Brundtland Commission’s report further

acknowledged the importance of information, and

access to information in particular, in helping achieve

sustainable development. Gobinda Chowdhury and

Kushwanth Koya (2017: 2130) highlight major parts

within the report emphasizing the importance of

information including ‘free access to relevant infor-

mation’; ‘ensure that new technologies reach all those

who need them, overcoming such problems as the

lack of information’; ‘many developing countries

need information [on various environmental, industry,

and health matters and] trained people to apply such

information to local circumstances’; ‘new technolo-

gies and potentially unlimited access to information

offer great promise’; ‘augmented by digital commu-

nications and advanced information analysis . . . these

data can provide up-to-date information on a wide

variety of resource, climatic, pollution, and other vari-

ables’; and the need to pool together all this informa-

tion. They further note that information access has

been acknowledge in various

policy documents created by the UN (United Nations,

2012, 2015a, 2015b), European Commission (2010), the

OECD (2010), and studies commissioned by national

governments (for example, Department for Environ-

ment, Food and Rural Affairs, UK, 2013); as well as

by researchers (see, for example, Chowdhury, 2014;

Nathan, 2012; Nolin, 2010). (Chowdhury and Koya

2017, 2130)

Information is indeed a central component of sus-

tainable development efforts. Economic expansion,

social equity and environmental protection must be

treated, not as mutually exclusive concerns, but as

mutually inclusive matters that must be addressed

together. A lack of availability of and access to infor-

mation results in barriers prohibiting full social and

economic participation in society, knowledge about

environmental challenges and opportunities, and a

host of other complex environmental, economic and

social issues. Such a lack consequently inhibits and

undermines efforts to sustainably develop the envi-

ronment, economy and society.

Transforming our world: The 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development

Nearly 30 years after the Brundtland Commission’s

report, the United Nations adopted the 2030 Agenda

for Sustainable Development, an ambitious, compre-

hensive plan for making the world a better place for

all. Promising positive and productive improvement

in people’s lives, economic growth and environmen-

tal protection, the UN 2030 Agenda affirms itself as ‘a

plan of action for people, planet and prosperity’

(United Nations, 2015a). Its grand aim is to eradicate

poverty, enhance prosperity, expand opportunities,

strengthen peace and protect the environment for the

benefit of everyone, everywhere. It represents an

unprecedented global vision and commitment to

improve the world, ensure sustainable development

and ensure no one is left behind.

Applying to all countries, developed and develop-

ing alike, the agenda represents a historic undertaking

that is global in nature and universally applicable.

Although it is not legally binding, the Agenda has

considerable moral force in having been adopted by

consensus by every UN member. Further, while the

Agenda recognizes and respects diverse circum-

stances and contingencies, every country nevertheless

shares responsibility for achieving these goals and

targets, albeit through their own particular but mean-

ingful ways and means. All countries share responsi-

bility whilst each has its own unique role to play in

realizing the Agenda’s vision.

Constituted by 17 Sustainable Development Goals

(SDGs), which are comprised of 169 targets, the UN

2030 Agenda presents a comprehensive approach for

establishing a better world for all. Although it is

beyond the scope of this article to explain each SDG,
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it is worthwhile to present them in their entirety to

help illuminate their ambitious and comprehensive

nature, and also because they will be situated within

the framework for approaching public libraries within

the context of sustainable development later in this

article. The Agenda’s SDGs strive to:

1. End poverty in all its forms everywhere;

2. End hunger, achieve food security and

improved nutrition, and promote sustainable

agriculture;

3. Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being

for all at all ages;

4. Ensure inclusive and equitable quality educa-

tion and promote life-long learning opportu-

nities for all;

5. Achieve gender equality and empower all

women and girls;

6. Ensure availability and sustainable manage-

ment of water and sanitation for all;

7. Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustain-

able, and modern energy for all;

8. Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable

economic growth, full and productive

employment and decent work for all;

9. Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclu-

sive and sustainable industrialization, and

foster innovation;

10. Reduce inequality within and among

countries;

11. Make cities and human settlements inclusive,

safe, resilient and sustainable;

12. Ensure sustainable consumption and produc-

tion patterns;

13. Take urgent action to combat climate change

and its impacts;

14. Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas

and marine resources for sustainable

development;

15. Protect, restore and promote sustainable use

of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage

forests, combat desertification, and halt and

reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity

loss;

16. Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for

sustainable development, provide access to

justice for all and build effective, accountable

and inclusive institutions at all levels;

17. Strengthen the means of implementation and

revitalize the global partnership for sustain-

able development. (United Nations, 2015a)

Designed as integrated and indivisible compo-

nents, the Agenda’s SDGs and associated targets are

mutually inclusive of one another. They cannot be

achieved in a fragmented manner; instead, they must

be implemented together as a whole. Achieving one

goal and its targets, in other words, requires the con-

comitant meeting of other, indeed all, goals and

targets.

The SDGs and targets, additionally, are impor-

tantly balanced between three main dimensions of

sustainable development, namely social, economic

and environmental dimensions. It therefore adopts a

more holistic approach to sustainable development

connecting social inclusion, economic growth and

environmental protection. This balancing helps

ensure that the diverse perspectives and needs for a

truly complete approach to a better world are

included. Like the interlinked nature of the SDGs and

targets, these three dimensions are similarly interre-

lated to the extent that each must be addressed to

ensure a better world for all. The Agenda cannot be

fully implemented or realized in a piecemeal fashion.

It requires social, economic and environmental con-

siderations, expressed through the SDGs and targets,

and translated into reality through implementation.

The roots of the new post-2015 agenda were

planted in a previous UN programme, entitled the

Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), which

intended to meet the needs of the world’s poorest

people and societies during the first decade-and-a-

half of the new century (United Nations, n.d.). The

MDGs were launched in 2000 with a target year for

fulfilment set for 2015. Constituted by eight goals and

associated 21 targets, including halving extreme pov-

erty rates, providing universal primary education and

halting the spread of HIV/AIDS, malaria and other

diseases, the MDGs concentrated on addressing social

issues in developing countries. As the MDG period

neared its conclusion at the end of 2015, the interna-

tional community recognized the need for a new

development agenda beyond 2015 in order to con-

tinue extending the successes achieved by the MDGs,

completing what these previous goals did not achieve,

and expanding the remit to cover additional issues and

dimensions.

The new post-2015 agenda would be uniquely dif-

ferent from the MDGs in several significant ways.

First, it would call for all countries to promote pros-

perity and protect the planet. It would extend its focus

beyond poorer states to include rich, middle income

and poor alike. Second, the scope would be broadened

beyond the eight MDGs to more fully combat the

complex challenges confronting the world. Third,

while the new agenda would build upon the MDGs,

it would also expand their focus to include not only

social considerations but also economic and
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environmental issues. It would therefore adopt a more

holistic approach to sustainable development con-

necting social inclusion, economic growth and envi-

ronmental protection. And, fourth, it would facilitate

an inclusive negotiation process involving all 193 UN

member states in addition to participation of civil

society and citizens surrounded the creation of the

new post-2015 agenda. This inclusive negotiation

process was unprecedented insofar as it included

diverse perspectives and inputs from various commu-

nities and stakeholders instead of an exclusive top-

down process involving a small community of

experts.

The International Federation of Library Associa-

tions and Institutions (IFLA), for example, played a

significant role in helping inform the creation of the

new agenda by advocating for the importance of

information access in helping to meet the emerging

sustainable development goals and targets. Bradley

(2016) provides a detailed examination of IFLA’s

engagement with the post-2015 agenda negotiations

and its contributions to the resulting 2030 Agenda.

She explains that:

to maximise chances of success and to garner support

from inside and beyond the library field, IFLA focused

on a limited number of issues: access to information,

public access to ICT and cultural heritage, each of

which encompassed the role of libraries as an essential

provider of access, skills and stewardship. (Bradley,

2016: 120)

By illuminating the need for importance of infor-

mation access, not only for each SDG, but also for

connecting them together, IFLA embarked on a suc-

cessful campaign to include information access in the

final version of the agenda.

During the negotiations, IFLA promoted the

importance of libraries in advancing sustainable

development. It issued a formal statement affirming

that libraries represent ‘important development part-

ners, both by providing access to information in all

formats and by delivering services and programmes

that meet the needs for information in a changing and

increasingly complex society’ (IFLA, 2013). Govern-

ments and other stakeholders were confronted with a

unique opportunity to leverage their public libraries

for realizing sustainable development efforts. IFLA

emphasized public libraries’ positive impact on local

communities through providing of free access to

information, facilitating access to cultural heritage

and knowledge, establishing diverse opportunities for

individuals, empowering people for their own self-

development, providing expert information guidance,

and contributing to and working with their multi-

stakeholder societies.

The Lyon Declaration, moreover, was another

IFLA initiative to advocate for the inclusion of infor-

mation access and skills within the negotiations.

Launched at the 2014 World Library and Information

Congress in Lyon, France, the declaration argued that

information access and skills have the twin effects of

supporting sustainable development and improving

people’s lives. The declaration stated that ‘increased

access to information and knowledge, underpinned by

universal literacy, is an essential pillar of sustainable

development’ and, further, that libraries ‘have the

skills and resources to help governments, institutions

and individuals communicate, organize, structure and

understand data that is critical to development’

(IFLA, 2014). The Lyon Declaration called upon all

UN member states to make an international commit-

ment to ensure universal access to information

coupled with developing information skills. Garner-

ing the support of 600 signatories from many civil

society organizations, this document revealed the

strong support from international civil society for

advancing information access and advocating for the

role of libraries in sustainable development efforts.

These advocacy campaigns successfully secured

the inclusion of universal literacy in the Agenda’s

vision statement in addition to a major SDG target

on information access. The SDG 16 – promoting

peaceful and inclusive societies, providing access to

justice, and building effective, accountable and inclu-

sive institutions at all levels – includes Target 16.10 to

‘ensure public access to information and protect fun-

damental freedoms, in accordance with national leg-

islation and international agreements’ (UN, 2015a).

Achieving full information access requires everyone

to have access and associated skills to use information

effectively. Public libraries provide information

access, information skills development and other edu-

cational opportunities to help individuals seek, locate,

organize, structure, communicate and use information

for personal, social, cultural and development-related

goals, needs and efforts.

Public libraries, however, are more than tools for

implementing the SDGs. They are also reliable

mechanisms underpinning the delivery of these goals.

There are 320,000 public libraries worldwide (as well

as more than one million academic, research, school,

national, parliamentary and special libraries) repre-

senting established, trusted networks that should be

leveraged to meet the SDGs.7 Their provision of

information further represents a cross-cutting issue

supporting all of the SDGs. As IFLA (2019a) states,

public libraries and information access can help
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contribute to improved outcomes across the Sustainable

Development Goals (SDGs) by promoting universal lit-

eracy, including media and information literacy, and

digital literacy skills; closing gaps in access to informa-

tion and helping government, civil society and business

to better understand local information needs; providing

a network of delivery sites for government programmes

and services; advancing digital inclusion through access

to ICT, and dedicated staff to help people develop new

digital skills; serving as the heart of the research and

academic community; and preserving and providing

access to the world’s culture and heritage.

In this sense, public libraries serve as the proverbial

golden thread weaving the goals together into a col-

ourful tapestry for achieving sustainable develop-

ment. They ensure that people have the information

they need to manifest the SDGs into practical results.

While the SDGs could appear to be disjointed because

of this sweeping ambition – indeed, some critics claim

the SDGs should stand for ‘senseless, dreamy,

garbled’ (Easterly, 2015) – this golden thread reveals

their intertwined nature. A framework for approach-

ing public libraries within the context of the UN 2030

Agenda can shed further light on public libraries’

roles in helping implement and connect the SDGs. Let

us now turn to such a framework that situates each

SDG within one of its major components.

A framework of public libraries’
contributions to the UN 2030 Agenda

The SDGs of the UN 2030 Agenda are comprehensive

to the extent that they could appear overwhelming,

especially in terms of their fulfilment; however, pub-

lic libraries, as ‘public sphere institutions’ (Vårheim

et al., 2019: 93) and their provision of information

access, help bring together and realize the UN 2030

Agenda’s ambitious SDGs. This article now intro-

duces a conceptual framework of public libraries’

contributions to community, culture, education, econ-

omy and democracy to approach the Agenda. These

five components are not mutually exclusive but

instead are symbiotic, informing and influencing each

other in a matrix that makes public libraries signifi-

cant to individuals and communities.

The Agenda’s SDGs can be situated within this

conceptual framework’s five components to illumi-

nate the multidimensional ways in which public

libraries connect and contribute to these goals and

their integrated social, economic, and environmental

dimensions. This framework can be applied at both

global and local levels. It can be scaled for either

broad or narrow analyses, or more general or granular

applications, for approaching the roles of information

and public libraries in diverse contexts. This frame-

work, moreover, can be applied either wholesale or

piecemeal. Its components do not necessarily need to

be applied in their entirety, but instead could be

applied separately, combined in various constella-

tions, or be taken together for analysing public

libraries’ contributions to individuals, communities

and sustainable development efforts. For instance, the

framework’s component of democratic contributions

may not apply to every setting or situation, particu-

larly in non-democratic countries or contexts, and, as

a result, could possibly be omitted from some analy-

ses. The framework therefore provides multiple

potential pathways in which to approach and analyze

public libraries’ contributions to individuals, commu-

nities and sustainable development efforts.

Ultimately, the aim of this conceptual framework is

to provide both a foundation and possible points of

departure for further research and studies into public

libraries and their importance and implications for the

Agenda specifically and sustainable development

generally. The following discussion focuses on a

selection of goals and associated targets for inclusion

for two interrelated reasons. First, as aforementioned,

it is beyond this article’s scope and space to provide

an exhaustive examination of either the full Agenda

or every possible aspect or feature of public libraries’

contributions to sustainable development efforts.

Selecting specific goals and associated targets had

to be made to ensure a more concentrated approach

and focused discussion. Second, the reason behind the

goals and associated targets chosen for analyses is

their relevance and resonance with issues relating,

both directly and indirectly, to information access and

public libraries. This selection, in other words, is

based on the chosen goals and associated targets being

particularly germane to the work, interests and pur-

view of public libraries. Further and other studies on

public libraries and the Agenda could possibly

explore other SDGs and associated targets. But, for

now, let us start applying this framework to the fol-

lowing selection of the SDGs from the UN 2030

Agenda.

Community contributions

Communities benefit from the presence of public

libraries since they are unique public places. They are

community places that ‘contribute to the quality of

life of their communities’ (Chow and Tian, 2019).

Public libraries can help improve the quality of life

by offering free and open access to diverse kinds and

formats of information, free spaces for assembly and

engagement, and opportunities for individual leisure
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and education. Their community contributions to their

communities can consequently be leveraged to help

realize the Agenda’s third, fifth and eleventh goals.

Specifically,

� Goal 3: Ensure healthy lives and promote well-

being for all at all ages.

Public libraries can provide free access to credible,

quality health information to help inform individuals

about their personal health as well as inform their

communities about health issues, treatments and other

resources.

� Goal 5: Achieve gender equality and empower

all women and girls.

Public libraries promote gender equality by making

available equitable and inclusive spaces and informa-

tion access for women and girls, and indeed all sexes

and gender identities. Public libraries provide safe

meeting places, programmes and lectures on women’s

rights and health, and various educational services for

lifelong learning including literacy training for

women and girls. Public libraries also help specifi-

cally implement Target 5.b – enhance the use of

enabling technology, in particular information and

communications technology, to promote the empow-

erment of women – by providing free access to ICTs

accompanied by different programmes on literacy for

and training on how to use them effectively.8

� Goal 11: Make cities and human settlements

inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable.

Public libraries play significant roles in helping build

and maintain inclusive and resilient communities.

They ‘function as robust community centers, often

providing services that people cannot get elsewhere’

(Scott, 2011a: 191). They are ‘trusted community

institutions contributing to the creation of social cap-

ital among patrons . . . [making] use of their resources

and the institutional capital in their communities, con-

tributing to community resilience and social capital

creation’ (Vårheim, 2017). Their provision of open,

equitable, inclusive and safe spaces for all individuals

and groups, along with their provision of information,

are important factors in helping ensure successful and

sustainable cities and human settlements. They are

consequently vital components of (an increasingly

diminishing) public sphere; indeed, they might be ‘the

nearest thing we have . . . to an achieved public

sphere’ (Webster 2002, 176).

Public libraries, moreover, help address the infor-

mation, sociocultural and humanitarian needs of all

individuals, including those from marginalized and

disadvantaged groups. For instance, they ‘are on the

front lines of the current refugee crisis . . . assisting

refugees to reconstruct information communities and

landscapes, build resilience and social capital, and

reconnect with their homelands while simultaneously

connecting with their new communities’ (Kosciejew,

2019: 94). They are offering language (often English

as a second language) classes, resettlement assistance

(how and where to find and secure food, housing,

work, school registration, etc.), and help learning

about and complying with governmental regulations.9

Public libraries thus help ensure refugees are included

in their new communities ‘by making relevant infor-

mation available, accessible, and usable, through the

provision of free information resources, services, and

technologies in addition to other logistical and huma-

nitarian assistance, social support, and communal

spaces’ (Kosciejew 2019: 94).

� Goal 11.b. By 2020, substantially increase the

number of cities and human settlements adopt-

ing and implementing integrated policies and

plans towards inclusion, resource efficiency,

mitigation and adaptation to climate change,

resilience to disasters, and develop and imple-

ment . . . holistic disaster risk management at all

levels.

Public libraries are essential resources in times of

emergency and crisis.10 In the United States, for

example, the US Federal Emergency Management

Agency (FEMA) has formally recognized public

libraries as essential community organizations. Since

they are typically well established in their local com-

munities, they can help develop local policy on issues

and plans relating to disaster risk management. Fur-

ther, they often play vital roles in disaster recovery

efforts ‘even when other government actors fail.

Libraries are centers of local information and have

local knowledge. Patrons, as well as government

agencies and NGOs, benefit from public libraries’

local grounding’ (Vårheim, 2015: 2). Public libraries

‘are able to be staffed and opened quickly so librar-

ians can interview disaster victims for actual needs.

This dependable mechanism has proven to enhance a

community during the marked low moments that dis-

asters cause’ (Mabe and Ashley, 2017: 27).11

Many public libraries, in fact, either contribute to

and/or intervene in emergency situations by taking on

various roles

to support disaster recovery in communities . . . periodi-

cally adjust[ing] their policies and services based on
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what their community needed at the time. These prac-

tices are not only indicative of a resilient system, but if

integrated with emergency management could support a

more resilient community. (Veil and Bishop, 2014: 723)

Cultural contributions

Culture is promoted by and through the presence of

public libraries. They are cultural places. Culture is

presented and protected, in many practical ways, by

and through public libraries. Their cultural contribu-

tions to their communities can be harnessed to help

support the Agenda’s Goal 11 Target of 11.4.

Specifically,

� Goal 11.4 Strengthen efforts to protect and

safeguard the world’s cultural . . . heritage.

Public libraries play essential roles in the develop-

ment, safeguarding and preservation of cultural heri-

tage in all forms from print to digital resources. Public

libraries help ‘broaden their community’s cultural

understanding and awareness of the world through

[their collections,] programming, displays, and dis-

cussions’ (Scott, 2011a: 201). They collect, organize,

preserve and make accessible diverse kinds of cultural

resources of their communities and, indeed, of the

world, thereby making available diverse facts, ideas

and perspectives. This cultural accessibility nourishes

creativity and intellectual activities that, in turn, lead

to the creation of more culture.

Educational contributions

Educational opportunities are expanded through pub-

lic libraries. They are educational places. They help

reduce barriers to learning by providing free, equita-

ble and inclusive pathways for acquiring and devel-

oping new knowledge and skills. They not only make

information both available and accessible, they also

represent places of thinking; put differently, they are

places associated with obtaining information and

thinking about and reflecting upon that information.

Their educational contributions to their communities

can be extended to help achieve the Agenda’s fourth

goal overall and, in particular, Targets 4.4, and 4.6.

Specifically,

� Goal 4. Ensure inclusive and equitable quality

education and promote lifelong learning oppor-

tunities for all.

Public libraries are learning environments providing

safe spaces for education, where individuals can

engage in study and research in order to increase their

education, stimulate their imagination, and garner

new perspectives and possibilities for self-discovery.

They consequently support other educational institu-

tions and efforts within their communities by provid-

ing lectures, programmes and services for diverse

purposes and needs from language instruction to lit-

eracy skills development. Their supportive role for

formal education is further enriched by their provision

of ‘direct education through formal [and informal]

instruction, for free, to many groups that at best are

offered in only a few other venues’ (Scott, 2011a:

203). Public libraries, for example, offer diverse pro-

grammes including children’s programming, early

childhood and adult literacy, language instruction

such as English as a second language, civic education,

and computer classes and digital literacy develop-

ment.12 They further provide access to diverse kinds

of information which helps support research efforts in

not only accessing and (re)using information but also

creating new knowledge. Ultimately, public libraries

support the lifelong learning and education of their

communities.

� Target 4.4 By 2030, substantially increase the

number of youth and adults who have relevant

skills, including technical . . . skills, for

employment, decent jobs and entrepreneurship.

Public libraries help support and advance the devel-

opment of technical skills, specifically digital and

related technical and literacy skills, for all individu-

als, from youth to adults with varying degrees of

knowledge and experience, that, in turn, helps them

in their employment or in their search for and secure-

ment of employment. By offering classes and pro-

grammes for developing, expanding, and/or refining

digital knowledge and skills, public libraries help

individuals develop abilities to efficiently and effec-

tively access, analyse and produce information in

diverse forms and formats for their diverse work

needs.

� Target 4.6 By 2030, ensure that all youth and a

substantial proportion of adults, both men and

women, achieve literacy and numeracy.

Public libraries are places of and for literacy. They

have, historically, helped promote and support read-

ing and numerical literacies for all ages. They offer

diverse programmes on reading and writing for youth

and adults. They often play important roles ‘in devel-

oping early literacy skills and a love of reading in

children . . . [as well as] working intergenerationally

and developing a national culture of reading’

(Campbell-Hicks, 2016: 121). Some public libraries
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also ‘support increased financial literacy in their com-

munities’ (Smith and Eschenfelder, 2013: 299) by

offering programmes on financial literacy, including

for general matters for personal or organizational

financial management and tax compilation and sub-

mission assistance.

Economic contributions

Economies are enhanced by public libraries. They are

places for economic development at both local and

national levels. They help enable entrepreneurial

activity, support local businesses and assist individu-

als search for jobs or new employment. They can also

positively increase their communities’ reputation by

attracting visitors who could then visit, support and

shop at surrounding businesses.13 Their economic

contributions to their communities can be further

employed to help secure the Agenda’s eighth and

ninth goals. Specifically,

� Goal 8. Promote sustained, inclusive and sus-

tainable economic growth, full and productive

employment and decent work for all.

Public libraries provide free and equitable spaces and

access to information, ICTs, skills training and other

educational opportunities that can help individuals

develop skills and build knowledge for employment

and other economic opportunities.

They offer services for employment searches and

government benefits, especially for individuals who

may not have computer or Internet access or may

require assistance navigating the job market or gov-

ernment platforms. This assistance includes helping

people navigate job sites, complete online applica-

tions, compose resumes and learn interviewing

techniques.

This information access and skills training further

benefits local businesses and entrepreneurs in con-

ducting research, especially on local matters, that can

help their economic development and growth. In fact,

public libraries:

can play a significant role in the economic development

of their [local] communities. Economic development in

[their local] communities . . . benefit from many of the

same resources and services all enjoy at public libraries,

including free and public Internet access, space, educa-

tion, question answering, and materials on many

business-related subjects. (Bishop et al., 2016: 37)

These public institutions provide places where

local businesses and entrepreneurs can access infor-

mation and conduct research to support their ventures,

in addition to access resources on local matters that

can benefit their local endeavours.

Further, public libraries’ provision of free access to

ICTs, Internet access, and digital and technical lit-

eracy programmes to help individuals create, con-

sume, share, navigate and otherwise use digital

information. In fact, public libraries are increasingly

prioritizing ‘their roles in promoting digital inclusion

and view digital inclusion efforts as central to their

missions to serve their communities’ (Bertot et al.,

2013: 270). This free provision of digital technolo-

gies, services and the Internet help bolster educational

and research infrastructure and, in more economically

underprivileged and/or rural communities, represent

the main sources for digital inclusion. Indeed, public

libraries’ provision and promotion of ICTs and the

Internet increases individuals’ connectivity to diverse

kinds of professional and personal opportunities.

� Goal 9. Build resilient infrastructure, promote

inclusive and sustainable industrialization and

foster innovation.

Public libraries, significantly, are parts of infrastruc-

ture themselves. They form part of the backbone of

the vital ‘social infrastructure’ (Klinenberg, 2018a),

the physical places providing the settings and context

for social participation. Social ties are forged when

people have access to robust social infrastructures.

Living near and having access to public libraries

‘brings a host of social benefits, such as increased

trust, decreased loneliness, and a stronger sense of

attachment to where we live’ (Cox and Streeter,

2019a). According to a recent study on the importance

of place (Cox and Streeter, 2019b), individuals who

live in close proximity to public libraries, along with

other amenities, are more content with their commu-

nities, exhibit more social trust and display lower

levels of loneliness. Cox and Streeter discovered that

even after accounting for factors including urban or

rural residents, social class, educational level, gen-

der and race, greater amenity access to places like

public libraries predicts feelings of community satis-

faction, social trust, and social inclusion (2019b: 1).

As parts of social infrastructure, public libraries

therefore help foster increasing social participation

through contact, communication and collaboration

among neighbours, friends and other community

members.

Democratic contributions

Democratic principles and practices are upheld by

public libraries. They are, in many ways, democratic

places. Public libraries often serve ‘as both symbols
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of freedom and democracy and as mechanisms to

support those values through open access to informa-

tion and culture’ (Byrne, 2018: 285). Extensive net-

works of well-provisioned and well-used public

libraries help strengthen democracy; indeed, ‘strong

public library systems tend to go hand in hand with

strong democratic values and traditions’ (Byrne,

2018: 291). Public libraries facilitate, for example,

some of the fundamental features of democracy,

including freedoms of expression, assembly and asso-

ciation. Their democratic contributions to their com-

munities can be further used to help advance the

agenda’s tenth, sixteenth and seventeenth goals.

Specifically,

� Goal 10. Reduce inequality within and among

countries.

Public libraries help reduce inequality in two funda-

mental ways: first, by providing open, inclusive and

safe civic spaces for all people located in urban and

rural areas; and second, by providing free and equi-

table access to diverse information and other socio-

cultural and educational services available to all

individuals. They are truly ‘palaces for the people’

(Klinenberg, 2018a) offering space, information, and

opportunities ‘for everyone, regardless of whether

they’re a citizen, a permanent resident, or even a con-

victed felon – and all of it for free’ (Klinenberg,

2018b). Public libraries, in these ways, can often rea-

sonably claim the mantle of being democratic

institutions.14

Further, public libraries can help reduce inequality

among countries through regional or international col-

laborations, partnerships and support.15 They can help

build each other up through efforts such as resource

sharing and interlibrary loans; professional develop-

ment programmes, bursaries and scholarships; fun-

draising efforts and volunteer arrangements; and

specialized curriculum in library schools focusing

on international librarianship, information issues and

social justice.

� Goal 16. Promote peaceful and inclusive soci-

eties for sustainable development, provide

access to justice for all and build effective,

accountable and inclusive institutions at all

levels.

Public libraries help contribute to peaceful and inclu-

sive societies by providing safe, inclusive and open

civic spaces. Their ‘welcoming of diversity

and respect for all users – from the indigent to the

wealthy, the infant to the senior, the educated to

the less informed – models democracy for the

community’ (Byrne, 2018: 293). They help inculcate

civic understanding by actively engaging with their

communities, embracing minorities and responding to

local information, cultural, educational and other

social needs, thereby promoting ‘democracy in a prac-

tical, ‘grass roots’ manner . . . [being] ‘radically inclu-

sive’ for their communities’ (Byrne, 2018: 293). In

this sense, they not only provide information but also

advance social justice and inclusion whilst simultane-

ously foster community for all people. As inclusive

public places, they ‘often help establish the founda-

tion upon which, given sufficient time, trust levels are

based and can increase’ (Kosciejew, 2019: 90). As

many individuals may increasingly feel alienated, ato-

mized and afraid, public libraries can help serve as

community hubs to promote and facilitate increased

social interaction and connection.

� Goal 17. Strengthen the means of implementa-

tion and revitalize the global partnership for

sustainable development.

Public libraries represent a well-established network

of community-based, cultural and information institu-

tions in urban and rural areas in most countries that

can help promote, implement, and advance local and

national development plans. Many public libraries

‘have the skills and resources to help governments,

institutions and individuals communicate, organise,

structure and use information and data for develop-

ment’ (IFLA, 2017). Thus, these public institutions

‘in addition to providing the recreational and educa-

tional resources desired by their communities . . . ac-

tively offer resources relating to law, government,

public policy, town planning, health and the many

other fields of interest to an active citizenry’ (Byrne,

2018: 293). These resources, collections and services

offered by public libraries further represent and serve

as essential tools for decision-making at all levels,

including for deliberations regarding the creation,

implementation and monitoring of sustainable devel-

opment efforts.

Ultimately, the Agenda’s global vision requires the

support of local advocacy and action to turn it into

reality. Global vision and action

must be supported by local advocacy, and with the sup-

port of libraries and librarians at all levels to support and

promote the UN 2030 Agenda, the difference that access

to information and libraries make . . . [can help] ensure

that the sector makes a counted, vital contribution to

achieving the SDGs. (Bradley, 2016: 124)

Indeed, ‘libraries, in every part of the world, can be

reliable mechanisms for underpinning the delivery of
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sustainable development programmes’ (IFLA, 2013).

These public institutions are ideally situated within

their local communities to help translate this global

vision into local action by providing public access to

information, literacy skills development and other

educational opportunities, cultural heritage provision

and protection, and inclusive and equitable commu-

nity spaces.

Conclusion: Going forward with
sustainable development efforts

Going forward, sustainable development efforts rest

upon access to and the provision of information. Eco-

nomic, social and environmental development suffers

when and where there is a lack of information. Public

libraries are motors of change that can help drive

development for a sustainable, prosperous, inclusive,

and healthy future for all people.

As the UN 2030 Agenda reaches its one-third

mark, both its implementation and the work of public

libraries in helping achieve its SDGs remains

ongoing. IFLA and the international library commu-

nity continues advancing the Agenda through raising

awareness, contributing resources and services to

meet various goals and targets, and collaborating with

the UN and other organizations in making sustainable

development of the economy, society, and environ-

ment a reality for all. In 2016, for example, IFLA

launched the International Advocacy Programme

(IAP), which is a capacity-building effort ‘designed

to promote and support the role libraries can play in

the planning and implementation of the UN 2030

Agenda and the SDGs’ (IFLA, 2018b). The IAP has

been holding and hosting activities, workshops and

follow-up actions to raise awareness of and advocate

for (public) libraries as key partners of government,

industry and other actors in supporting the Agenda.

Further, in 2019, the Ministers of Culture of Latin

American and Caribbean countries, with the advice

and support of IFLA, issued the so-called Buenos

Aires Declaration (re)affirming and emphasizing ‘the

place of access to information both as a universal

human right and as a cross-cutting driver of develop-

ment’ and recognizing ‘the indispensable contribution

of [public] libraries across the region [and the world]

to development’ (Forum of Ministers and Secretaries

of Culture of Latin America and the Caribbean, 2019).

Since the declaration’s launch, IFLA has begun work

on extending its reach to more countries to support the

roles of information access and (public) libraries in

achieving the SDGs (IFLA, 2019b).

By increasing awareness of the UN2030 Agenda,

this article emphasized and promoted the ways in

which public libraries address, contribute to, and real-

ize sustainable development efforts. To this end, this

article’s twin objectives outlined the start of a wide-

ranging literature review and exploration of public

libraries’ intersections with sustainable development

efforts. First, it began a literature review of the

emerging LIS research on the Agenda and other

LIS-related research that can be leveraged to both

demonstrate and support the centrality of public

libraries in sustainable development efforts. This lit-

erature review also provides numerous points of

departure in which to continue expanding and explor-

ing their importance for these efforts. Second, this

article presented a conceptual framework of public

libraries’ contributions to community, culture, educa-

tion, economy and democracy, applying it as a taxon-

omy to situate and discuss their contributions to the

Agenda’s SDGs. This framework offers a model for

further analyses on the intersections between public

library values, assets and functions with the Agenda;

moreover, it can be scaled to different degrees of

analyses, from the global to the local, whilst its var-

ious components can be applied individually, in com-

bination with one another, or in their entirety.

There were admittedly some challenges encoun-

tered in conducting this research into and analyses

of public libraries and sustainable development. One

challenge involved the degree of detailed coverage of

this topic. It is important to reiterate that it is beyond

this article’s scope and space to present a comprehen-

sive or total overview of all the literature pertaining to

the rich and varied contributions made by public

libraries to individuals and communities. It is also

beyond this article’s scope and space to present a

complete conversation on all these important contri-

butions. This article, instead, aims to begin such an

overview to both start and stimulate more conversa-

tions about public libraries’ contributions and, specif-

ically, their contributions to and for sustainable

development efforts within the Agenda’s context.

There also appears to be an apparent lack of sub-

stantial engagement with the roles and contributions

of public libraries to realizing the UN 2030 Agenda

emanating from discourses within more developed

countries and regions. A large portion of the literature

on this specific topic appears to be from scholars and

professionals working within or focusing upon unde-

veloped or underdeveloped countries and regions.

This work is necessary and vital, and it is hoped this

article can help contribute to further ongoing and

other studies being done within these countries and

regions. But this seeming regional imbalance in

engagement with and focus on this topic illuminates

that scholarship from certain areas is not adequately
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addressing or tackling public libraries and their roles

in achieving the Agenda to the extent that it needs.

Sustainable development, after all, is a global concern

that requires concerted, collaborative and cooperative

efforts across multidimensional boundaries. This arti-

cle can begin to contribute to filling this apparent

research gap, stimulate increased scholarly and

practice-based research, and connect and support

other interdisciplinary, as well as multinational and

multicultural studies, on this topic from diverse scho-

lars, professionals and other interested parties from

various countries and regions at all levels of

development.

Applying this conceptual framework was also chal-

lenged by the seemingly minimal scholarly attention

to public library services for various issues relating to

natural heritage. Goal 11.4, for instance, states the

need to strengthen efforts to protect and safeguard the

world’s cultural and natural heritage. Libraries of all

stripes are conducting important work in protecting

and safeguarding cultural heritage. Public libraries are

of course instrumental in these efforts, especially at

local levels. But it was a challenge to find any sub-

stantial scholarship on (public) libraries’ roles in pro-

viding services relating to, let alone protecting and

safeguarding, aspects or issues of natural heritage.

Greater research on public libraries’ contributions to

and for natural heritage could help further reveal their

important roles in these efforts, not to mention their

roles in achieving all aspects of Goal 11.4.

Possible next steps that public libraries could

potentially take in approaching the UN 2030 Agenda

are numerous. They include addressing the aforemen-

tioned challenges encountered in this particular

research, in addition to continuing scholarly research,

conducting more professional studies, and generating

practice-based evidence on the impacts of and values

represented by public libraries within the Agenda’s

context. By providing a basis upon which to conduct

further studies into this topic, this article can serve as

a springboard for additional attention to public

libraries, sustainable development, and the UN 2030

Agenda. It could, for instance, be used to help inform

both qualitative and quantitative approaches measur-

ing the impact and value of public libraries’ work on

and for the Agenda. Additionally, while this article

focused on how public libraries support the Agenda

and how the SDGs fit into current public library prac-

tices, a possible goal for future research could be

adjusting the question to examine how public libraries

can innovate to better serve and meet the Agenda’s

SDGs or what particular actions and steps can public

libraries adopt to advance sustainable development

efforts.

Public libraries matter for our lives, societies and

sustainable development. Ultimately, this article is a

foundation upon which to build, and a framework within

which to apply, further research into the important inter-

sections between public libraries, information access

and sustainable development efforts. It is hoped that,

through its humble contribution, this article can help the

UN2030 Agenda’s ambition to ensure that no one is left

behind and, in so doing, help enable, empower and

include everyone in achieving a better future for all.
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Notes

1. See Carlton 2018; IFLA 2018a, 2019a, 2019c, 2019d.

2. See Bryant 2015; Ford, 2015; Jones and Kweifio-Okai

2015; Sengupta 2015; Wooldridge 2016.

3. See the United Nations 2019 SDG Report.

4. Public libraries’ claim to be open to all people, how-

ever, may not always be practically realized. There are

instances where not everyone is equally welcome. Crit-

ical race theory is interrogating this claim; see, for

instance, Al-Qallaf and Mika, 2013; Burke 2010; Gib-

son et al., 2018; Hudson, 2017; Pawley, 2006; Velez

and Villa-Nicholas, 2017. There are also expanding

inquiries into other social justice issues within public

library contexts; see, for example, Berman, 2005;

Gorham et al., 2016; Jaeger et al., 2015, 2016; Kim and

Sin 2008; LaBossiere et al., n.d; Pateman and Vincent,

2016; Wheeler, 2005; Williment, 2019. There is also

growing recognition that public libraries can create or

reinforce hegemony and even foster their own sociopo-

litical agendas; see, for instance, Jaeger and Sarin, 2016.

5. See, for example, Abelenda, 2014; Atkinson and Fan-

khauser, 2019; Bebbington and Unerman, 2018; Bexell

and Jönsson, 2017; Biermann et al., 2017; Bowen et al.

, 2017; Brende and Høie, 2015; Browne, 2017; Caiado

et al., 2018; Chasek and Wagner, 2016; Chasek et al.,

2016; Dodds et al., 2016; Elder and Olsen, 2019; Enns,

2015; Esquivel, 2016; Filho et al., 2018; Fitchett and

Atun, 2014; French and Kotzé, 2018; Fukuda-Parr,

2016; Galli et al., 2018; Griggs et al., 2013; Hák

et al., 2016; Halati and He, 2018; Haysom, 2018;

Kamau et al., 2018; Kanie and Biermann, 2017; Koeh-

ler, 2016; Kostoska and Kocarev 2019; LeBlanc, 2015;

Lim et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2015; Morton et al., 2017;

Musindarwezo, 2018; Nilsson et al., 2016; Ntona and
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Morgera, 2018; Okech and Musindarwezo, 2019; Omi-

sore et al., 2017; Pogge and Sengupta, 2015; Pradhan

et al., 2017; Ruhil, 2017; Sachs, 2012; Scholte and

Söderbaum, 2017; Stevens and Kanie, 2016; Sridhar,

2016; UN Women, 2018; Utama et al., 2015; Van

Norren, 2014; Vandemoortele, 2014; Waage et al.,

2015; Webb et al., 2017; Winkler and Williams,

2018; Wood et al., 2018; Wood and DeClerck. 2015.

6. See, for instance, Abata-Ebire et al., 2018; Anasi et al.,

2018; Bradley, 2016; Chowdhury and Koya, 2017;

Igbinovia, 2016; Koya and Chowdhury, 2019; Nicho-

las and Perpetual, 2015; Onah et al., 2015.

7. There are admittedly other respected networks – from

public school systems and universities to non-

governmental organizations (NGOs) – that can also

be leveraged for sustainable development efforts. Pub-

lic libraries, however, are uniquely qualified because

of their being open and free to all people. Public school

systems, however, are geared towards teachers, staff

and their pupils (and pupils’ families), some NGOs are

subject-specific, such as focusing on human rights or

environmental concerns, and even others may require

fee-based memberships or subscriptions, and so on.

8. For more detailed discussions of library services and

programmes that help advance and empower women

and girls, see, for instance, Audunson et al., 2011;

McKenzie et al., 2006; Smallwood and Sanborn,

2017; Ulvik, 2010; Yoshida, 2013.

9. For a more detailed examination of the vital roles

played by public libraries in addressing the plight of

refugees see, for instance, Kosciejew 2019.

10. For more in-depth coverage of the roles played by

public libraries in disaster risk management and recov-

ery contexts, see, for example, Bertot et al., 2006;

Dickerson, 2007; Featherstone et al., 2008; Hagar,

2012; Halsted et al., 2014; Mabe and Ashley, 2017;

Robertson, 2015; Vårheim, 2015, 2016; Steward,

2014; Young, 2018.

11. There are, admittedly, other organizations, including

civil society organizations and welfare agencies, that

contribute humanitarian interventions during emergen-

cies. Public libraries, however, are particularly special

in such interventions insofar as they often provide

wide-ranging assistance and support, such as informa-

tion provision coupled with humanitarian, shelter,

relief, and other services, whereas other organizations

typically concentrate on one particular kind of assis-

tance or support.

12. Public libraries play many educational and literacy

roles; for further discussion, see, for example: Arndt,

2016; Batchelor, 2017; Bertot et al., 2012, 2016; Bos-

saller, 2017; Clark and Hawkins, 2011; Jaeger et al.,

2012; Julien and Hoffman, 2008; Koik, 2019; Koscie-

jew, 2019; LaPierre and Kitzie, 2019; Lopez et al.,

2016; Lor, 2018; Mcloughlin and Morris 2004;

McShane, 2011; Ottonica et al., 2018; Rhinesmith and

Urbano Stanton, 2018; Sabo, 2017; Stevenson and

Domsy, 2016; Subramaniam et al., 2018; Zapata, 1994.

13. Public libraries often contribute to local and national

economies in various ways; see, for instance: Aabø,

2005a, 2005b; Arts Council England, 2014; Audunson

et al., 2019; Franks and Johns, 2015; Goulding, 2016;

Hancks, 2012; Herrera, 2016; Hildreth and Sullivan,

2015; Liu, 2004; Mehra et al., 2016, 2017; Miller,

2017; Reid and Howard, 2016; Scott, 2011b; Seleb and

Kolo, 2017; Stenstrom et al., 2019; Summers and

Buchanan, 2018; Taylor et al., 2012; White, 2014;

Wyatt and Leorke, 2017.

14. Yet not all public libraries in all contexts aim or intend

to be democratic institutions. Depending upon context,

public libraries can serve undemocratic ideologies and

regimes; for a contemporary example of non-

democratic public libraries, such as North Korean

libraries, see Kosciejew 2009a, 2009b.

15. Many public libraries and library associations collabo-

rate across borders and other boundaries. IFLA is argu-

ably the preeminent example of such international

collaboration. For other discussions on aspects of pub-

lic libraries’ international cooperation, see, for exam-

ple: Chakraborty and Das, 2014; Mark, 2007; Norman,

2013; Saurombe and Ngulube, 2018; Weinberger,

2012; Yarrow et al., 2008.
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Abstract
Striving for a balance between economic development and environmental protection is an ambitious goal
requiring sufficient information on the part of all actors. Public libraries can play an important role in acting as
promoters of knowledge on environmental sustainability. The researchers analysed the status of German
public libraries and their efforts towards a sustainable society. We considered the libraries’ collections and
created a questionnaire, asking librarians to evaluate the current situation in their library. The results show that
many libraries promote environmental sustainability by highlighting books and other media on several
subtopics through special conventions or shelves. Energy meters were the most frequently mentioned tools
provided to sensitize to the topic. Furthermore, libraries organize several information events. Therefore,
partnerships with other organizations and schools are of utmost importance. Beside these efforts, there is
still more potential to promote environmental sustainability. Often, the lack of budget and personnel poses a
challenge.
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Introduction

Environmental sustainability is a concept that has

gained increasing public interest in recent years. More

and more public organizations are considering envi-

ronmental aspects in their strategic plans (Gelderman

et al., 2017). Inspired by the triple bottom line (Elk-

ington, 1997), environmental sustainability is one of

three main dimensions of sustainability: social, eco-

nomic and environmental sustainability. The dimen-

sions interact with each other and are frequently

coined by political, social and cultural tensions, as

different objectives shape different societies regard-

ing social, economic and environmental goals (Sachs,

2012). Sustainable development is often seen as the

pathway to sustainability (Circular Ecology, 2019),

whereby the most common definition describes it as

a ‘development that meets the needs of the present

without compromising the ability of future genera-

tions to meet their own needs’ (WCED, 1987: 37).

In 2015, the United Nations agreed on 17 goals – the

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) – aiming at

enhancing sustainability regarding all dimensions by

demanding actions from all countries, developing

nations and industrial states alike. Striving for envi-

ronmental sustainability and economic growth simul-

taneously is an ambitious task. In Europe and the

USA, public perception about the importance of eco-

nomic growth on the one hand and environmental
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protection on the other hand seems to be balanced

(Drews et al., 2018). In particular, ‘evidence also sug-

gests that in all countries a part of the population is

undecided or has seemingly inconsistent attitudes on

this issue’ (p. 271). One of the reasons for this is the

lack of sufficient information and knowledge on the

topics. As a result, we are in need of promoters for

information on environmental sustainability.

Among others, public libraries all over the world

already see themselves as places for enhancing

awareness and conveying information on sustain-

ability by providing resources and learning tools

(Miller, 2010) and becoming green libraries.

Libraries further contribute to teaching information

literacy skills, which can enhance environmental

sustainability in manifold ways (Kurbanoğlu and

Boustany, 2014). According to Miller (2010: vii)

‘public libraries are challenged with the new role

of connecting the public with environmental aware-

ness and education’. The Green Library Movement

has already been active since the 1990s and since

then the number of librarians and cities striving for

environmental sustainability in libraries is growing

(Antonelli, 2008). For example, the International

Federation of Library Associations and Institutions

(IFLA) ‘[a]cknowledges the importance of a com-

mitment to sustainable development to meet the

needs of the present without compromising the abil-

ity of the future’ (IFLA, 2002: 1) in their Statement

on Libraries and Sustainable Development. IFLA

also supports the SDGs and became a partner of the

United Nations in order to achieve progress towards

these goals. The importance of this partnership is

substantiated with the libraries’ potential to promote

information literacy and to provide access to infor-

mation, whereas access to environmental informa-

tion is also among the targets embedded in the

SDGs (United Nations, Department of Economic

and Social Affairs, 2019). The UN Agenda 2030

(United Nations, 2015) addresses libraries as educa-

tional institutions and encourages them to make a

valuable contribution to achieving the SDGs. The

German ‘National Action Plan for Education for

Sustainable Development’ (Federal Ministry of Edu-

cation and Research, 2017) and the ‘German Sus-

tainable Development Strategy’ (German Federal

Government, 2017) consolidate this appeal on the

national level.

This article seeks to contribute to the discussion on

the role of public libraries for environmental sustain-

ability in Germany by providing an extensive over-

view of green practices and efforts in German public

libraries.

Literature review

‘The green library is a multi-faceted concept with

several components, such as green buildings, green

operations and practices, green programs and ser-

vices, green information systems and green collec-

tions’ (Kurbanoğlu and Boustany, 2014: 49).

Although the concept of a green library has already

been investigated since the 1990s and research in this

regard is growing (Antonelli, 2008), the number of

existing studies is still sparse. A search with the query

‘green librar*’ reveals 52 hits in the database Scopus

(field: TITLE-ABSTRACT-KEYS) and 32 hits within

the Web of Science Core Collection1 (field: TOPIC)

on 12 December 2019. An extensive overview on

current green practices in libraries is provided by the

IFLA Publications Series 161 entitled ‘The Green

Library – Die Grüne Bibliothek’,2 which mainly

reports on case studies from Germany and other Eur-

opean countries, but also gives some examples from

Asia, Australia, and the US.

Current studies on green library research show

many different ways in which public libraries can

support and contribute to sustainability. Hauke et al.

(2013) state that libraries are sustainable institutions

in themselves, as they provide media for lending and

in-house use or proving spaces for learning and socia-

lization. However, they also point to the high energy

and resource requirements of libraries and their

buildings.

For this reason, many studies focus on the sustain-

ability of library buildings (e.g. Afacan, 2017; Barnes,

2012; Edwards, 2011). Rabidas (2016) emphasizes

that sustainability must be taken into account right

from the planning stage of a building. With the LEED

(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)

certification system developed in 2000, library build-

ings can be planned and upgraded sustainably.3 Site

selection, water and energy conservation, building

materials and indoor air quality play an important role

in this context. For some public libraries in Germany

new library buildings are currently being planned,

while environmental aspects are considered right

from the beginning. For example, for the new con-

struction of the Central and Regional Library Berlin

(ZLB), integral concepts are supposed to ensure envi-

ronmental sustainability (e.g. through energy effi-

ciency), but also social and economic sustainability

(Heller and Fansa, 2013). Of course, not every muni-

cipality can afford to build a new library from scratch.

In many cases, old buildings are being recycled into

libraries. Examples from Austria, Germany, Italy and

Switzerland have shown that it is possible to reduce

the ecological footprint by adapting old buildings for
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libraries, while at the same time the buildings’ cul-

tural heritage can be conserved (Hauke and Werner,

2012). Not only is the architecture of a library build-

ing essential for environmental sustainability, but also

the interior design, e.g. by applying energy-saving

lighting concepts. Of course, saving energy should

be an issue in all buildings, but some libraries offer

their services 24/7, which makes energy-saving light-

ning concepts even more crucial (Franz, 2013). As a

positive side effect, the library may create a more

pleasant atmosphere for its users and save expenses.

For example, the Central Library in Hamburg, Ger-

many, improved their lightning facilities and success-

fully managed to halve the annual energy

consumption (Keite and Banduch, 2013).

Many authors, however, agree that there is more to

the term green library (e.g. Aulisio, 2013; Hauke,

2018; Jankowska and Marcum, 2010) than a sustain-

able building. ‘Sustainability should be seen as part of

the corporate identity of the library, not only concern-

ing energy saving but as part of the strategic aims of

the library’ (Hauke and Werner, 2012: 64). Libraries

are a part of an information provision system and

meet educational expectations (Marcum, 2009). Pro-

viding access to information and teaching different

skills (such as research or writing skills) have always

been core issues of public libraries. They play a key

role in raising awareness of the community and are

ideal places to teach sustainability literacy (Forsyth,

2005). Information literacy can have a positive impact

on the environment as these skills support making

more informed decisions on environmental issues

(Kurbanoğlu and Boustany, 2014). For this purpose,

libraries may offer books and other media as well as

events on various topics of environmental sustainabil-

ity (Hauke, 2018). The selection of resources on

topics regarding the environment, energy conserva-

tion or organic gardening can contribute to facilitating

the access to green information (Kurbanoğlu and

Boustany, 2014).

Other offers such as the rental of energy meters or

thermal imaging cameras as well as the provision of

recycling depots or do-it-yourself workshops within

the library are also conceivable. Another approach to

enhancing environmental conditions is the facilitation

of green transit to the library site and by library

employees. For example, the provision of electric

vehicles and bicycle parking spaces, as well as good

access to public transport can enhance a green transit

(Aldrich et al., 2013). Some studies focus on special

sustainability practices within libraries like Green

Printing and copying (Singh and Mishra, 2019). A

‘daily green culture’, e.g. by reducing waste and paper

consumption, can reduce the libraries’ ecological

footprint (Aldrich et al., 2013).Werner (2013) has

published a checklist for libraries to make it easier for

them to promote sustainability. According to this

checklist, attention should be paid, for example, to

energy-efficient information and communication

technology or the use of sustainable office materials,

in order to make library operations and workflows

more sustainable. The support of employees also

plays an important role. Carpool offers, showers for

cyclists or discounted travel by public transport can be

mentioned here (Townsend, 2014). Many libraries

offer digital services with which users can, for exam-

ple, download e-books or access information online.

On the one hand, this helps users save time and effort

and reduces trips to the libraries, thus contributing to

sustainability. On the other hand, Chowdhury (2014,

2016) mentions the high energy cost in the operation

of information and communication technology and

among end-users and highlights the need for more

research in this area.

In summary, it can be observed that there is not

only one way to make libraries ‘green(er)’. Many

different approaches can be applied to the different

needs of library users, employees and communities.

There are several case studies reporting on library

initiatives to become more green and sustainable, but

there is a lack of empirical analyses considering envi-

ronmental sustainability in libraries (Meschede and

Henkel, 2019). With this article, the authors aim at

closing this gap for German public libraries. Hence,

this article aims at investigating the importance of

environmental sustainability for German public

libraries by raising the following research questions:

RQ1. How do librarians perceive the role of Ger-

man public libraries for environmental

sustainability?

RQ2. What efforts regarding environmental sus-

tainability can be discovered in German public

libraries?

Methods

The list of libraries to be examined was compiled with

the help of the ‘Deutsche Bibliotheksstatistik’4 (Ger-

man Library Statistics; reporting year 2017). All full-

time operating public libraries and their branches

located in German cities with more than 100,000

inhabitants were examined. Thereof, all public

libraries with a stock size of at least 1,000,000 phys-

ical media were selected. In addition, all regional

libraries were included which are classified as public

libraries by the German Library Association (DBV

Sections 1 to 3) and which present themselves in their
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mission statement as public rather than academic

libraries. Only libraries under municipal or state own-

ership were included in the study. Due to these limita-

tions, all scientific and ecclesiastical libraries were

excluded from the investigation. A list of the exam-

ined libraries can be found in the Appendix. A total of

91 libraries from 80 cities were examined. The corre-

sponding branch offices, district or special libraries

were integrated into the results of the respective main

library.

In order to learn about the specific activities of

public libraries, we designed a short questionnaire.

It focuses on the topic of environmental sustainability

and includes the general awareness-raising activities

for the community on the topic, the provision of

books, equipment and tools (e.g. energy meters) as

well as the organization of events for sustainability.

The survey also asked about offers within the

libraries, such as recycling depots, and about sustain-

ability in internal workflows (e.g. economical print-

ing). All questionnaire items were created in

accordance with existing literature on environmental

sustainability in libraries. The survey was created

using the online tool ‘Umfrage Online’5 and sent to

the libraries via e-mail. The participants were invited

to take part in the survey from 9 July to 31 July 2019.

In addition to closed-ended questions such as dichot-

omous questions and 5-point Likert scales, the survey

also contained open-ended questions that made an

open text answer possible. Since in some cases sev-

eral employees of the same library took part in the

survey, these results were summarized for the respec-

tive institutions when analysing the data on the library

level. If employees of the same library gave opposing

answers, the most frequent response was used for

analysis.

In addition to the questionnaire, we investigated

the availability of (physical) books on environmental

sustainability. Therefore, it is necessary to determine

a set of books used for the analysis. As a starting

point, we performed a search on the web portal of the

German National Library.6 Due to legal requirements,

this central archival library has to include all books

and other media in German language published since

1913. The library uses a controlled vocabulary for

indexing its collection. Within this system, the key-

word ‘Nachhaltigkeit’ (sustainability) is defined as

the use of a regenerative system in a way that sub-

stantial characteristics remain and existence can

regenerate in a natural way (German National

Library, 2019). We used the advanced search of the

portal to obtain only books in the German language

that are indexed with the keyword sustainability. For

all resulting 3356 hits that were provided with an

ISBN, we stored all metadata and keywords for the

further analysis in the library catalogues. For each

library we retrieved the corresponding OPAC catalo-

gue and wrote a python script with the help of the

framework selenium7 to search for the ISBNs from

our initial list. The data gathering process was con-

ducted in June 2019. All resulting hits were then

stored in an SQLite database. Therefore, different edi-

tions of books with several ISBNs were merged into

one entity for the analysis. The evaluations were per-

formed with the python libraries numpy, pandas and

matplotlib. Keyword networks were visualized with

the help of VOSviewer version 1.16.11, whereby each

keyword was translated into English beforehand.

VOSviewer is a freely available tool for visualizing

networks from bibliometric data, such as authors,

journals, co-citations or keywords. The resulting

maps are constructed by using co-occurrence data

(van Eck and Waltman, 2010).

Results

A total of 141 employees from 54 (out of 91) libraries

completed the entire questionnaire. Of the partici-

pants, 61 only answered the questionnaire partially.

The answers of these participants will not be taken

into account in further analysis.

Some items of the questionnaire relate to the per-

sonal opinions and subjective views of the consulted

library staff. In the beginning of the questionnaire, the

participants were asked about their personal percep-

tion of the importance of living their life in an envir-

onmentally sustainable manner. They were asked to

rate this question on a scale from 0 (completely unim-

portant) to 100 (extremely important). The average

value was 79.34 (SD ¼ 17.88).

Figure 1 shows the expectations and concrete

experiences of respondents in the field of environmen-

tal sustainability in libraries. Of the 141 participants,

56 strongly agreed (five on the 5-point Likert-scale)

that public libraries have the mission to inform and

raise the awareness of the community for the topic of

environmental sustainability. On the other hand, only

13 respondents strongly agreed that their library is ful-

filling this mission. The agreement that public libraries

should have good prerequisites to be able to work in an

environmentally sustainable way results in a mean

value of 4.46. However, the experiences in their own

library contradict this expectation. Here, the average

agreement is 2.16. Similar values can also be found for

the question of whether libraries should pay attention

to environmental sustainability when operating the

building.
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The highest degree of agreement is reached with

the question whether a public library should pay atten-

tion to environmental sustainability in the internal

workflows. With 3.36 on average, the agreement is

also the highest regarding the actual experience.

Offers to promote environmental sustainability

Book collection. In total, 117 participants fully agreed

(five on the 5-point Likert-scale) with the statement

that libraries should offer books or other media to

promote environmental sustainability. All 54 partici-

pating libraries stated that they provide their users

with books and other media on the subject of envi-

ronmental sustainability; 25 libraries indicated that

they cover specific topics in particular. The main

topics mentioned were waste and plastic avoidance,

sustainable nutrition, upcycling, gardening and sus-

tainable food production, as well as general informa-

tion on environmental protection and climate change.

Minor topics were species protection, e.g. bees and

other insects, energy conservation or mobility. In

addition, 23 libraries stated that they present the

books and other media to the user in a certain way.

The main approach was to (temporarily) set up

shelves or organize exhibitions on the subject of envi-

ronmental sustainability. Presentations in the context

of environmental weeks or special events could be

identified as well. Some libraries reported on special

exhibitions and locations for children and students.

The role of social media was also mentioned, which

are often used to convey information and advice on

the topic.

Besides the librarians’ views on the availability of

books on environmental sustainability in their library,

we also investigated the actual availability of physical

books on environmental sustainability in the 91 Ger-

man public libraries, as described in the methods sec-

tion. After merging the different editions of the initial

3356 books with the keyword sustainability, 2766

different books remained. From these 2766 initial

books, 1388 could be found in at least one of the 91

investigated public libraries’ catalogue. These 1388

books are available in 7.01 libraries on average (arith-

metic mean, SD¼ 14.87), whereby the median equals

1 and the maximum value is 89, which means that

Figure 1. Expectations and experiences of library employees (n¼141).
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only two libraries do not include this book in their

collection.

The number of books available in each library dif-

fers strongly, which becomes apparent with a mini-

mum value of 28 and a maximum number of 1079

books. On average, the public libraries include 108.05

items (arithmetic mean, SD¼ 115.40) from the inves-

tigated book list, whereas the median is at 83. Unsur-

prisingly, the number of books on environmental

sustainability highly correlates with the size of the

total print collection of the library (r¼0.93;

p<0.01). For example, the Central and Regional

Library Berlin (ZLB) is the biggest public library in

Germany and offers the broadest number of printed

books (nearly 3 million) and similarly includes by far

the largest number of books on sustainability of our

list (1079 out of 2766, 39%). Figure 2 shows the

distribution of (a) the total amount of printed books

per library and (b) the number of books indexed with

the keyword sustainability per library. The apparent

outlier is the abovementioned ZLB. Compared to the

size of the total collection, the public library of Chem-

nitz sticks out with 231 available books from our

initial list. Interestingly, this library has a branch

focusing in particular on environmental aspects. Since

1990, the branch offers over 9000 media units. A

special focus lies on Education for Sustainable

Development (ESD) with which they intend to

address especially teachers and students (Umweltbi-

bliothek Chemnitz, 2011).

Figure 3 gives an overview of the thematic foci

based on the 1388 available books and the corre-

sponding indexed keywords, whereby only those key-

words were considered that are used for at least five

books. Eight clusters could be detected within the

keyword network, which are displayed in different

colours in Figure 3. The heart of the network is the

keyword sustainability which is dedicated to every

book included in the analysis, as it was used as the

search term. Overall, the following thematic foci were

identified through the keyword clusters:

� Mobility & urban planning. The biggest clus-

ter comprises 18 keywords and includes the

search term sustainability. Mobility is espe-

cially linked to urban planning, traffic manage-

ment and electric mobility.

� Consumer behavior & lifestyle. This cluster

consists of nine items. The focus lies on con-

sumers and their awareness and behaviour

regarding consumption and waste reduction.

� Climate change. The cluster on climate

change and climate protection is formed by

seven items. The keywords globalization,

Figure 2. Distribution of books on environmental sustainability in public libraries in Germany.
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future and social change play a major role for

this cluster.

� Environmental management of companies.

Six keywords, which range from environmental

management to corporate social responsibility,

but also digitization, describe this cluster.

� Urban development and energy use. This

cluster, which also contains six keywords is

linked to urban development with regard to

energy supply and renewable energy. A special

focus on Germany and partially Switzerland

can be detected through the keywords.

� Alternative economy. Six items describing

socio-economic change linked to an alternative

economy form this cluster.

� Construction & energy. Five keywords in this

cluster focus on construction ecology and

energy efficiency of buildings.

� Economic growth. The last cluster is about the

consumer society related to economic growth

and criticism in this regard.

Equipment and tools for rental. Besides books, 30 of the

54 libraries stated that they provide equipment and

tools to promote environmental sustainability among

their users. It becomes clear here that the majority of

these devices are energy meters and energy monitors

(Figure 4). These devices are meant to help users in

controlling and monitoring their electricity consump-

tion at home and thus reducing it. Thermometers or

thermal imaging cameras, which can indicate heat

losses in or near the house, follow at a considerable

distance with only three mentions.

Libraries have excellent conditions to lend not

only books and other media, but also things that are

not used daily. This category includes, for example,

garden tools or musical instruments. Bicycles can

also be borrowed from two libraries. The so-called

Seed Libraries offer users the possibility of borrow-

ing plant seeds and returning new seeds to the library

once the plants have been cultivated. These were

also named by two out of the 54 participating

libraries.

Figure 4. Equipment and tools for rental in German public
libraries (n¼54).

Figure 3. Keyword network of 1388 available books indexed with the keyword sustainability created with VOSviewer
version 1.6.11.
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Offers within library premises. A total of 28 libraries

provide offers for users within their premises for the

promotion of environmental sustainability (Figure 5).

Approximately half of the participating libraries

reported about bicycle racks. Plastic bags and other

containers are being replaced by alternatives in 23

cases in libraries and their cafés. Recycling depots for

batteries or electronic equipment can also be found in

eight libraries. Repair cafés, charging stations for

electric vehicles and car parks were rarely mentioned

by the libraries.

Events on environmental sustainability

Of the 141 participants, 129 agreed at least partially,

that libraries should offer events to promote environ-

mental sustainability. In the questionnaire, 37

libraries stated that they offer events on environmen-

tal sustainability. Figure 6 shows topics dealt with in

such events. With 30 mentions, general information

events on the topic of environmental sustainability are

most frequently offered. Do-it-yourself and upcycling

projects are provided by almost one-third of the

libraries surveyed. Events on sustainable nutrition

have been identified almost as frequently. The topics

of gardening and waste avoidance were each men-

tioned 13 times. In addition to beekeeping events,

some libraries also deal with topics such as energy-

saving, transportation and fair trade projects, summar-

ized under the category ‘other’ in Figure 6.

Partnerships

In addition to the standardized items in the question-

naire, the libraries also had the opportunity to make

comments and remarks on the subject of environ-

mental sustainability. This gave us the opportunity

to discover previously unnoticed topics or to focus

on topics that were particularly important to the

libraries.

Thereby, the significance of cooperation and part-

nerships for public libraries came to the fore. Some

libraries work closely with associations and initia-

tives that stand for sustainability. For instance, they

collaborate with the initiative ‘Fridays for Future’, a

group of young people who are committed to envi-

ronmental protection and sustainability. Some

libraries allow these initiatives to distribute informa-

tion material on their premises, plan joint actions or

receive support at information events in the library.

Cooperation with schools and kindergartens as well

as with consumer centres, societies of friends,

municipal utilities and waste disposal companies

was also mentioned.

Many libraries emphasized that further efforts in

the area of environmental sustainability were planned

for the future. For this purpose, among other things,

internal working groups would be formed. Future

plans range from the introduction of electronic files

to the purchase of library bicycles for employees.

However, it was also mentioned that the budget and

staff would need to be increased in order to further

improve sustainability.

Figure 5. Offers for users within libraries for the pro-
motion of environmental sustainability (n¼54).

Figure 6. Topics of sustainability events (n¼54).
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Discussion

The presented analysis gives an overview of the

efforts of German public libraries in raising aware-

ness for and practising environmental sustainability.

Thereby, we contribute to the debate on green and

sustainable libraries by providing a broader picture

of the efforts of German public libraries in this regard,

whereas existing studies mainly focus on single case

studies.

From the initial list of 91 public libraries, 54 parti-

cipated in our questionnaire. In general, we could

identify a gap between the expectation of the

libraries’ potential to promote sustainability and the

actual efforts made in the individual libraries.

Thereby, the librarians considered the internal work-

flow as the most important aspect with regard to envi-

ronmental sustainability in the library. In addition, the

investigated libraries offer a variety of media, tools

and events to promote environmental sustainability.

Collections

Apparently, the provision of books on this topic seems

to be the most obvious medium to be provided in a

library. The topics of the books that we could find in

the libraries’ catalogues range from mobility and

urban planning to consumer behaviour, climate

change, environmental management of companies,

energy use in urban development, alternative econ-

omy, energy use in construction and economic

growth. The librarians especially mentioned topics

like plastic avoidance, nutrition and more general

topics like environmental protection and climate

change. Especially, current trends like the zero waste

movement come to the fore. Thereby, the topics men-

tioned by the librarians and the topics found in the

libraries’ catalogue largely coincide. Looking at the

number of books available in the library catalogues,

the median value of 83 (out of 2766 considered

books) seems to be low. But here, the total size of the

libraries’ collection should be taken into account

before drawing conclusions. Further, we only consid-

ered books indexed with the keyword sustainability

according to the German National Library. Further

books dealing with the topic that lack this keyword

were not included in the analysis, but might still be

available in the libraries.

Tools

Many libraries go beyond offering books on environ-

mental sustainability, but also provide useful tools

and equipment for rental as well as offers within the

library. Considering the rental of tools, the most

frequently mentioned items are energy meters or

monitors. Other items such as gardening tools,

bicycles or plant seeds are only mentioned by a hand-

ful of libraries. Within the library, offers of bicycle

stands, alternatives to plastic bags and recycling

depots predominate. Only a few libraries provide

repair cafés or charging stations for electric vehicles.

From the provision of these offers, it becomes clear

that public libraries in Germany already provide sev-

eral tools and equipment that might help users to

become aware of and to perform a more sustainable

lifestyle.

Events

The same holds true for events organized by public

libraries addressing sustainability and its subtopics. A

lot of libraries inform about environmental sustain-

ability in general information events. Besides, a wide

range of specialized events could be identified,

addressing, for example, upcycling, sustainable nutri-

tion, urban gardening, waste prevention or beekeep-

ing. The public library can be an excellent venue for

workshops and discussions for the civil society as it

stands for openness and accessibility. In this context,

but also in order to generally promote environmental

sustainability, partnerships are of particular impor-

tance. Many public libraries already cooperate with

schools, organizations and political parties in order to

organize events and distribute information. For exam-

ple, the initiative ‘Netzwerk Grüne Bibliothek’ (net-

work green libraries) addresses the importance of

partnerships and invites everyone interested in sup-

porting libraries on their way to environmental sus-

tainability to join the network (Netzwerk Grüne

Bibliothek, 2019). Today’s significance of social

media is considered as well. Therefore, together with

‘bibTalk Stuttgart’, the network started a social media

campaign in summer 2019, invoking libraries to

report on their ‘green’ engagement via the hashtag

#WeGreenItUp. The topics of the resulting social

media posts largely coincide with those identified in

our analysis.

Limitations

This work has some limitations. Firstly, only a part of

the German libraries was included in the study (see

section Methods). We focused on public libraries and

did not examine scientific or church libraries. In addi-

tion, only libraries of large cities with more than

100,000 inhabitants were examined. About 60% of

these libraries fully completed the questionnaire.

Therefore, we cannot draw a full picture of environ-

mental sustainability in German public libraries.
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Considering the availability of books on environmen-

tal sustainability, we narrowed the investigation on

those being indexed with the keyword sustainability,

which limits the analysis as described above. More-

over, only the physical library holdings were exam-

ined. Further investigations could also focus on the

digital holdings, as they are constantly growing.

Conclusion

In spite of the aforementioned limitations of this

study, our analysis revealed interesting insights into

public libraries’ efforts to contribute to environmental

sustainability. The results show that German public

libraries are on their way to further contributing to

building a sustainable future. Libraries as places

accessible for every citizen have the potential to raise

awareness on the topic. Thereby, a lot of effort is put

into children’s education and sensitization. One par-

ticipant of our questionnaire emphasized that the pro-

cess of lending books itself contributes to a

sustainable society, which supports current literature

on green libraries. Beyond that, ‘[l]ibraries practiced

sustainability long before the concept of sustainability

gained a wider acceptance, by maintaining knowledge

and information from one generation to the next’

(Kurbanoğlu and Boustany, 2014: 49). In addition, a

library offers many more possibilities to disseminate

information and sensitize the public. There is still

much more potential to provide further tools to pro-

mote sustainability. Thereby, challenges like a tight

budget or a lack of personnel have to be considered. In

particular, sustainability leadership is necessary to

green a library systematically. ‘Leadership is required

to facilitate an organizational culture shift. “Going

green” can be the impetus for change’ (Aldrich

et al., 2013: 18).

Future work

The results of this article can be used for further, in-

depth analyses and best practices in the field of green

library research. For example, it would be interesting

to further investigate the libraries’ efforts to promote

environmental sustainability. The mere provision of

books, tools and events does not necessarily lead to a

more sustainable lifestyle of the library users. There-

fore, an examination of the public’s perception of the

available offers and efforts of the libraries would be

useful. The role of social media for promoting envi-

ronmental sustainability via libraries is a further inter-

esting subject. Beside environmental aspects, the

importance of libraries for the social and economic

dimensions of sustainability should not be omitted,

not least because of the interdependency of these

three dimensions (Heller and Fansa, 2013). The con-

tribution of public libraries to the SDGs should hence

be further investigated systematically in future

research.
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Notes

1. The following collections of the Web of Science Core

Collection were considered due to the authors’ institu-

tional subscriptions: SCI-EXPANDED: Science Cita-

tion Index Expanded (1945–present); SCCI: Social

Sciences Citation Index (1956–present); A&HCI: Arts

& Humanities Citation Index (1975–present); ESCI:

Emerging Sources Citation Index (2015–present)

2. https://www.ifla.org/publications/ifla-publications-

series-161

3. https://new.usgbc.org/leed

4. https://www.bibliotheksstatistik.de

5. www.umfrageonline.com

6. https://portal.dnb.de/

7. https://www.seleniumhq.org/

8. The libraries are ordered by the size of their print

collection;

(*) libraries that participated in our questionnaire
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Appendix: Analysed libraries8

Zentral- und Landesbibliothek Berlin; Bücherhallen

Hamburg (*); Münchner Stadtbibliothek; Stadtbi-

bliothek Stuttgart; Stadtbibliothek Hannover (*);

Städtische Bibliotheken Dresden (*); Stadtbüchereien

Düsseldorf; Stadtbibliothek Duisburg (*); Stadtbü-

cherei Frankfurt am Main (*); Stadtbibliothek Essen;

Stadtbibliothek Köln (*); Leipziger Städtische Bib-

liotheken (*); Stadt- und Landesbibliothek Dortmund

(*); Stadtbibliothek Bremen (*); Stadtbibliothek im

Bildungscampus Nürnberg (*); Stadtbibliothek Mitte.

BZB Philipp-Schaeffer; Stadtbibliothek Mannheim

(*); Stadtbücherei Bochum (*); Stadtbibliothek

Ulm/Do; Bibliothek der Hansestadt Lübeck; Stadtbi-

bliothek im Ständehaus Karlsruhe (*); Stadtbibliothek

Steglitz-Zehlendorf; Stadtbibliothek Friedrichshain-

Kreuzberg (Berlin), Bezirkszentralbibliothek (*);

Stadtbibliothek Bielefeld; Stadtbibliothek Reinicken-

dorf. Humboldt-Bibliothek; Stadtbibliothek Bonn (*);

Stadtbibliothek Spandau; Stadtbibliothek Tempelhof-

Schöneberg, Bezirkszentralbibliothek (*); Stadtbü-

cherei Kiel; Stadtbibliotheken der Landeshauptstadt

Wiesbaden; Stadtbibliothek Neukölln, Hauptbi-

bliothek; Stadtbibliothek Ludwigshafen/Rh (*);

Stadt- und Landesbibliothek im Bildungsforum Pots-

dam (*); Stadtbibliothek Chemnitz (*); Stadtbücherei

Münster (*); Stadtbibliothek Charlottenburg-

Wilmersdorf; Stadtbibliothek Freiburg/Br; Neue

Stadtbücherei Augsburg (*); Stadtbibliothek Aachen

(*); Stadtbibliothek Marzahn-Hellersdorf, Bezirks-

zentralbibliothek ‘Mark Twain’ (*); Stadtbibliothek

Treptow-Köpenick (*); Stadtbibliothek Mönchen-

gladbach; Stadtbibliothek Wuppertal (*); Stadtbi-

bliothek Wolfsburg (*); Stadtbibliothek Berlin-

Lichtenberg, Hauptbibliothek ‘Anna Seghers’; Stadt-

bücherei Regensburg; Stadtbibliothek Braunschweig

(*); Stadtbibliothek Reutlingen (*); Städtische Volks-

bücherei Fürth; Stadtbibliothek Herne (*); Stadtbi-

bliothek Magdeburg (*); Stadtbüchereien Hamm,

Zentralbibliothek im Heinrich-von-Kleist-Forum;

Stadtbücherei Heidelberg; Stadtbibliothek Pforzheim;

Stadtbibliothek Oberhausen (*); Stadtbibliothek Gel-

senkirchen; Stadt- und Regionalbibliothek Erfurt (*);

Stadtbibliothek Mülheim an der Ruhr (*); Stadtbi-

bliothek Heilbronn (*); Öffentliche Bücherei Mainz

- Anna Seghers; Öffentliche Bibliothek des Kommu-

nalen Bildungszentrums der Stadt Remscheid; Stadt-

bibliothek Oldenburg (*); Stadtbibliothek Halle/S;

Mediothek Krefeld (*); Stadtbibliothek Koblenz;

Stadtbibliothek Osnabrück; Stadtbibliothek Kassel

(*); Stadtbibliothek Darmstadt; Stadtbibliothek Göt-

tingen (*); Stadtbücherei Hagen (*); Stadtbibliothek

Neuss; Stadtbibliothek Erlangen; Stadtbücherei

Ingolstadt (*); Stadtbibliothek Rostock (*); Stadtbi-

bliothek Salzgitter (*); Stadtbücherei Würzburg (*);

Jena Kultur Ernst-Abbe-Bücherei und Lesehalle (*);

Stadtbibliothek Bremerhaven (*); Stadtbibliothek

Paderborn (*); Stadtbibliothek Saarbrücken (*); Bib-

liothek Moers (*); Stadtbibliothek Hildesheim; Stadt-

bibliothek Leverkusen, KulturStadtLev (*);

Lernzentrum Cottbus - Stadt- und Regionalbibliothek

(*); Stadtbibliothek Palais Walderdorff im Bildungs-

und Medienzentrum Trier; Stadtbücherei / Medien-

zentrum Bergisch Gladbach (*); Stadtbibliothek

Offenbach/M (*); Stadtbibliothek Solingen (*); Stadt-

bibliothek Siegen (*); Lebendige Bibliothek Bottrop;

Stadtbücherei Recklinghausen
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Abstract
Since public libraries in Iran have a rich and strong intangible cultural heritage, it is important to study the
capacities of these libraries. For this purpose, the method implemented for the study was the Delphi technique.
The population of the study consisted of 30 experts and researchers who were selected through targeted
sampling. Based on the findings of this study, the roles of Iranian public libraries were the provision of intangible
cultural heritage by collecting from local areas, holding public exhibitions and re-narration of intangible cultural
heritage. This study further emphasizes the application of intellectual property rights and provision of
infrastructure of information technology by Iranian public libraries for the preservation and dissemination of
intangible cultural heritage. Concerning research findings, Iranian public libraries are considered one of the
knowledge cultural centers for diversity within society that, through preservation and dissemination of
intangible cultural heritage, could play a significant role in promotion of the individual’s awareness.
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Introduction

This study deals with identification of the capacities of

public libraries in preservation and dissemination of

intangible cultural heritage in Iran. In the present study,

“capacities” is taken to mean skills, competencies, abil-

ities, capabilities and set of activities that have been

practically applied to the dissemination and preservation

of intangible cultural heritage resources by Iran public

libraries or which the library has the ability to perform.

Sciences, traditions, narratives, religious virtues

and ceremonies benefit from historical, social and

cultural value in communities. Identification, preser-

vation and dissemination of these virtues make indi-

viduals closer to the traditional collective thoughts

and thinking (Amiri et al., 2011). Preservation and

dissemination of cultural heritage were used to refer

to physical and tangible protection (Navaneethakrish-

nan, 2013); however, in recent years, a different trend

has emerged in this area which covers thoughts,

beliefs, folklore and religious traditions, which are

taken to mean intangible cultural heritage.

According to UNESCO (2015), intangible cultural

heritage means the behaviors, symbols, expressions,

knowledge, skills and also instruments, objects, artifacts

and their associated cultural concepts such as traditions

and oral expressions, language as media of intangible

cultural heritage, performance arts, social behaviors,

religious ceremonies and festivals, knowledge and beha-

viors related to nature and world and traditional artifacts.

Preservation of cultural, historical and scientific

heritage of the countries and different areas of the
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world along with its dissemination and provision to

others has been the task and duty of libraries and infor-

mation centers (Dybkjaer, 1995). Libraries all over the

world have significant roles in preservation and disse-

mination of physical and tangible information and

resources (Amiri et al., 2011; Anasi et al., 2012). In

the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible

Cultural Heritage, “preservation” is used to mean all

measures taken for identification, registration, record-

ing, documentation and any other action taken to pre-

vent deviation of cultural heritage. In libraries and

information centers, “preservation” is used to mean the

acquisition activities including collection, ordering,

organizing and documentation of information and cul-

tural resources that could be printed or digital.

In fact, the ideal of every library is to provide

desired services to the user community and fulfill

the objectives of the main organization. Each of the

main Iranian libraries including national and aca-

demic libraries and libraries affiliated with religious

centers have taken efforts to preserve and maintain

some cultural heritage such as manuscripts; how-

ever, little effort has been taken in the realm of intan-

gible cultural heritage (Amiri et al., 2011).

Meanwhile, public libraries in Iran have a promi-

nent status because of their role in elevation of the

literacy level and awareness of the segments of society.

They are one of the main institutions in the contempo-

rary world for presenting free and equal services to all

individuals (Mokhtarpour, 2008). Therefore, public

libraries have various tasks including collection of all

resources related to society, written scientific

resources or written resources in different dialects and

accents (Dim and Osadebe, 2009) and its dissemina-

tion to current and future generations (Sen, 2005).

Data, information and resources of intangible cultural

heritage are associated with various cultural organiza-

tions; however, it does not mean the authority of one

organization and disclamation of other organizations;

rather, libraries and other organizations could confed-

erate in a joint culture (Gorman, 2007).

Iran is one of the largest Middle East countries with

a rich ancient cultural heritage and a diverse society

that includes different minority groups (i.e. Turk,

Kurd, Balouch, Arab, among others). In such a cultu-

rally rich, literate population, education and the public

library play an important role. Public libraries in Iran

have a history of nearly 80 years and since the last two

decades, the number of public libraries has increased.

The Iran Public Libraries Foundation is legally

responsible for governing the public libraries of Iran

based on the Act of Establishment and Administration

of Public Libraries approved in 2003. Before approval

of this law, public libraries were governed by the

Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance as board

of trustee of public libraries.

The library area in Iran is 300 m2 per 25,000 peo-

ple. Every member, on average, borrows three books

every year. There are approximately 40,000,000

books and 2.5% of the Iranian population, who have

access to libraries, are members of public libraries of

Iran. There are 7000 personnel (about 4000 librarians)

working in the Public Libraries Foundation.

The financial resources of the Public Libraries

Foundation are supplied through a special budget of

parliament and 0.5% of the revenues of municipali-

ties. Currently, there are approximately 3500 public

libraries in Iran (Public Libraries Foundation, 2019).

Literature review

The theoretical bases and research background indi-

cate that there just a few studies dealing with tangible

and intangible cultural heritage resources (e.g. Barrio

et al., 2012; Kabiri Hendi and Danekhar, 2011; Raser-

oka, 2008). Therefore more studies need to be carried

out in this area.

The review of some literature (including Anasi

et al., 2012; Dim and Osadebe, 2009; Sen, 2005) indi-

cates the significance of intangible cultural heritage in

the view of communities; however, hardly any studies

have dealt with the capacities of public libraries in the

preservation and dissemination of the resources of

intangible cultural heritage.

Another group of studies have dealt with evalua-

tion and examination of the role of librarians and

libraries in managing local knowledge (e.g. Byrne,

2005; Karggbo, 2013; Lilley and Paringarai, 2014;

Maina, 2012; Pedram et al., 2011). The approach of

these studies was mainly qualitative and the results

revealed that libraries have a responsibility to curate it

and ensure its transmission through good times and

bad to those who may need or appreciate it in other

periods and places. They achieve it through their par-

ticipation in establishing institutional repositories and

libraries. There were also some challenges for librar-

ians, the proposed solution to which is the use of

established protocols and inter-library cooperation.

Another group of studies has focused on preserva-

tion of local knowledge (Lwoga, 2011; Pilot, 2005;

Rao, 2006) mostly through a qualitative or combined

approach. The results of these studies indicate that

local knowledge is always at risk of downfall and

disappearance, because of death and loss of memory.

That is why effort should be taken to preserve it,

which is possible through intellectual property rights

and utilization of IT capacities.
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To protect and preserve local knowledge, collec-

tion, documentation, storage and dissemination of

knowledge are required. Some studies have specifi-

cally dealt with documentation (Joranson, 2008;

Nypan, 2003) and concluded that in so far as the task

of libraries is knowledge documentation, they could

succeed in this area. Moreover, for documentation of

local knowledge, it is necessary to use printed and

electronic templates and formats and special classifi-

cation designs. One issue that is rarely taken into

account in local knowledge management, is sharing

(Brown, 2017; Lwoga et al., 2010). Brown (2017) and

Lwoga et al. (2010) concluded that in order to access

local knowledge and have the possibility of sharing

and disseminating it, policies, legal framework and IT

capacity should be considered. Moreover, in order to

classify and organize local knowledge, it should be

specifically taken into account and the local classifi-

cations of each area should be used so that it becomes

possible to retrieve and access them.

As far as the significance and value of intangible

cultural heritage is known to researchers and users,

and because of the research gap in its preservation and

dissemination in Iran, especially in public libraries,

the present study seeks to investigate the capacities

of public libraries in the preservation and dissemina-

tion of intangible cultural heritage resources.

Research questions

For investigating the statement problem of research,

these questions were formulated and answered:

Question 1: What are the most important capa-

cities of Iranian public libraries for the pre-

servation of intangible cultural heritage

resources?

Question 2: What are the most important capa-

cities of Iranian public libraries in the disse-

mination of intangible cultural heritage?

Question 3: What strategies facilitate the preser-

vation of intangible cultural heritage

resources in Iranian public libraries?

Question 4: What strategies facilitate the disse-

mination of intangible cultural heritage

resources in Iranian public libraries?

Methods

The present study is a descriptive study in which the

Delphi method was applied for collecting data.

Because of its focus on identifying capacities of

Iranian public libraries in the preservation and disse-

mination of intangible cultural heritage and decision-

making abilities, the Delphi technique was identified

as a suitable research tool.

The following steps were taken in this study:

� Completing a literature review on intangible

cultural heritage resources and public libraries;

� Extracting items related to the preservation and

dissemination of intangible cultural heritage

resources with regards to public libraries;

� Extracting items on solutions for the preserva-

tion and dissemination of intangible cultural

heritage resources in Iranian public libraries;

� Utilizing the experts’ opinion and its applica-

tion in designing the questionnaire;

� Designing Delphi questionnaire – first round;

� Transmitting questionnaire to an expert panel

in the first round through email;

� Classifying and coding the open-ended ques-

tions to closed questions;

� Examining the responses of Delphi – first

round (calculation of mean);

� Preparing Delphi questionnaire – second round

and informing the expert panel on the feed-

backs of first-round questions;

� Redistributing the second-round questionnaire

through email among the expert panel;

� Examining the responses of second round (re-

calculation of mean, standard deviation and

median) and implementation of final confirma-

tion round in terms of experts and researches;

� Consensus and agreement;

� The research population included 30 experts

and researchers in cultural heritage and pub-

lic libraries who were selected through tar-

geted sampling (Table 1). This selection was

done based on research background, profes-

sional activities of experts, inclination and

sufficient time on the part of experts to

attend in Delphi panel.

The Delphi panel implementation method was used

for this study and was implemented in two rounds and

one final confirmation round of experts and research-

ers. The researcher-made questionnaire was utilized

as the data collection tool in each round.

The first-round questionnaire included 30 closed

and 4 open questions on the capacities for preserva-

tion and dissemination of intangible cultural heritage

resources by Iranian public libraries and presentation

of the proposed solutions.

In order to measure the reliability of the researcher-

made questionnaire, to ensure that the most important

and valid content (the necessity of item) was selected,

this questionnaire was presented to five experts and
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the required modifications were applied based on

their feedback. They were asked to respond to each

of 30 items by “It is necessary”, “It is useful but not

necessary” and “It is not necessary”. The responses

were calculated based on content validity such that

the score of 30 items was higher than Lavshe table

number (0.99), which indicated that the presence of

related item with acceptable statistical significance

level (p < 0.05) in this tool is necessary.

To determine the reliability of the questionnaire,

several experts and professionals who did not partic-

ipate in the study were interviewed and their opinions

were utilized for the required modification and final

confirmation (Linstone et al., 2002).

In this study, the rounds of the Delphi technique

were implemented until a consensus was reached.

After collecting data from the researcher-made ques-

tionnaire in Delphi first round, all 30 items of ques-

tionnaire were scored based on a 5-point Likert scale

from (1) Completely important, (2) Important, (3) To

some extent important, (4) Not important and (5)

Never important. The results were analyzed through

descriptive statistics, including mean.

Findings

Question 1: What are the most important capa-

cities of Iranian public libraries for the pre-

servation of intangible cultural heritage

resources?

As seen in Table 2, the capability of “Revisiting and

collection of data from existing compiled resources

related to intangible cultural heritage in public

libraries” with mean value of 4.3 was realized as the

most important capability and then, “Collection of

data related to intangible cultural heritage from

experts of cultural heritage”, “Interviewing the

archaeologists and historians on identification of

intangible cultural heritage”, “Recording intangible

cultural heritage (oral narrations, literature, etc.)

through conversation with experienced and local peo-

ple” with mean value of 4.1 were at the second rank.

Question 2: What are the most important capa-

cities of Iranian public libraries in the disse-

mination of intangible cultural heritage?

According to Table 3, the capacities of “Holding

cultural exhibitions in public libraries for introdu-

cing compiled intangible cultural heritage” and

“Re-narration of intangible cultural heritage (oral

narrations, literature, etc.) for promotion of culture

for future generations” with mean value of 4.2 were

realized as the most important capacities.

Question 3: What strategies facilitate the preser-

vation of intangible cultural heritage

resources in Iranian public libraries?

The strategies for the preservation of intangible

cultural heritage resources by Iranian public libraries

are presented in the Table 4 with mean value of 4.

Question 4: What strategies facilitate the disse-

mination of intangible cultural heritage

resources in Iranian public libraries?

The strategies for dissemination of intangible cul-

tural heritage resources by Iranian public libraries are

presented in the Table 5 with mean value of 4.

Discussion and conclusion

The most important capacities of Iranian public
libraries in preservation of cultural heritage resources

According to Manaf (2007), human communities

have created objects and records that are considered

as statements or symbols of success and progress of

Table 1. The steps for selection of expert panel and implementation method.

First step: Preparation for selection � Selection of experts and researchers of cultural heritage and public libraries;
Inclination of experts and researchers to attend in Delphi panel and sufficient time

Second step: Determination of
named population

� Writing the names and contact information of experts and researchers with
expertise in cultural heritage and public libraries

Third step: Introducing extra
members

� Contact with each panel member: Introduction of other experts if not inclined

Fourth step: Prioritization of Delphi
panel members

� Creating two subgroups of experts and researchers of cultural heritage and
public libraries; Classification of members based on two subgroups of experts and
researchers of cultural heritage and public libraries; Prioritization of members in
each category based on their competency

Fifth step: Delphi panel � Announcement of the opinion of experts for participation in Delphi panel;
Stopping the selection and finally selecting 30 members as research population
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communities that could be used as resources for

research and learning and as instruments for protec-

tion regulations. In this study, “Revisiting and collec-

tion of data from existing compiled resources related

to intangible cultural heritage in public libraries” with

mean value of 4.3 was recognized as the most

important capability of Iranian public libraries in the

preservation of intangible cultural heritage resources.

Since intangible cultural heritage researchers need

access to credible resources, it is important to con-

sider “Revisiting and collection of data from existing

compiled resources related to intangible cultural

Table 2. The agreed capacities of preservation.

The preservation capacities of intangible cultural heritage resources by Iranian public libraries Mean

Revisiting and collection of data from existing compiled resources related to intangible cultural heritage
in public libraries

4.3

Collection of data related to intangible cultural heritage from experts of cultural heritage 4.1
Interviewing the archaeologists and historians on identification of intangible cultural heritage 4.1
Recording intangible cultural heritage (oral narrations, literature, etc.) through conversation with

experienced and local people
4.1

Identification of intangible cultural heritage through communication with museum centers and archives 4
Collection of data from local festivals (games, foods, cloths, handicrafts, etc.) through mass media such

as television, radio, etc.
4

Note taking about intangible cultural heritage (language, traditions, etc.) through conversation with
local and experienced people

4

Registration of intangible cultural heritage (traditional knowledge and natural teachings, ceremonies, etc.)
using audiovisual media by librarians of public libraries

4

Establishing and expanding training programs for preservation of intangible cultural heritage for employees
of public libraries

4

Documentation of recorded intangible cultural heritage (oral narrations, literature and etc.) 4
Application of preservation software including Ganj software for compiling intangible cultural heritage 4
Preparation of brochures related to compiled intangible cultural heritage in public libraries 4
Allocation of part of library space for preservation of compiled intangible cultural heritage 4
Training of NGOs for protection of public libraries in preservation and dissemination of cultural heritage 4
Digitalization of compiled intangible cultural heritage 4

Table 3. The agreed dissemination capacities.

The dissemination capacities of intangible cultural heritage resources by Iranian public libraries Mean

Holding cultural exhibitions in public libraries for introducing compiled intangible cultural heritage 4.2
Re-narration of intangible cultural heritage (oral narrations, literature and etc.) for promotion of culture

for future generations
4.2

Developing appropriate policy for promotion of intangible cultural heritage in public libraries 4
Informing community on the significance of intangible cultural heritage through mass media 4
Holding cultural camps for visiting museums and archived centers by public libraries 4
Cooperation with cultural centers for encouraging individuals to use compiled intangible cultural heritage 4
Holding training workshops of intangible cultural heritage for transmission of culture to future generations 4
Holding cultural competitions related to intangible cultural heritage by public libraries 4
Presentation of electronic brochures on intangible cultural heritage through social networks 4

Table 4. Agreed preservation strategies.

The preservation strategies of intangible cultural heritage resources by Iranian public libraries Mean

Proposing the application of intellectual property right for protection of compiled intangible cultural heritage 4
Provision of instruments and appropriate technology equipment for preservation of intangible cultural

heritage by public libraries
4
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heritage in public libraries”. Moreover, collection and

preservation of valid resources in public libraries

could be accessible, concerning the nature of these

libraries and the users, and used in a shorter time and

at a lower cost by the researchers. According to Anasi

et al. (2012), provision of cultural materials for all

sections, presentation of lectures and seminars to

disseminate information, and recording intangible

cultural heritage resources, which can be used by the

public in collective listening sessions, are the most

important roles of public libraries in the preservation

of cultural heritage.

Navaneethakirshnan (2013) also emphasized the

role of library and information science professionals

as first-call information providers and reporters dur-

ing the recording of social practices, rituals and fes-

tive events of the nation. In Hong Kong Public

Libraries (2018) and National Library of Sri Lanka

(2018) respectively, such activities have been

performed.

The capability of “Collection of data related to

intangible cultural heritage from experts of cultural

heritage” with mean value of 4.1 and “Interviewing

the archaeologists and historians on identification of

intangible cultural heritage” with mean value of 4.1

were determined as the next ranked capacities in the

preservation of intangible cultural heritage by public

libraries. In as far as intangible cultural heritage indi-

cates the identity of a country and transfers various

historical, social and cultural aspects, the written

resources cannot solely satisfy the information needs

of researchers in this area. It seems that the use of

theorists, experts and other informed individuals is

necessary to satisfy the needs. As an example, inter-

views with experts of cultural heritage, archaeologists

and historians make the interviewer gain more accu-

rate information thanks to interviewees’ expertise.

That is why it is one of the main methods of obtaining

information. The activities of National Library of Sri

Lanka (2018) and the resulting studies such as Nava-

neethakrishnan (2013) and Sen (2005) emphasize the

collection of data related to intangible cultural

heritage from theorists and experts of this field, as

they take into account the subject of intangible cul-

tural heritage from different aspects.

The main capacities of Iranian public libraries in the
dissemination of cultural heritage resources

Dissemination is an aspect of information services

that deals with presentation and transmission of

related information for satisfaction of experts and

users’ demands (Forutnani et al., 2018). Desired and

efficient dissemination of knowledge and information

requires an appropriate container for knowledge

transmission for quick productivity (Li et al., 2015).

There are various capacities for the dissemination

of intangible cultural heritage resources that can be

utilized by public libraries. In this study, “Holding

cultural exhibitions in public libraries for introducing

compiled intangible cultural heritage” with mean

value of 4.2 was realized as an important item.

Since holding cultural exhibitions and performing

group activities and measures are recommended, it

can be argued that gathering of a high number of

cultural heritage experts and local individuals, when

holding such exhibitions in public libraries, leads to

prevalence of local knowledge gained by previous

generations. Therefore, holding cultural exhibitions

and dissemination of intangible cultural heritage

resources and declaration of the benefits of such heri-

tage to individuals can make the younger generation

motivated and interested, as well as encourage them

to get involved in entrepreneurship through holding

various exhibitions such as handicrafts, etc. The Chi-

cago Public Library holds cultural exhibitions in order

to disseminate intangible cultural heritage resources

to the public. Therefore, to further confirm the sig-

nificance of the mentioned capability, one can refer to

the Chicago Public Library (2018).

The capability of “Re-narration of intangible cul-

tural heritage (oral narrations, literature, etc.) for pro-

motion of culture for future generation” with mean

value of 4.2 was recognized as the next important

capability in the dissemination of intangible cultural

Table 5. Agreed dissemination strategies.

The dissemination strategies of intangible cultural heritage resources by Iranian public libraries Mean

Proposing the application of intellectual property right for protection of compiled intangible cultural heritage 4
Provision of instruments and appropriate technology equipment for preservation of intangible cultural heritage

by public libraries
4

Holding online exhibitions for dissemination of intangible cultural heritage by public libraries 4
Holding cultural festivals concerning local culture in public libraries for future generations 4
Holding training entrepreneurship programs through declaration of intangible cultural heritage to current

generation in public libraries
4
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heritage resources. As far as a great part of intangible

cultural heritage, such as stories, myths and traditions

have been disseminated through narrative and min-

strelsy, its re-narration leads to familiarity of the

younger generation with the history of their ancestors,

which promotes the individual’s awareness of intan-

gible cultural heritage and protection of conservations

and cultural diversity. The results of The results of

Urbaniak’s study (2012) confirm our finding in terms

of attracting an audience for the revival of an intan-

gible cultural heritage and its dissemination by the

public library through storytelling, rereading of

myths, narratives, etc.

The capability of “Developing appropriate policy

for the promotion of intangible cultural heritage in

public libraries” with mean value of 4 was recognized

as the next main capability. Public libraries are

required to develop an appropriate policy for the pro-

motion of intangible cultural heritage by specifying

the target group.

Strategies for the preservation of intangible cultural
heritage in public libraries

There are various strategies for the preservation of

intangible cultural heritage resources that public

libraries could apply. In this study, “Proposing the

application of intellectual property right for protec-

tion of compiled intangible cultural heritage” with

mean value of 4 was recognized as the main strategy

of Iranian public libraries for the preservation of

intangible cultural heritage resources.

Since the achievements and scientific, cultural

and artistic activities are the results of intellectual,

physical and material efforts of their authors, the

owner of each work of intangible cultural heritage

is entitled to be the owner of their thought. If

the author can be assured that their works and

thoughts would be safe from unauthorized access

by presenting it to society, they would be encouraged

to create new works. At the same time, the user

would gain more recognition of the works and use

them, and is assured of the accuracy of information.

Therefore, the intellectual property right is the basis

and prerequisite for economic development and

growth for the author and the user, encouraging them

to use information of known identity.

“The provision of instruments and appropriate

technology equipment for preservation of intangible

cultural heritage by public libraries” with mean value

of 4 was recognized as one of the other main strategies

of Iranian public libraries for the preservation of

intangible cultural heritage.

IT has been effective in most aspects of life, espe-

cially in the production and dissemination of informa-

tion. It has made the production of digital versions and

long-term preservation, as well as transforming

printed versions to digital versions, very feasible.

Additional to these digital versions, it is possible to

hold virtual exhibitions, through which the public

libraries could attract a wide range of users and

researchers in most parts of the world, at any time

and place. Similar activities of international libraries

have been performed by Hong Kong Public Libraries

(2018) and the National Library of Sri Lanka (2018).

Strategies for dissemination of intangible cultural
heritage resources in Iranian public libraries

There are various strategies for the dissemination of

intangible cultural heritage that could be used by pub-

lic libraries. In this study, “The application of intel-

lectual property right for preservation and

dissemination of developed intangible cultural

heritage” with mean value of 4 was recognized as one

of the main strategies for public libraries in the dis-

semination of intangible cultural heritage.

One of the main goals of protecting intellectual

property right is to encourage authors to conduct more

effective studies. It could be argued that human crea-

tive thinking will flourish when the authors benefit

financially from their work. Therefore, practicing

intellectual property rights could lead to the increase

in productivity, as it would encourage innovation and

creativity. Therefore, the strategic use of intellectual

property rights could increase the ability of authors in

competition with other works. According to Abankina

(2013) in the leisure-time civilization of today, brand-

ing plays an important role as a strategic resource and

capital of an organization especially in the cultural

and tourism sectors, which enables it to get economic

profits from non-economic benefits, such as symbolic

attributes and advantages, tangible and intangible rep-

utation elements. Branding becomes a symbol of the

public’s trust in the quality and attractiveness of a

cultural offer. It also guarantees cultural product

authenticity. Dim and Osadebe (2009) state that pro-

tection of intellectual property rights for intangible

cultural heritage had been a problem in most African

countries, especially in Nigeria. Lynch (2003) also

emphasizes the importance of applying intellectual

property rights for cultural heritage resources for the

sake of the marketplace, preservation and dissemina-

tion. According to George (2010) with the application

of intellectual property rights to intangible cultural

heritage through tourism, these cultural resources

become converted into commercial products for
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exchange. The results of these studies emphasize the

necessity of applying intellectual property rights to

intangible cultural heritage. Therefore, the application

of intellectual property rights for the preservation and

dissemination of intangible cultural heritage could

provide branding for these valuable resources.

“The provision of instruments and appropriate

technology equipment for preservation of intangible

cultural heritage by public libraries” with mean value

of 4 was realized as one of the other main strategies of

Iranian public libraries in the dissemination of intan-

gible cultural heritage resources. The useful measures

in public libraries could be provision of technological

instruments and equipment. By making digital ver-

sions of intangible cultural heritage resources avail-

able to researchers, the public libraries increase their

dissemination and accessibility as well as maintain

the original work. Moreover, by holding virtual exhi-

bitions in intangible cultural heritage resources, they

could avoid possible damages to the resources, while

attracting a bigger audience inside and outside of Iran.

Considering the significance of intangible cultural

heritage in the preservation and identification of

national and cultural identity of Iran, reflection of

national and local beliefs and transfer of this heritage

to the younger generation, public libraries are one of

the most important institutions and organizations to

uphold it. However, there are only a few studies on the

preservation and dissemination of intangible cultural

heritage resources in Iranian public libraries.

Conclusion

As the general conclusion of this research, it could be

claimed that public libraries have a prominent role in

cultural development among various generations and

society from childhood to adulthood, as well as the

provision of cultural services to all generations with-

out ethnic, age, religious and sexual discrimination.

The introduction and dissemination of intangible cul-

tural heritage by public libraries could lead to identi-

fication of the value of this heritage. In addition,

provision of rich content and updating websites of

public libraries in terms of intangible cultural heritage

could have a significant role in the preservation and

dissemination of the resources that satisfy users’

information needs. Moreover, it is recommended for

public libraries to put more effort into fulfilling their

role in cultural development, as well as in helping the

community they serve in the identification of their

national and local identity. Concerning the effective

role of public libraries in the promotion of culture

among different classes of the society, consideration

of such issues in public libraries does not only

guarantee the preservation of national values, but it

also increases the public trust and improves the status

of public libraries within the society.

Recommendations

Based on the results, we present the following recom-

mendations for the preservation and dissemination of

intangible cultural heritage resources in public

libraries of Iran:

– Use of subject experts such as archaeologists

and historians in the preservation and dissemi-

nation of intangible cultural heritage in public

libraries;

– Holding cultural events by public libraries with

focus on various social groups;

– Holding festivals, exhibitions and cultural

events in public libraries;

– Allocation of part of websites of public

libraries for introducing the news about intan-

gible cultural heritage resources;

– Material and intellectual protection of

researchers focusing on intangible heritage by

public libraries;

– Application of appropriate instruments and

tools for the preservation and dissemination

of intangible cultural heritage in public

libraries;

– Installation of social networks to better convey

the intangible cultural heritage to the younger

generation;

– Encouraging people with local knowledge to

hold training workshops with a goal to present

and transfer this knowledge to the current

generation;

– Creating NGOs specializing in identification

and collection of intangible cultural heritage

for preservation and dissemination by public

libraries;

– The examination and collection of more com-

piled resources in intangible cultural heritage;

– Encouraging employees of public libraries to

participate in congresses related to intangible

cultural heritage.
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Abstract
Much has been said about the fourth industrial revolution (4IR) or Industry 4.0 since its launch in 2011. In
addition, certain skills have been touted as specifically 4IR or Industry 4.0 skills. Amidst all this, not much work
has been done that focuses on and identifies what those skills are from a cross-disciplinary perspective. The
current scoping review study set out to identify skills, competencies and literacies attributed to 4IR/Industry
4.0 by 64 peer-reviewed journal articles drawn from diverse subject disciplines. Three of its findings are worth
mentioning. First, skills and competencies attributed to 4IR by the reviewed journal articles are generic soft
skills often dubbed the 21st-century skills such as communication, creativity and problem solving. Second, of
the hard skills, programming skills feature predominantly as the 4IR skills from the reviewed articles. Thirdly,
information literacy is under-represented and under-cited as a skill for 4IR in the reviewed articles.
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Introduction

Every so often when a new turn beckons in human

history, be it a new era, a new revolution or a new

paradigm shift, there is an aura of hype associated

with its (impending) arrival. The same seems to be

the case with the fourth industrial revolution (4IR).

Accompanying the aura of its hype are, usually, clar-

ion calls for new behaviours, new orientations, new

practices or new mindsets on the part of society or on

the part of individuals (Drath and Horch, 2014; Frey

and Osborne, 2013; Hussin, 2018; Korean Educa-

tional Development Institute (KEDI), 2017; Liao

et al., 2017; Razak et al., 2018; Schwab, 2016;

Smithers and Gray, n.d.; Wallner and Wagner,

2016; Welsh, 2018). Four of the sectors in which the

4IR hype has gained traction are technology, job mar-

ket, production (factories and industries) and educa-

tion. For instance, Hariharasudan and Kot (2018: 1)

put one such clarion call thus: ‘Almost everyone is

talking about the 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR). The

4IR wave is so strong that change is inevitable,

including within the education setting, making Edu-

cation 4.0 the famous buzzword among educationists

today’. In a different but related instance, Hussin

(2018: 92) frames this clarion call as follows: ‘Indus-

try 4.0 is a current trend of automation and digitalisa-

tion of industries. The impacts and importance of

Industry 4.0 are reflected in all aspects of our lives’.

Albeit the four sectors mentioned above are not the

only ones affected by 4IR, and even though they are

not necessarily mutually exclusive, especially since

technology underscores the other three sectors and

others not mentioned here, this paper intends focusing

on skills, competencies and literacies attributed to or

associated with 4IR or Industry 4.0. As it is evident

from the sources cited here and elsewhere (see Cotet
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et al., 2017; Hartmann and Hattingh, 2018; Ottonicar

et al., 2018; Pereira and Romero, 2017; Sackey et al.,

2017; Xing and Marwala, 2017) the short form, 4.0,

stands for the word, fourth, especially as used in the

expression, ‘the fourth industrial revolution’. In this

case, it is plausible to suggest that the short form, 4.0,

tends to be used as a permutation and a signifier of

the fourth industrial revolution in the names of the

different sectors in which it is used. Overall, 4.0 is

the code used to signal disruptive changes taking

place in modern-day industries (Messias et al.,

2018; Pereira and Romero, 2017; Wallner and

Wagner, 2016) and those occurring in other sectors

of the present-day society. Classic permutations of

the code 4.0 are Education 4.0, Information Litera-

cies 4.0, Digital Literacies 4.0, Media Literacy 4.0

and Cities 4.0 (see, for example, Abdelrazeq et al.,

2016; Wittenstein Group, 2016).

4IR/Industry 4.0: Skills, competencies and
literacies

A brief commentary on Industry 4.0 is necessary as a

prelude to the aspects discussed in this scoping

review. Credited to the Hanover fair held in Germany

in 2011 to encourage the computerisation, digitisation

and automation of manufacturing (Afrianto, 2018),

the expression, Industry 4.0, refers to cyber-physical

systems (CPS) in which connected systems of soft-

ware, smart networks, automated machines, sensors,

workpieces, communication technologies, the Inter-

net of Things (IoT), augmented reality, and virtual

reality interact and communicate with one another.

It is also related to the CPS in which such connected

systems interact with humans and with remote con-

trollers in real-time by tapping into distributed com-

puting (Afrianto, 2018; Drath and Horch, 2014;

Hariharasudan and Kot, 2018; Imran et al., 2018; Per-

eira and Romero, 2017; Rüßmann et al., 2015; Sackey

et al., 2017; Schwab, 2016). In some instances, it is

associated with the Internet of Services and the Inter-

net of People (Sackey et al., 2017). Often, it is used to

refer to the fourth industrial revolution itself, or it is

used as one of the flagship 4.0 versions of the fourth

industrial revolution. However, it is worth pointing

out that there is no consensus as to what precisely

constitutes Industry 4.0. As such, the concept is both

complex and nebulous (Cotet et al., 2017; Pereira and

Romero, 2017; Ślusarczyk, 2018).

Most of the functions, processes and practices

related to Industry 4.0 have underlying cognate, and

in some instances, complementary technologies.

Three such technologies are artificial intelligence

(AI), machine learning (ML) and algorithms. These

technologies, even though they are regarded as sub-

fields in certain cases (Peters, 2018; Shorey and

Howard, 2016), nonetheless, serve as bedrock tech-

nologies in the different spheres of Industry 4.0.

Evidence of AI-powered techs which also leverage

ML are self-driving cars, drones, robotic personal

assistants and intelligent virtual personal assistants

(Schwab, 2016; cf. Botha, 2019; Chaka, 2019; Davie,

2019; Frey and Osborne, 2013; Goksel-Canbek and

Mutlu, 2016; Oranye, 2018; Penprase, 2018; Shorey

and Howard, 2016). In this context, Rüßmann et al.

(2015) point out that nine key technologies are driving

and transforming Industry 4.0. These are autonomous

robots; simulation; big data and analytics; augmented

reality; cloud computing; the (Industrial) Internet of

Things; horizontal and vertical system integration;

additive manufacturing; and cybersecurity (also see

Cotet et al., 2017; Pereira and Romero, 2017).

Against this background, studies have been con-

ducted to investigate the types of skills and com-

petencies needed for either 4IR or Industry 4.0.

Among such studies that are relevant for this paper

are those by Aberšek (2017), Bermúdez and Juárez

(2017), Cotet et al. (2017), Fitsilis et al. (2018),

Grzelczak et al. (2017), Hussin (2018), and Kamar-

uzaman et al. (2019). For example, Bermúdez and

Juárez’s (2017) study explores competencies

required for operations management personnel at

automotive parts suppliers in the Industry 4.0 era.

It identifies the following four dimensions together

with their requisite competencies:

� Information and communication technologies

(e.g. knowledge of big data, data analysis abil-

ity, and knowledge and management of soft-

ware and interfaces intended to support

operations management);

� Innovation management (e.g. virtual collabora-

tion, knowledge and management of simulation

systems, and ability to adopt new models);

� Organisational learning (e.g. developing

employee skills and capacities, encouraging

participation, and knowledge of lean manufac-

turing techniques);

� Environment (e.g., creativity in designing stra-

tegies to introduce new practices, developing

research, and transdisciplinarity). (p. 742)

The study concludes that in each of the four dimen-

sions, respectively, the following competencies were

ranked highly: knowledge and management of software

and interfaces intended to support operations manage-

ment; knowledge and management of simulation sys-

tems; developing employee skills and capacities; and
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creativity in designing strategies to introduce new prac-

tices. The study also concludes that financial analysis

skills, leadership skills, and critical and disruptive skills,

even though they were not listed in the four dimensions,

were rated as essential for Industry 4.0.

Cotet et al.’s (2017) study proposes an assessment

model for a constellation of skills and personal qua-

lities necessary for Industry 4.0 in respect of three

subjects, robotics, machine-tools/manufacturing sys-

tems and logistics, registered by undergraduate stu-

dents at a Romanian university. The model consists of

five dimensions: self-actualisation; conscientious-

ness; agreeableness; maturity; and extroversion.

Additionally, it comprises soft skills such as interper-

sonal skills; asserting; respect; strength of self;

perseverance; empathy; will spirit of perfection;

self-discipline; intellectual curiosity; refining; inde-

pendence; and creativity. Most importantly, in this

constellation, creativity is the epicentre of the top

three skills needed. It is followed by emotional intel-

ligence and proactive thinking, respectively. Robotics

students scored highly in conscientiousness, whereas

machine-tools/manufacturing systems students scored

highly in self-actualisation.

Furthermore, Kamaruzaman et al.’s (2019) study

maps out a framework consisting of 4IR skills that

are essential for engineering graduates in Malaysia

by 2022. Among these skills are the following: ana-

lytical thinking and innovation; creativity, originality

and initiative; technology design and programming;

critical thinking and analysis; complex problem sol-

ving; leadership and social influence; emotional intel-

ligence; reasoning, problem solving and ideation; and

system analysis and evaluation.

Based on the points detailed above, the current

study set out to conduct a scoping review of 64

peer-reviewed journals published between 2012 and

2019 (see Appendix C). Its dual purpose was to:

identify skills, competencies and literacies attributed

to the fourth industrial revolution (4IR) by the 64

journal articles reviewed; and establish similarities,

overlaps and differences between such skills, compe-

tencies and literacies. The 64 journal articles span 28

subject disciplines with one article’s subject disci-

pline being unspecified.

Methodology

Conducted between January 2019 and August 2019, this

study utlilised a scoping review as its research design

(Arksey and O’Malley, 2005; Dijkers, 2015; Levac

et al., 2010; Munn et al., 2018). Among other things, a

scoping review aims to provide key concepts or ideas

underscoring a given area of study and some of the

principal sources pertaining to that area of study. One

of the purposes it sets out to achieve is to investigate the

range, nature and extent of research activity (Anderson

et al., 2008; Arksey and O’Malley, 2005; Dijkers, 2015;

Levac et al., 2010; Munn et al., 2018; Pham et al., 2014).

To this end, the study chose and employed Arksey and

O’Malley’s (2005) four-stage scoping review frame-

work for its relevance and suitability for exploring its

four research stages (cf. Dijkers, 2015; Wilson et al.,

2015). The four stages are: (a) identifying research ques-

tions; (b) identifying relevant studies; (c) study selec-

tion; and (d) extracting the data.

Identifying research questions

To ensure that a wide range of studies were covered,

articles related to both the expressions, fourth indus-

trial revolution and Industry 4.0, were considered as

the two expressions are often used interchangeably in

most of the literature dealing with them. To this end,

the following research questions (RQs) were framed

to guide the study:

� RQ1: Which are the skills, competencies and

literacies attributed to the fourth industrial rev-

olution/4IR by the journal articles reviewed?

� RQ2: Are the identified skills, competencies

and literacies discipline-based, generic or both?

� RQ3: What are the similarities, overlaps and

differences between these skills, competencies

and literacies attributed to 4IR by these journal

articles?

� RQ4: Is information literacy among the skills,

competencies and literacies attributed to 4IR or

not, and what does this mean for the informa-

tion literacy field?

Identifying relevant studies

Journal articles used in this study were searched and

identified from the following electronic databases:

Scopus; Education Resources Information Center

(ERIC); Web of Science, ScienceDirect; Wiley

Online Library; Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers Xplore (IEEE Xplore); Association for

Computing Machinery Digital Library (ACM Digital

Library); SpringerLink; Microsoft Academic; and

Semantic Scholar. In addition, both Google Scholar

and ResearchGate as a search engine and as a refer-

ence manager, respectively, were employed. The idea

of employing multiple databases was informed by

Dallasega et al. (2018).

To ensure that a broad spectrum of studies on both

the fourth industrial revolution and Industry 4.0 were

covered in all the search strings, two Boolean
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operators AND and OR were employed in searching

the aforesaid databases (cf. Benitti and Spolaôr, 2017;

Forsström and Kaufmann, 2018; Karimi et al., 2010;

Munn et al., 2018). Search strings were arranged and

queried in varied permutations. In addition, certain

search strings or keywords were enclosed in round

brackets (parentheses) and in double quotation marks,

and queried as in the following example: (4IR OR

“Industry 4.0” OR “the fourth industrial revolution”)

AND (skills OR competencies OR “digital literacies”

OR competences OR “digital literacies”).

Thereafter, the inclusion criteria were determined

and applied in order to identify relevant studies. The

inclusion and exclusion process was conducted itera-

tively and not linearly. Articles included were those

published after 2011 as this year is regarded as the inau-

gural year for the fourth industrial revolution (4IR) –

also referred to as Industry 4.0 (Caruso, 2018; Elbeck,

2018; Hariharasudan and Kot, 2018; Hirschi, 2017;

Imran et al., 2018; Lasi et al., 2014; Lu 2017; Ślusarc-

zyk, 2018). Two of the inclusion criteria were: articles

ought to have been published between 2012 and 2019;

and only articles published in English were considered.

In this instance, all the articles yielded by the

above-mentioned search strings as fed into the afore-

said electronic databases and into Google Scholar and

ResearchGate, were surveyed by scanning their titles

(O’Flaherty and Phillips, 2015; Saltan and Arslan,

2017). Articles deemed to be relevant according the

inclusion criteria stipulated above were downloaded

and saved in an electronic Microsoft folder.

Study selection

Using the search strings identified above, all the

relevant articles retrieved from the said electronic

databases and from both Google Scholar and

ResearchGate were reviewed and screened by

closely examining their abstracts, their keywords

and their content.

The screening process involved four stages. The first

stage entailed screening all the articles (1680 articles)

identified from the databases and those identified from

one search engine and from one reference manager. In

the second stage, articles that did not meet all of the

inclusion criteria were eliminated, while in the third

stage, duplicate articles were excluded. These two

screening stages resulted in 64 journal articles being

the final articles accepted for this study. Overall, the

included journal articles were selected according to a

modified version of Moher et al.’s (2009) Preferred

Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-

analyses (PRISMA) model (cf. Hutton et al., 2015;

Saltan and Arslan, 2017).

Extracting the data

Data was extracted from the 64 journal articles (see

Tables 1 and 2) in response to the four research ques-

tions and in response to the third inclusion criterion.

The latter entailed the articles that mentioned the

terms, skills, competencies/competences and litera-

cies as part of the fourth industrial revolution (4IR)

or the Industry 4.0 content and focus. The data extrac-

tion process followed charting which involved sifting

and sorting out requisite data from the 64 selected

articles according to the three aforesaid key terms (see

Arksey and O’Malley, 2005; Dijkers, 2015; Levac

et al., 2010). In this case, this entailed scan reading

the selected articles with a view to locating the spe-

cific 4IR or Industry 4.0 skills, competencies/compe-

tences and literacies mentioned in each of them.

To ensure data extraction consistency and reliabil-

ity, the data (especially the three key terms) was

coded by three raters. The coding was informed by

and based on Miles and Huberman’s (1994) inter-rater

reliability (IRR) whose formula is as follows:

reliability ¼ number of agreements

number of agreementsþ disagreements

Following this formula, the three raters had an IRR of

more than 80% agreement between the data variables

they coded. Miles and Huberman (1994) are of the view

that an IRR of 80% agreement between raters is suffi-

cient to be deemed to be reliable (also see McAlister

et al., 2017). The type of data extracted from the 64

selected journal articles is reflected in Tables 1 and 2.

Data analysis

Thematic analysis is an analytic technique that was

used to analyse the data extracted for this review

study. This entailed searching for and locating from

the extracted data key terms as framed in the

research questions and as captured in the third inclu-

sion criterion. At a general level, thematic analysis

requires a meticulous identification of themes from a

given data (especially written or documented data)

and subjecting such data to a systematic categorisa-

tion by employing data coding scheme. It may be

conducted inductively or deductively (Attride-

Stirling, 2001; Chaka et al., 2017; Fereday and

Muir-Cochrane, 2006). In the case of this review

study, the thematic analysis conducted was induc-

tive, and the data coding scheme utilised, followed

the four stages as illustrated in Table 3.

Another part of this thematic analysis was to estab-

lish whether the identified key terms as extracted

from the 64 journal articles served as stylised facts

for 4IR in all the included journal articles. According
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Table 1. Authors, journals and types of skills/competencies.

Authors Journals Types of Skills/Competencies

1. Alemi (2016, pp. 14 and 20) International Journal on
Integrating Technology in
Education

(English) language skills (e.g. reading, speaking,
listening, and writing); digital skills; (English)
communication skills; and e-literacy skills.

2. Anggraeni (2018, pp. 13
and 14)

Metathesis (Journal of English
Language, Literature and
Teaching)

Critical thinking; problem solving; and speaking skills.

3. Benešová and Tupa (2017:
2198, 2199, 2200)

Procedia Manufacturing Data analysis; business intelligence data analytics;
language skills; autonomy; responsibility; flexibility;
communicativeness; reliability; analytical/logical
thinking; problem solving; creativity; organisational
skills; ability and willing to learn new things; ability to
plan and lead a small team; knowledge to simulate;
knowledge of security standards and
communication standards; knowledge of servers;
basic knowledge statistically; manual skills; media
skills; technical skills; knowledge of technical
documentation; cooperation; communication skills;
ability to learn how to maintain new machines; and
basic knowledge of electronics, hydraulics, and
service of the pressure cylinders.

4. Brettel et al. (2014: 37,
39, 43)

International Journal of
Information and
Communication Engineering

Product innovation; technological innovation;
collaboration; and problem-solving.

5. Caruso (2018: 380, 381,
383, 384, 388, 390)

AI & Society Problem-solving abilities; creativity; cognitive, linguistic
and social skills; communication; technological
innovation; horizontal decision making; diffusion of
responsibilities; autonomy; collaboration;
innovation; manual dexterity; intelligence; general
knowledge; social skills (e.g. sharing, negotiating,
empathy and cooperation); mathematical and
interpersonal skills; applicative skills tied to specific
situations, technologies, and work processes; digital
innovation; collective participation; high technical,
informatics and computational skills; and relational
and communicative skills.

6. Coşkun et al. (2019, pp. 2,
3, 4 and 5)

Technologies Interdisciplinary thinking; decision and problem
solving; cultural and intercultural competency;
flexibility (interdisciplinary collaboration, soft skills);
big data analysis; and programming skills.

7. Damian and du Plessis
(2015: 533, 534, 539, 540)

Education þ Training Soft skills; skills in the specific industry; employability
skills; foundational skills (e.g. basic skills, thinking
skills and personal qualities); five competencies (e.g.
use of resources, interpersonal skills, information,
systems and technology); technical knowledge and
skills; critical thinking; communication; learning and
innovation skills; information, media and technology
skills; life and career skills; 21st-century skills;
(in-depth) technical skills.

8. Demartini and Benussi
(2017: 5)

IT Professional 21st-century skills or lifelong learning; adaptability; the
ability to find, organise and retrieve information;
management critical thinking; teamwork; and
communication, problem-solving, self-management,
planning, organising, technology management, life-
long learning and entrepreneurship competencies.

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Authors Journals Types of Skills/Competencies

9. Eguchi (2014: 6) Journal of Automation, Mobile
Robotics & Intelligent Systems

Thinking skills (e.g. observation, estimation and
manipulation); science process skills/problem-
solving skills; social interaction/teamwork skills; and
critical academic skills (e.g. writing, reading,
research, creativity, collaboration, critical thinking,
decision making, problem solving, and
communication skills).

10. Elbeck (2018: 113, 116,
117)

e-Journal of Business Education &
Scholarship of Teaching

Decision-making innovation; social (emotional) skills;
varying scholarly skills; critical thinking; and creativity.

11. Elbestawi et al. (2018:
250)

Procedia Manufacturing Interdisciplinary skills; abilities of synthesis; and
adaptation to various situations.

12. Erol et al. (2016: 14, 15) Procedia CIRP Personal competencies; social/interpersonal
competencies; action-related competencies; and
domain-related competencies.

13. Forsström and Kaufmann
(2018: 18, 19)

International Journal of Learning,
Teaching and Educational
Research

Competencies for the 21st-century skills/21st-
century skills (e.g. problem solving, creativity and
logical thinking); programming skills; and
mathematical thinking.

14. Hecklau et al. (2016: 3, 4) Procedia CIRP Technical competencies (e.g. technical skills, media
skills and coding skills); methodological
competencies (e.g. creativity, problem solving,
decision making, and analytical skills); social
competencies (e.g. intercultural skills, language
skills, communication skills, networking skills, the
ability to transfer knowledge, and leadership skills);
and personal competencies (e.g. flexibility, ambiguity
tolerance, motivation to learn, ability to work under
pressure, and sustainable mindset).

15. Hirschi (2018: 196, 197,
198, 200)

Career Development Quarterly Personal flexibility; high self-efficacy; adaptability; and
professional skills.

16. Hussin (2018: 94) International Journal of Education
& Literacy Studies

Social and cultural awareness; leadership skills;
adaptive, persistence and initiative; problem-solving/
critical thinking skills; creativity; communication; and
collaboration.

17. Janssen et al. (2016: 22,
23)

International Journal of Advanced
Corporate Learning

Creativity; teamwork; specific skills; decision making;
problem solving; and psychomotoric skills.

18. Jones and Pimdee (2017:
12, 15, 22)

Asian International Journal of
Social Sciences

Analytical-thinking skills; labour skills; innovation;
creativity; critical thinking skills; and communication
skills.

19. Kivunja (2015: 226–229,
233

Creative Education 4Cs super skills (e.g. critical thinking and problem
solving; communicating; collaborating; creating and
innovating).

20. Kortuem et al. (2013: n.p. Computer Creativity; sharing; and collaboration.
21. Krpálek and Krelová

(2016: 120–122, 126)
Economics and Sociology Creativity; independent thinking; entrepreneurial

skills; analytical skills; group work; problem solving;
information-communication skills; professional
competencies; and social competencies.

22. Lavalle et al. (2017: 30, 31,
32, 35, 38, 40)

Formamente Managing complexity; problem solving; acting
autonomously; possessing communication skills; soft
skills; flexibility; entrepreneurial competence;
competences for the digital society; research
competencies; transversal knowledge (a mix of
pedagogical and digital skills); Industry 4.0

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Authors Journals Types of Skills/Competencies

knowledge and skills; business competences; basic
digital skills; mathematical and vertical technological
competences; social skills; technical competences;
and soft skills.

23. Li et al. (2017: 627, 628,
629, 630, 634)

Chinese Geographical Science Innovation; studying, reasoning, thinking and planning;
communication; cognitive ability; efficient and high-
quality skills; innovative talent; high-tech innovation
ability; creativity; and technical and technological
innovation.

24. Magruk (2016: 279, 283,
287)

Business, Management and
Education

Skills (e.g. design, service processes, customer data
management); interdisciplinary thinking; design
thinking; communication; software programming,
and data analysis or scientific computing.

25. Mohamed (2018: 259) International Journal of Supply
and Operations Management

Problem-solving skills; failure analysis; the ability to
deal with constant change and completely new tasks;
processing and visualisation of manufacturing
process data; and innovation.

26. Morrar et al. (2017: 13,
14, 16, 17)

Technology Innovation
Management Review

High-skills; social innovation; technological innovation;
industrial innovation; people skills; workforce skills;
skills for managing complex projects; and novel
solutions.

27. Pedron (2018: 22, 23, 27) On Research (Journal of EU
Business School)

Social and emotional competences; creativity; mental
agility; 4Cs (e.g. critical thinking, collaboration,
communication and creativity); and complex skills.

28. Peters (2017: 3) Educational Philosophy and
Theory

Technical innovation; abstraction; formalisation; and
mathematisation.

29. Peters and Heraud (2017:
7–8, 10, 11, 14)

Journal of Self-Governance and
Management Economics

Social innovation; collective intelligence; peer
production; collaboration; and co-creation.

30. Pfeiffer (2017: 108, 118) Nanoethics Technical skills; creative problem solving; and
collaboration.

31. Prisecaru (2016: 59, 60) Knowledge Horizons –
Economics

Communication; innovation; interdisciplinarity;
networking; higher skills (e.g. creativity); big data
analysis; empathy; sensitivity; creativity; and (huge)
problem solving.

32. Puncreobutr (2016: 4) St Theresa Journal of Humanities
and Social Sciences

Design and selective thinking; productive and
problem-solving thinking; entrepreneurial thinking;
responsible thinking; social-consciousness thinking;
and scenario thinking.

33. Rahman et al. (2017: 111,
112, 113, 115, 119)

Perintis eJournal Innovation; creativity; problem solving (identifying new
problems and solutions); and disruptive innovation.

34. Razak et al. (2018: 91) Asia-Pacific Journal of Information
Technology and Multimedia

Curiosity; communication; and long-term and short-
term learning.

35. Roblek et al. (2016: 3, 5) Sage Open Digital thinking; information sharing; and
collaboration.

36. Schiuma (2017: 1, 2, 3,4, 7,
9)

Journal of Open Innovation:
Technology, Market, and
Complexity

Creativity/creative thinking; creative dimensions (e.g.
empathy, curiosity and imagination); innovation/
disruptive innovation; resilience; agility; problem
solving; flexibility; diversity; risk taking; artistic skills;
adaptability; and communication.

37. Shahroom and Hussin
(2018: 315)

International Journal of Academic
Research in Business and Social
Sciences

Creative approaches; and educational innovation.

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Authors Journals Types of Skills/Competencies

38. Ślusarczyk (2018: 232,
236)

Polish Journal of Management
Studies

Innovation; digitisation; and communication.

39. Tvenge et al. (2016: 102) Procedia CIRP Collaboration; communication; and critical thinking.
40. Wilkesmann and

Wilkesmann (2018: 241,
242, 243, 245, 250)

VINE Journal of Information and
Knowledge Management
Systems

Innovation(s); digitalisation; communication; decision
making or information process; and complex
problem solving.

41. Zain (2017: 2259, 2260,
2261, 2263, 2265)

Universal Journal of Educational
Research

Creativity; innovation; 4Cs (e.g. critical thinking,
communication, collaboration and creativity); and
information, media and technology skills.

Table 2. Authors, journals and types of literacies and skills/competencies.

Authors Journals Types of Literacies & Skills/Competencies

42. Abdullah et al. (2017: 2) eBangi Journal of Social
Sciences and Humanities

Technology skills; and Internet literacy.

43. Afrianto (2018: 8, 9) English Language Teaching and
Research

Soft skills; empathic communication skills; responsibility;
open thinking; digital literacy; technology literacy; human
literacy; critical thinking skills; problem-solving skills;
communication skills; collaboration skills; and creativity.

44. Ahmad et al. (2018: 223,
224, 225)

Journal for Studies in
Management and Planning

High IT competence; practical engineering and
programming skills; technical, methodological, social
and personal competencies; flexibility; tacit knowledge;
adaptability; unlimited variability of behaviour; multi-
purpose skills; digital competences; human-robot
collaboration (cobot); communication; technical
literacy; learning ability; creativity; collaboration; open
culture; data-driven decisions; interdisciplinary skills;
and flexibility to perform adaptive abilities.

45. Ansari et al. (2018: 117,
118, 119, 121)

Procedia Manufacturing Self-learning solutions; self-direction capabilities;
information-processing skills (e.g. literacy, numeracy
and problem-solving skills); collaboration; and multi-
and interdisciplinary skills.

46. Astutik and Prahani (2018:
409, 410, 418)

International Journal of
Instruction

Creativity; critical thinking; problem solving; innovation;
literacy; communication; responsibility; collaboration;
scientific creativity; and high level-thinking skills.

47. Balyer and Öz (2018: 812,
821, 822, 826, 827)

International Online Journal of
Education and Teaching

Communication; technical knowledge skills; digital skills;
and digital literacy skills.

48. Contreras and Michael
(2015: 388, 389, 390,
391, 393)

Procedia - Social and
Behavioral Sciences

Computer programming; (fundamental literacy); digital
literacy; and programming skills;

49. Edwards-Schachter
(2018:67, 68–74, 75)

International Journal of
Innovation Studies

Heterogeneous skills; marketing skills; innovation
(product, process, service, business model, disruptive,
radical design-driven, social and responsible
innovation); people skills; technical skills; and science
literacy.

50. Flogie et al. (2018: 268,
269, 275)

Journal of Baltic Science
Education

Digital literacy 4.0; communication competence 4.0 (e.g.
skills of human-human communication and skills of and
the understanding of human-machine communication);
complex/critical decision making; complex problem
solving; critical judgement; visualisation and processing
of large amounts of data; collaboration; social
competences; and competences for Industry 4.0.

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

Authors Journals Types of Literacies & Skills/Competencies

51. Gray et al. (2018: 1, 2, 3,
9, 10)

Big Data & Society Data literacy/data literacies; technical, computational and
statistical competencies; statistical literacy; information
literacy; technical skills; data infrastructure literacy;
critical inquiry; and technical and statistical skills.

52. Hariharasudan and Kot
(2018: 7; cf. Puncreobutr,
2016: 3)

Social Sciences Leadership, collaboration; creative, digital literacy;
effective communication; emotional intelligence;
entrepreneurship; global citizenship; problem solving
and teamwork; critical thinking; creativity and
innovation, cross-cultural understanding; information
and media literacy, and career and learning skills.

53. Lee et al. (2014: 4 and 5) Procedia CIRP Data management; servitisation; product and service
innovation; and intelligent decision making.

54. Longmuß and Höhneb
(2017: 263, 264, 265, 275)

Procedia Manufacturing Solving complex problems; competencies (e.g. thinking in
interconnected systems); digital literacy

55. Mihalcea (2017: 289, 295,
297, 298, 299)

Management Dynamics in the
Knowledge Economy

Digital skills; advanced skills in problem solving, decision
making, and design thinking; new skills through
continuous learning; innovative thinking/innovation;
adaptability; creativity; high-performance computing
skills and user experience design skills; coding/software
engineering/app building skills; software testing skills;
and Internet literacy skills.

56. Motyl et al. (2017: 1502,
1503)

Procedia Manufacturing Transferrable skills; hard skills (e.g. numerical and higher
mathematical knowledge, problem solving, creativity
and design skills, investigative and experimental skills,
information processing, computer programming, and
knowledge of specific software tools); soft skills (e.g.
analytical thinking, communication skills, teamwork and
leadership skills); and digital skills (e.g. digital literacy
skills, digital skills for the general workforce and specific
digital skills for the ICT professionals).

57. Nordin and Norman
(2018: 2, 3)

Journal of Sustainable
Development Education and
Research

Technical-based skills (e.g. engineering); and digital
literacies.

58. Robandi et al. (2019: 40,
41, 43, 44)

Advances in Social Science,
Education and Humanities
Research

Communication; digital and Internet competency; specific
competencies (e.g. intelligence, personality and
abilities); technology literacy competency; technology
literacy (e.g. the understanding of the operation of the
technology); digital literacy; and literacy skills.

59. Romero (2015: 116, 118) Procedia – Social and
Behavioral Sciences

Digital literacy; 21st-century skills/competences (e.g. ICT
literacy, communication, collaboration, social and
cultural skills, creativity, critical thinking, problem
solving, and productivity); self-direction; planning; risk
taking; conflict management

60. Sackey et al. (2017: 115) South African Journal of
Industrial Engineering

Inquiry/problem-solving skills; adaptability; creativity;
collaboration; communication; innovation; global
awareness; digital literacy; and critical stance.

61. Seufert and Meier (2016:
28, 29, 32)

International Journal of
Advanced Corporate
Learning

Digital competences; critical thinking abilities; social
competences; communication; collaboration; digital
literacy; general skills; basic skills; analytical
competence; innovation; and creativity.

62. Thoben et al. (2017: 6, 7) International Journal of
Automation Technology

Innovation; communication; and data processing.

63. Umachandran et al. (2018:
7306, 7307, 7308, 7309)

International Journal of
Computers & Technology

Digital literacy; innovation; participatory learning; data
science; solving social problems.

64. Yamin (2018: 402, 403,
409)

International Journal of
Pedagogy and Teacher
Education

Literacy competence; innovativeness; creativeness;
productiveness; and critical writing competence.
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to Helfat (2007) stylised facts are observations that

are widely accepted as either empirical regularities or

empirical truths in a given scholarly discipline.

Findings

The findings presented in this part of the review study

are based on the data extracted from the 64 journal

articles and are informed by how the data was codi-

fied as indicated in the preceding section. Addition-

ally, these findings are in response to the four research

questions mentioned earlier.

To contextualise this part of the findings, the 64

journal articles belonged to 28 subject disciplines

which were inferred from the titles or from the focus

of the journal articles, or from the journals in which

these journal articles were published. One article’s

subject discipline is unspecified (see Table 4). To this

effect, 10 articles belonged to education; and seven

articles were classified under manufacturing, busi-

ness, management and education, and cross-

disciplines, respectively. By contrast, four articles

were linked with humanities and social sciences,

while two articles were each identified under the fol-

lowing subject disciplines: language and literature;

information technology; human resources; corporate

learning; and computer science/computer and tech-

nology. Lastly, one article was assigned to each of

the remaining subject disciplines.

In terms of the skills, competencies and literacies

attributed to the fourth industrial revolution/Industry

4.0 by the reviewed journal articles’ two categories

emerged from the extracted data: skills or competen-

cies attributed to 4IR (see Table 1) and literacies and

skills or competencies attributed to 4IR (see Table 1).

Skills, competencies and literacies attributed to the
fourth industrial revolution/Industry 4.0 by the journal
articles reviewed

On the one hand, 41 of the 64 reviewed articles (arti-

cles 1 to 41) frame core issues related to 4IR in terms

of skills and competencies (see Table 1). These skills

or competencies were wide-ranging and covered a

broad spectrum of both academic disciplines and

employment domains. For example, five articles (3,

5, 7, 14 and 22) mention most instances of such skills

or competencies, and four articles (8, 9, 23 and 36)

Table 3. A tabular representation of the stages of the data
coding system (adapted and modified from Attride-Stirling,
2001: 391; Chaka et al., 2017; Fereday and Muir-Cochrane,
2006: 5).

Step 1: Identification of initial themes
(a) Extract/Abstracting basic themes from coded

data segments
(b) Refining themes as needed

Step 2: Identification of final themes
(a) Building final themes from initial themes

Step 3: Constructing categories
(a) Establishing basic categories from themes
(b) Selecting final categories

Step 4: Establishing theoretical constructs
(a) Building theoretical constructs from final

categories
(b) Linking theoretical constructs to the study’s

theoretical framework

Table 4. Subject disciplines and the numbers assigned to
journal articles.

Subject disciplines
Numbers assigned
to journal articles

Technology in education 1
Language & literature 2, 43
Manufacturing 3, 11, 22, 39, 45, 54, 56
Information and communication

engineering
4

Artificial intelligence 5
Technologies (Engineering

education)
6

Education 7, 13, 16, 19, 28, 41, 46,
47, 50, 64

Information technology 8, 34
Automation, mobile robotics &

intelligent systems
9

Business, management &
education

10, 24, 26, 27, 29, 38, 44

Production 12
Human resources 14, 55
Career development 15
Corporate learning 17, 61
Economics 31
Marketing 36
Supply & operations management 25
Humanities and social sciences 18, 32, 42, 52,
Computer science/Computer &

technology
20, 63

Disruptive technologies 33
Innovation studies 49
Geographical science 23
Data science 51
Information & knowledge

management
40

Sustainable development
education

57

Industrial engineering 60
Automation technology 62
Cross-disciplines 21, 30, 37, 48, 53, 58, 59
Unspecified 35
Total: 28 disciplines and 1

unspecified
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provide average cases of such skills or competencies.

In contrast, the rest of the other articles cite few and

fewest skills or competencies attributed to 4IR.

On the other hand, 23 of the 64 reviewed articles

(articles 42 to 64) articulate core issues related to 4IR

in terms of a wide range of skills, competencies and

literacies (see Table 2) pertaining to academic disci-

plines and workplace domains. Of these articles, four

of them (44, 50, 55 and 56) cite most instances of skills,

competencies and literacies, and a further four of them

(43, 52, 58 and 59) reference average instances of such

skills, competencies and literacies. In comparison, the

remaining articles cite few and fewest skills, compe-

tencies and literacies attributable to 4IR.

Skills/competencies category

Skills featuring predominantly – as extracted verba-

tim from the related reviewed articles (see Table 1 and

Appendix A) - in this sub-category are skills often

attributed to the 21st-century skills (Forsström and

Kaufmann, 2018; Marope et al., 2017; Romero,

2015) or to the 4C skills (Kivunja, 2015; Pedron,

2018; Zain, 2017). As such, they are generic skills

or competencies in this skill set. They include prob-

lem solving, communication (skills), creativity, colla-

boration, critical thinking and decision making. Of

these skills, the first three feature most: they feature

22, 21 and 20 times, respectively, with the first two

appearing in 21 journal articles each, and the third

one in 17 journal articles. In contrast, the last three

types of skills in this skill set feature less – they

feature 12, 11 and 7 times, apiece, in the same num-

ber of journal articles. The other types of skills asso-

ciated with this sub-category are innovation and

technical skills, competencies or competences. Of

these two types of skills, innovation (as a standalone

word and with other words) occurs 26 times – mar-

ginally more than the first three 21st-century skills

identified above – in 17 articles. Digital skills as a

skill set appears far less frequently than all the other

skills. Skills featuring in this sub-category are tradi-

tionally referred to as soft skills.

Skills or competencies based on specific aspects of

the fourth industrial revolution (4IR) technologies are

as indicated in the second sub-category in Appendix A.

These are also Industry 4.0-specific skills as opposed to

the generic skills spelt out above. They are cited by 10

of the reviewed journal articles. Among these skills or

competencies are the following: data analytics; com-

putational skills; big data analysis; programming skills,

coding skills or software programming; Industry 4.0

knowledge and skills; and processing and visualisa-

tion of manufacturing process data. The eight journal

articles citing them fall within the following subject

disciplines: manufacturing; artificial intelligence;

technologies; education; human resources; geogra-

phical science; business, management and educa-

tion; supply and operations management; and

economics (see Table 4). Featuring mostly among

these skills are programming skills.

The next sub-category comprises what the paper

classifies as outliers. This refers to those skills that are

eccentric or unusual in nature, or in the manner in

which they have been framed. Among them are: hor-

izontal decision making; interdisciplinary thinking;

ambiguity tolerance and sustainable mindset; transver-

sal knowledge; and design and selective thinking; sce-

nario thinking (see Appendix A). Another sub-category

is of skills classified as pedestrian skills. This sub-

category includes skills such as manual dexterity, gen-

eral knowledge, 21st-century skills, self-management,

planning and organising, critical academic skills and

risk taking (see Appendix A). Moreover, there are

skills codified as unclear or vague in this category.

They are so codified because their framing from the

relevant reviewed articles reflects ambiguity. Exam-

ples of such skills in this case are employability skills;

five competencies; life and career skills; varying scho-

larly skills; personal competencies; interpersonal com-

petencies; action-related competencies; labour skills;

workforce skills; and productive thinking, responsible

thinking and social-consciousness thinking. Lastly,

information-related skills are mentioned seven times

by six journal articles (see Appendix A).

Skills/competencies and literacies category

Again, in this category, skills featuring mostly are those

classified as the 21st-century skills (see Appendix B).

As pointed out earlier, these are generic skills. Included

in this sub-category are communication (skills/compe-

tence), creativity, collaboration, problem solving and

critical thinking. The first three types of skills occur

13, 10, and 10 times, apiece, with the first appearing

in 12 journal articles and the last two featuring in nine

articles, each. Problem solving and critical thinking are

cited 6 and 5 times in the same number of journal arti-

cles, respectively. In this sub-category of skills are four

more types of skills: decision making, technical skills,

innovation and digital literacy. Of these, decision mak-

ing appears three times in tandem with other words (see

Appendix B) in three journal articles. These four sets of

skills also conventionally known as soft skills.

Technical skills as a skill set appears 5 times as

technical skills and once each as technical competen-

cies, technical competences and technical literacy.

Alongside it are three variations of technology –

Chaka: Skills, competencies and literacies attributed to 4IR/Industry 4.0 379



technology skills, technology literacy and technology

literacy competency – each appearing once in three

journal articles. Both innovation and digital literacy

appear 10 times apiece in nine and 10 journal articles,

singly. In this regard, the former also appears in tandem

with other phrases such as product and service innova-

tion and radical design-driven, social and responsible

innovation. The latter (digital literacy) has its three

related permutations: digital literacy skills, digital

skills and digital competences. The first and the

last of these feature twice each in two journal arti-

cles, respectively, while the middle one (digital

skills) occurs 5 times in three journal articles.

Finally, there are other literacies, skills and com-

petences that appear once. Examples here are: lit-

eracy skills; literacy competence; fundamental

literacy; digital literacy 4.0; data literacy/data lit-

eracies; information literacy; data infrastructure lit-

eracy; and Internet literacy skills (see Appendix B).

Pertaining to skills, competencies and literacies

related to the 4IR technologies as displayed in the

second sub-category in Appendix B, the following

stand out: practical engineering and programming

skills; data-driven decisions; computer programming;

programming skills; digital literacy 4.0; communica-

tion competence 4.0; visualisation and processing of

large amounts of data; competences for Industry 4.0;

data literacy/data literacies; data management; servi-

tisation; coding/software engineering/app building

skills; software testing skills; and computer program-

ming and knowledge of specific software tools. All of

these literacies, skills and competences are also Indus-

try 4.0 literacies, skills and competences. All together,

they are cited by seven journal articles that fall within

six subject disciplines: business, management and

education; cross-disciplines; education; data science;

human resources; and manufacturing (see Table 4).

As is the case with Appendix A, programming skills

feature predominantly in this sub-category.

Outliers are the next sub-category classified in this

appendix. As is the case with Appendix A, they are so

classified because of the eccentric manner in which they

have been articulated. They include design thinking;

new skills through continuous learning; user experience

design skills; and investigative and experimental skills.

This sub-category is followed by pedestrian literacies,

skills and competences sub-category of which the fol-

lowing are classic examples: tacit knowledge; self-

direction capabilities; literacy skills; people skills;

career and learning skills; Internet literacy skills; risk

taking; conflict management; and basic skills and crit-

ical writing competence. Finally, there are vaguely

framed skills and competences. Among them are unlim-

ited variability of behaviour; multi-purpose skills;

interdisciplinary skills; flexibility to perform adaptive

abilities; multi- and interdisciplinary skills; heteroge-

neous skills; transferrable skills; digital skills for the

general workforce; and specific competencies. In this

category, information-related skills are mentioned four

times by four journal articles (see Appendix B).

Big Eleven, skill/competency dimensions, skills/
competencies/literacies and journal article numbers

This section deals with the manner in which the skills,

competencies and literacies identified in the 64 journal

articles (see Tables 1 and 2) and as represented in

Appendixes A and B were benchmarked against a com-

petency framework as adopted and modified from Bar-

tram (2005) and Prifti et al. (2017). In its original sense

and as conceptualised by Bartram (2005), the frame-

work has the Great Eight competencies (the Great

Eight) which articulate work performance domains. It

also has competency dimensions (20 such dimensions)

and competency components (112 such dimensions)

(also see Hecklau et al., 2016; Kusmin et al., n.d.; Prifti

et al., 2017). Prifti et al. (2017) modified Bartram’s

(2005) competency framework by clustering it into

information systems (IS), computer science (IT) and

engineering competencies. The current framework

used in this paper added three clusters to the Great

Eight, making it have 11 clusters of main generic com-

petencies (the Big Eleven). These three additional clus-

ters are: displaying and demonstrating job-related

skills/competencies; mastering and displaying

language-specific skills/competencies; and demon-

strating inter-/cross-disciplinary skills/literacies (see

Table 5). The reason for the additions was to cater for

all the types of skills, competencies and literacies

extracted from the 64 journal articles. In addition, the

framework did away with the IS, IT and engineering

competencies trichotomy as the types of skills, compe-

tencies and literacies culled from the 64 journal articles

were more than this trichotomy could accommodate

(see Table 5). Moreover, the framework has the skill/

competency dimensions, skills, competencies and lit-

eracies, and specific journal article numbers.

For example, in terms of the current competency

framework (see Table 5), the first cluster of the 11

main generic competency clusters (the Big Eleven) is

Leading & Deciding with deciding, initiating action

& leading, which is its key skill/competency dimen-

sion. Among its associated skills are autonomy; relia-

bility; organisational skills; leadership skills;

persistence and initiative; and decision making. Thir-

teen journal articles cite and reference these skills in

varying degrees with decision making among the

most highly cited. This cluster is followed by
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Supporting & Cooperation which has working with

people as its key skill/competency dimension. Some

of the skills/competencies it has are: cooperation; col-

laboration; social skills; teamwork; people skills; co-

creation; networking; social competencies/social

competences; open thinking; global citizenship; and

global awareness. All together, the skills/competen-

cies under this cluster are mentioned by 34 journal

articles with collaboration as the most cited, as it is

cited by 20 journal articles. In this case, information-

related skills appear once in this cluster.

The fourth cluster of the Big Eleven in this frame-

work is Analysing & Interpreting. Its two skill/compe-

tency dimensions are applying expertise & technology

and analysing. Some of the skills, competencies and

literacies subsumed under the first skill/competency

dimension are: business intelligence; data analytics;

knowledge of security standards and communication

standards; knowledge of servers; high technical, infor-

matics and computational skills; programming skills;

software programing; high IT competence; technical

literacy; computational and statistical competencies;

data infrastructure literacy; coding/software engineer-

ing/app building skills; software testing skills; and data

processing. Of these, programming skills as a skill-set

is cited by 6 journal articles, while the other skills,

competencies and literacies under this dimension are

referenced by 27 journal articles. In this skills mix,

information related skills appear once. Some of the

skills classified under the second dimension in this

cluster include the following: problem solving; analy-

tical/logical thinking; abstraction; formalisation; high

level-thinking skills; and analytical competence. These

skills are cited by 30 journal articles with problem

solving as the most cited skill set by 26 journal articles.

Problem solving is also the most cited of all skill sets in

all the Big Eleven clusters. Moreover, put together, the

two skill/competency dimensions under this cluster

have the most cited skills and competencies (at 57

combined frequency counts) when compared to the

other skills and competencies classified under the other

10 clusters in this competency framework.

Creating & Conceptualising is the fifth cluster in

this competency framework. Its three skill/compe-

tency dimensions are learning & researching, creat-

ing & innovating, and formulating strategies &

concepts. Creating & innovating has skills such as

critical thinking, creativity, innovation, technical and

technological innovation, and product and service

innovation. These skills, together with others sub-

sumed in this dimension, feature in 43 journal articles.

Of these, creativity, innovation and critical thinking

have a high occurrence frequency with creativity

being the most cited by 21 journal articles. In contrast,

the last two are cited by 19 and 11 journal articles,

respectively. In this context, the other two skill/com-

petency dimensions have the least occurring and cited

skills by journal articles in this cluster (see Table 5).

Furthermore, information-related skills appear once

under learning & researching.

Another cluster of the Big Eleven, Displaying &

Demonstrating Job-related Skills/Competencies, has

possessing & applying job-related skills/competencies

as its actual skills/competencies. Some of the skills,

competencies or literacies classified under it are: appli-

cative skills tied to specific situations; skills in the

specific industry; employability skills; domain-related

competencies; labour skills; Industry 4.0 knowledge

and skills; business competencies; communication

competence 4.0; and ICT literacy. In all, the skills,

competencies or literacies listed in this cluster are cited

by 23 journal articles in varying degrees. Following the

above-mentioned cluster is Mastering and Displaying

Language-specific Skills/Competencies whose skill/

competency dimension is demonstrating & applying

language-specific skills/competencies. The skills listed

under this cluster feature in 31 journal articles with

communication as the most cited skill.

The last of the clusters with the most skills, compe-

tencies and literacies in the Big Eleven is Demonstrat-

ing Inter/Multi/Transdisciplinary Skills/Literacies

whose skill/competency dimension is applying inter/

multi/transdisciplinary skills. As its name indicates,

there are transversal skills, competencies and literacies

itemised under it such as digital skills, e-literacy skills,

interdisciplinary thinking, foundational skills, personal

competencies, information literacy and literacy compe-

tence. Put together, all the skills, competencies and

literacies in this cluster are cited by 36 journal articles

in varying degrees. Under this cluster, information-

related skills feature five times (see Table 5).

Finally, there are four more clusters with fewer

skills and competencies listed under them as extracted

from the journal articles concerned. These are – with

their respective skill/competency dimensions in

brackets: Adapting & Coping (adapting & responding

to change); Organising & Executing (planning &

organising); Enterprising & Performing (entrepre-

neurial & commercial thinking); and Interacting &

Presenting (persuading & influencing). The first two

clusters have, each, skills such as flexibility, adapt-

ability and resilience, and such as self-management,

planning and self-direction capabilities listed under

them. Skills classified under each of them are cited

by 12 and 5 journal articles, respectively. To this

effect, Enterprising & Performing, under which skills

like entrepreneurship competencies, entrepreneurial

skills and entrepreneurial thinking are subsumed, also
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has its skills cited by five journal articles, while Inter-

acting & Presenting has the least cited skills of all the

other 10 clusters in this Big Eleven.

Discussion

This section discusses the findings of the current

scoping review study as presented in the preceding

section. Moreover, the discussion of the findings is

framed to respond to the four research questions

(RQ1, RQ2, RQ3 and RQ4) of the study. Underscor-

ing these four research questions is the study’s dual

purpose: identifying skills, competencies and litera-

cies attributed to the fourth industrial revolution (4IR)

by the 64 peer-reviewed journal articles scoped; and

establishing similarities, overlaps and differences

between such skills, competencies and literacies.

Subject disciplines of the reviewed journal articles

As described in the findings presented in the preceding

section, the 64 journal articles reviewed in this study

were drawn from 28 subject disciplines, with one jour-

nal article’s subject discipline recorded as unspecified.

Of these articles, 31 (almost half the journal articles

reviewed) belonged to four subject areas: education;

manufacturing; business, management and education;

and cross-disciplines. The first subject discipline had

10 articles, while the last three subject areas had 7 arti-

cles, apiece. The other remaining subject disciplines had

2 articles and 1 article, except for humanities and social

sciences which had 4 articles. While the subject disci-

plines identified for the reviewed journal articles are not

in any way exhaustive, a competency model by Prifti

et al. (2017) which analysed employee competencies

with higher education in what it calls I4.0 (Industry

4.0), focused on only three subject disciplines: informa-

tion systems (IS), computer science (IT) and engineer-

ing. In addition, Erol et al.’s (2016) paper proposes

competencies for the future of production by focusing

on engineering and management practice.

In the same vein, Cotet et al.’s (2017) study pro-

poses a model for a constellation of skills and per-

sonal qualities required for Industry 4.0 at a

Romanian university for three subjects: robotics,

machine-tools/manufacturing systems and logistics.

Furthermore, Bermúdez and Juárez’s (2017) and

Hecklau et al’s (2016) papers argue for the types of

competencies to be adopted for Industry 4.0 by oper-

ations management personnel and for strategic com-

petencies needed for the future workforce by human

resource management, respectively. Finally, Kamar-

uzaman et al.’s (2019) study proposes a framework

consisting of 4IR skills that are essential for engineer-

ing graduates in Malaysia.

Skills, competencies and literacies the 64 reviewed
journal articles attribute to 4IR/Industry 4.0

As pointed out under the findings section, of the 64

reviewed journal articles, 41 articulate key issues per-

taining to 4IR by referencing skills and competencies.

Such skills and competencies entail a broad spectrum

spanning academic disciplines and workplace or

employment domains. In this context, 5 articles

(3, 5, 7, 14 and 22) (see Table 4) cite more skills and

competencies than the other articles. These articles

belong to the following four subject disciplines,

respectively: manufacturing; artificial intelligence;

education; and human resources (with 3 and 22 shar-

ing the same subject area). As such, 3 and 22 have a

mix of hard and soft skills/competencies, whereas 5, 7

and 14 depict skills and competencies highly skewed to

soft skills. All the 5 articles share communication

skills in common. Both problem solving and creativity

are shared by 4 and 3 articles, singly, out of the

5 articles. This means that communication is a similar

skill shared by and that overlaps all 5 articles. Like-

wise, problem solving and creativity are two similar

types of soft skills shared by and which overlap 2

articles. Creativity and problem solving also feature

in Kamaruzaman et al.’s (2019) competency frame-

work for 4IR skills, even though communication does

not. Similarly, in Cotet et al.’s (2017) study that pro-

poses skills and personal qualities required for Industry

4.0, creativity is at the core of the top three skills

needed, in which case it tops both emotional intelli-

gence and proactive thinking, respectively. Nonethe-

less, communication and problem solving are not

listed in the constellation of skills and personal quali-

ties required for Industry 4.0 in their study.

By contrast, the remaining 23 reviewed journal arti-

cles frame core issues about 4IR by citing skills, com-

petencies and literacies related to several subject

disciplines or workplace domains. For example, 4 arti-

cles belonging to business, management and education,

education, human resources, and manufacturing, cite

the most skills, competencies and literacies relative to

the other articles in Table 2. In this regard, human

resources, manufacturing and education are the three

subject disciplines or workplace domains in both

Appendixes A and B with the most cited instances of

skills, competencies (and literacies) attributable to 4IR/

Industry 4.0. Two of the 4 articles (44 and 50) in Table 2

have skills, competencies and literacies skewed to soft

skills, while the other 2 articles have a mix of hard and

soft skills. Communication, creativity and problem

solving are three similar types of soft skills shared

by and which overlap 3 of the 4 articles. As pointed

out in the preceding paragraph, creativity and
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problem solving are listed as 4IR skills in Kamar-

uzaman et al.’s (2019) study, while Cotet et al.’s

(2017) study lists creativity as a core Industry 4.0

skill (also cf. Bermúdez and Juárez, (2017). How-

ever, both studies, unlike the 64 journal articles

reviewed in the current study, do not have commu-

nication as one of the 4IR/Industry 4.0 skills.

Needless to say that, in both Tables 1 and 2, com-

munication and creativity (and collaboration in the

case of Table 2) are part of the so-called 4C’s (Pedron,

2018; Zain, 2017), whereas the three of them form part

of the 21st-century skills (Damian and du Plessis,

2015; Demartini and Benussi, 2017; Forsström and

Kaufmann, 2018; Romero, 2015; Schleicher, 2012).

In this case, communication, creativity and problem

(and collaboration as identified above) serve as stylised

facts – accepted empirical regularities or empirical

truths in line with Helfat’s (2007) view as pointed out

earlier. While this is the case for the journal articles

identified above, soft skills do feature predominantly in

the 64 reviewed journal articles as they consistently

appear in each one of them in varying degrees. The

same seems to hold true for Prifti et al.’s (2017) work:

the competencies it attributes to Industry 4.0 and to

both its concomitant Big Eight competency model and

its related competency dimensions are all slanted

toward soft skills. Similarly, the Industry 4.0 compe-

tencies identified by Benešová and Tupa (2017), Cotet

et al. (2017), Fitsilis et al. (2018), Hecklau et al. (2016),

and Kusmin et al. (n.d.) are dominated by soft skills.

This particular observation makes soft skills (in what-

ever permutations and variations) the most dominant

and the most occurring skills/competencies for 4IR.

Additionally, soft skills, in this instance, need to be

seen as stylised facts. If this is the case, the hype about

the primacy of new skills for 4IR is unwarranted as soft

skills have been in existence prior to 4IR – with its

2011 launch (Afrianto, 2018; Schwab, 2016). Even

more so, they predate the equally much-hyped 21st-

century skills (Damian and du Plessis, 2015; Harihar-

asudan and Kot, 2018; Hussin, 2018; Kivunja, 2015;

Messias et al., 2018; Zain, 2017).

In terms of the two categories into which skills

extracted from the 64 reviewed articles were classi-

fied, the pattern noted above played itself out as out-

lined. For example, in the first category represented in

Appendix A, skills that feature preponderantly under

the first sub-category (Miscellaneous skills) are those

dubbed the 21st-century skills (Eguchi, 2014; For-

sström and Kaufmann, 2018; Marope et al., 2017;

Puncreobutr, 2016; Romero, 2015; Schleicher,

2012) or those that go by the monicker, the 4Cs

(Kivunja, 2015; Pedron, 2018; Schleicher, 2012;

Zain, 2017). Known conventionally as generic skills

or as soft skills, there are six of them featuring in this

skill set: problem solving; communication (skills);

creativity; collaboration; critical thinking; and deci-

sion making. In this context, the first three types of

skills have the highest consecutive occurrence fre-

quency in this sub-category. This means that these

three types of skills are similar skills shared by and

which overlap in this skill set. In this regard, creativ-

ity, problem solving and critical thinking are listed as

4IR skills in Kamaruzaman et al.’s (2019) study,

whereas only creativity features as an Industry 4.0

skill in Cotet et al.’s (2017) study (also cf. Bermúdez

and Juárez, (2017). Equally, in Category Two (see

Appendix B) the skills classified as 21st-century skills

feature mostly in the corresponding first sub-category.

These are communication (skills/competence), crea-

tivity, collaboration, problem solving and critical

thinking, with the first three types of skills having the

highest occurrence frequency in their sub-category.

Again, this indicates that these three types of skills

are similar skills shared by and which overlap in this

skill set. Moreover, this underscores the fact that all of

these skills are instances of stylised facts since they

are essentially both soft skills and 21st-century skills.

Viewed together, these two sets of 21st-century

skills and competencies not only have the highest

occurrence frequency both in their respective sub-

categories and in the two categories overall, but they

feature prominently as skills and competencies attrib-

uted to 4IR by 54 of the 64 reviewed journal articles.

Each of these 54 articles mentions them comprehen-

sively or in varying degrees. In this case, these 21st-

century skills and competencies are similar skills and

competencies shared by and which overlap in 54 jour-

nal articles. Even of the 10 other journal articles that

do not mention any of these skill sets, 6 of them do

cite interdisciplinary skills, personal competencies,

social/interpersonal competencies, professional skills,

people skills, critical inquiry among their collage of

skills they attribute to 4IR (see Tables 1 and 2). To this

effect, Cotet et al. (2017) cite personal qualities (e.g.

self-actualisation) and interpersonal skills (e.g. empa-

thy) as necessary for robotics, machine-tools/manufac-

turing systems and logistics students at a Romanian

university in the Industry 4.0 era. Again, in this con-

text, this particular trend makes 21st-century skills or

soft skills the most dominant and the most occurring

skills/competencies for 4IR. Most importantly, this

underlines their status as stylised (Helfat, 2007)

skills/competencies and not as new skills/competencies

for 4IR. This, once more, makes the hype about the

new skills for 4IR uncalled for as both 21st-century

skills and soft skills predate the 4IR era.
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Referring to Education 4.0, specifically, Afrianto

(2018) urges that for teachers to be effective in the

4IR era, they need to hone four core skills: critical think-

ing and problem-solving skills; communication skills;

collaboration skills; and the ability to create new things

(creativity). However, these four core skills have been

there as part of soft skills, or as stylised skills even in the

20th century. In the same vein, the warning by the World

Economic Forum (WEF) (Afrianto, 2018) is that in

2015, the skills priority sequence was: (1) complex

problem solving; (2) cooperation (coordinating with

others); (3) people management; (4) critical thinking;

and (10) creativity, but that in 2020, this sequence would

be as follows: (1) complex problem solving; (2) critical

thinking; (3) creativity; (4) people management; and (5)

cooperation (coordinating with others) (also see Hussin,

2018). Besides the switching of positions, the skills

mentioned in these two skills priority sequences are not

new. Nor are they peculiar to the 4IR era: they have been

in existence as part of soft skills before the 4IR epoch, a

factor making them stylised facts (Helfat, 2007).

For skills/competencies related to 4IR technolo-

gies, and for skills/competencies and literacies related

to the 4IR technologies, programming skills feature in

their respective sub-categories in the two categories

represented in Appendixes A and B. Other germane

skills are Industry 4.0 knowledge and skills (Appen-

dix A) and digital literacy 4.0, communication com-

petence 4.0, competences for Industry 4.0, and data

literacy/data literacies (Appendix B). In the case of

Category One, such germane 4IR-specific skills are

cited by 8 journal articles belonging to 9 subject

disciplines, while concerning Category Two, such

skills and literacies are cited by 7 journal articles

belonging to six subject disciplines. In their study,

Bermúdez and Juárez (2017) found that hard skills

such as knowledge and management of software and

interfaces intended to support operations management

and knowledge and management of simulation sys-

tems, were ranked highly in their respective dimen-

sions. In the same vein, Kamaruzaman et al. (2019)

cite technology design and programming as one of the

key 4IR skills for engineering graduates in Malaysia.

Despite the fact that Industry 4.0 knowledge and

skills, digital literacy 4.0, communication competence

4.0 and competences for Industry 4.0 are both impre-

cise and nebulous as framed by the journal articles

from which they were extracted, data literacy is touted

as the ‘most important new skill of the 21st century’

(Gray et al., 2018: 4), especially when it is seen as part

of ‘datafication’ (pp. 1 and 3). In this sense, it is con-

strued as being at the epicentre of information literacy,

statistical literacy and technical skills (Gray et al.,

2018). To this end, Bhargava et al. (2015) define data

literacy as ‘the desire and ability to engage construc-

tively in society through and with data’, while Ridsdale

et al. (2015: 11) define it as ‘the ability to collect,

manage, evaluate, and apply data, in a critical manner’.

The current review study aligns itself with the view

that data literacy is one of the literacies needed for

4IR. However, narrower conceptions of data literacy

that reduces it purely to technicism should be avoided

(Bhargava et al., 2015; Farrell and Corbel, 2017; Gray

et al., 2018; Ridsdale et al., 2015).

With reference to outlier skills and competencies in

both categories (Category One and Category Two), for

example, on the one hand, Coşkun et al. (2019) argue

that interdisciplinary thinking is one of the skills engi-

neering education students in the Slovakian higher edu-

cation system will require in the Industry 4.0 era.

Likewise, in their study, Bermúdez and Juárez (2017)

argue that transdisciplinarity is one of the required

Industry 4.0 skills for operations management person-

nel. Comparably, Magruk (2016) contends that com-

panies will put more emphasis on interdisciplinary

skills in the Industry 4.0 era. He pairs this with design

thinking, pointing out that the latter will be prized over

production thinking for Industry 4.0. On the other

hand, Hecklau et al. (2016) opine that one of the essen-

tial skills for Industry 4.0 is ambiguity tolerance, by

which they refer to accepting change in a workplace. It

is not convincing that interdisciplinary thinking, design

thinking and ambiguity tolerance are uniquely and

exclusively 4IR/Industry 4.0 skills. These skills are

reminiscent of Pink’s (2006) conceptual age which

valourises, among other things, design, story, symph-

ony, empathy and meaning, all of which are interdisci-

plinary soft skills, or are interpersonal skills as

suggested by Cotet et al. (2017). In this context, it is

worth pointing out that interdisciplinary thinking and

design thinking are two similar skills shared by and

which overlap in these two categories.

In respect of outliers for Category Two, user expe-

rience design skills and investigative and experimen-

tal skills stand out. For instance, Mihalcea (2017)

maintains that the former will remain onshored by

companies among Industry 4.0 skills as opposed to

skills such as ‘coding/software engineering/ app

building skills and software testing skills’ (p. 298).

In contrast, Motyl et al. (2017) argue that the latter

(investigative and experimental skills) will be among

the hard skills needed by mechanical engineers for

Industry 4.0. Again, here, user experience design

skills are no different from conceptual skills as articu-

lated by Pink (2006), while investigative and experi-

mental skills as part of hard skills predate the 4IR era.

In this sense, they can be regarded as stylised facts

(Helfat, 2007). All of this, including the points
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highlighted above, apply to each of the remaining

sub-categories in both Appendixes A and B. For

example, skills and literacies represented as pedes-

trian and unclear/vague are as classified in these two

appendixes, and overall, do not reflect anything new

or exceptional in terms of 4IR skills.

In both appendixes, little is said about information

literacy. As such, information literacy is not only

under-represented and under-cited as a skill or lit-

eracy for 4IR in these two appendixes, but it is also

under-represented and under-cited as a skill or lit-

eracy for 4IR in the 64 reviewed journal articles. For

instance, it is mentioned scantily 11 times as informa-

tion literacy or as its permutations by 10 journal arti-

cles. This flies in the face of Gray et al.’s (2018)

argument that information literacy is part of the

Industry 4.0 tri-literacy (comprising information lit-

eracy, statistical literacy and technical skills) at whose

concentric point data literacy is located. This is also

inconsonant with the generally stylised fact that infor-

mation literacy is one of the 21st-century skills, and

especially one of the 21st-century tools for work as

articulated by, for example, Schleicher (2012).

Pertaining to the competency framework and its

attendant competency clusters, its related skill/compe-

tency dimensions and the corresponding skills/compe-

tencies represented in this framework (see Table 5),

again, soft skills or 21st-century skills are the most

highly cited in these 11 main competency clusters

(Great Eleven). For example, decision making and col-

laboration top the first two clusters as the most highly

cited skills in these two clusters, respectively. Unless

these tried and tested soft skills are re-oriented and are

assigned new meanings that resonate with 4IR such as

real-time decision making (Rüßmann et al., 2015) and

virtual collaboration (Bermúdez and Juárez, 2017;

Mourtzis and Boli, 2018), or human-robot collabora-

tion (cobot) (Ahmad et al., 2018), they simply remain

prosaic or stylised skills (Helfat, 2007).

The fifth and tenth clusters are two more clusters

under whose competency dimensions two types of soft

skills, creativity and communication, are the highly

cited skills, apiece. Caruso (2018) frames these two soft

skills, together with others, within Industry 4.0 and 4IR

as follows: ‘Representations on the consequences of

Industry 4.0 and the “Fourth industrial revolution” . . . ’

herald changes in which ‘fast problem-solving abilities,

creativity, cognitive, linguistic and social skills’ will be

‘affected by the current centrality of information,

knowledge, communication and data’ (p. 380). Caruso’s

(2018) framing of these soft skills represents, in a way,

re-orienting them within the Industry 4.0 and 4IR con-

text. In a different but related context, Benitti and

Spolaôr’s (2017) literature review study investigated

the state-of-the-art robotics applications for supporting

STEM teaching in 60 reviewed papers. It discovered

that, in addition to mathematical skills, soft skills such

as teamwork, problem solving, critical thinking, crea-

tive thinking (creativity) and communication were

among the most cited in the 60 reviewed papers. To

some extent, this development in which soft skills fea-

ture as some of the flagship skills for 4IR dovetails with

the current scoping review study’s findings since

robotics is taken be one of the key areas of 4IR. More-

over, this development emphasises the status of these

soft skills as stylised facts (Helfat, 2007).

Similarly, the 11th cluster, even though it has mis-

cellaneous transversal skills, has the majority of skills

listed under it as soft skills such as communicative

skills, interpersonal skills/competencies, intercultural

competency, flexibility, ability to work under pressure,

and intelligence. In this regard, Erol et al. (2016) are of

the view that interpersonal competencies such as ‘the

ability to understand relations between processes’ and

‘cooperative decision processes’ (p. 14) will be impor-

tant for Industry 4.0 workers. Above all, they contend

that ‘managers, engineers and workers will have to

show literacy with the different flavors of technical

communication and cooperation systems’ (p. 14).

Nonetheless, they caution against ‘a naı̈ve technology

devoutness’ (p. 14) and suggest viewing technology

critically, a point which the current study supports.

Overall, the skills and competencies listed in this

cluster lend themselves as stylised facts in line with

Helfat’s (2007 view.

In contrast, in the fourth cluster, programming

skills and problem solving are the highly cited skills

in their respective competency dimensions, with skills

and competencies in these two competency dimen-

sions having the highest frequency count vis-à-vis the

other competency dimensions in this cluster. Pro-

gramming skills have emerged as some of the skills

that are in demand in the 4IR era alongside data lit-

eracy. Forsström and Kaufmann (2018) opine on this

point by drawing the link between programming skills

and problem solving and logical thinking:

[P]rogramming skills have become increasingly

important core competencies for 21st-century

skills . . . Many countries have recognized that pro-

gramming needs to be integrated into school curricula

to equip students with skills such as problem solving

and logical thinking, which are important in today’s

digital society. (pp. 18–19)

This view is supported by Coşkun et al. (2019: 5)

who maintain that ‘syllabi for programming courses in

engineering . . . should . . . introduce not only low level
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programming languages, but also new programming

languages that are more common in artificial intelli-

gence and data science . . . like Python and R’. To this

end, Bermúdez and Juárez (20170 maintain that prob-

lem solving will be one of the required skills for Indus-

try 4.0 (also see Kazancoglu and Ozkan-Ozen, 2018).

The remaining four clusters have skills such as

flexibility, adaptability, self-direction and entrepre-

neurial skills under their ambit. Referring to the sig-

nificance of flexibility in the Industry 4.0 era, Lavelle

et al. (2017: 30) have this to say:

It is very clear that this revolution [Industry 4.0] will

generate a deep modification of the geography of the

labour market. Certainly, from the point of view of gen-

eral tasks, soft skills and flexibility, the landscape is

going to change if not to completely turn upside-down.

Equally, Romero (2015) articulates the view that

flexibility, self-direction, risk-taking and planning are

among the skills that will be needed in the 21st-

century context. This assertion tends to dovetail with

Cotet et al.’s (2017) study in which strength of self

and self-discipline feature as some of the Industry 4.0

interpersonal skills for robotics, machine-tools/manu-

facturing systems and logistics students. Lastly, Pun-

creobutr (2016) echoes the same sentiment by

pointing out that entrepreneurial thinking is one of the

important skills that students will require for them to

be able to live in the Education 4.0 era.

Implications and conclusion

As mentioned earlier on, this scoping review study had

a dual purpose: to identify skills, competencies and

literacies attributed to the fourth industrial revolution

(4IR) by the 64 journal articles reviewed; and to estab-

lish similarities, overlaps and differences between such

skills, competencies and literacies. The 64 reviewed

journal articles covered 28 subject disciplines - with

one unspecified subject discipline – formed part of this

scoping review study. Of these journal articles 31 per-

tained to four subject areas: education; manufacturing;

business, management and education; and cross-

disciplines. In all, the reviewed journal articles attri-

bute a range of skills, competencies and literacies

spanning a wide spectrum of academic disciplines and

workplace domains to 4IR or to Industry 4.0. The jour-

nal articles that cited the most skills and competencies

attributable to 4IR from Tables 1 and the journal arti-

cles that cited the most skills, competencies and litera-

cies linked to 4IR and 2 were from human resources,

manufacturing and education.

Skills and competencies attributed to 4IR by 54 of

the 64 reviewed journal articles were generic soft

skills classified as the 21st-century skills such as com-

munication (skills), innovation, creativity, problem

solving, collaboration, critical thinking, and decision

making. These skills had the highest occurrence fre-

quency and featured predominantly in the 54 journal

articles and in the two categories (see Appendixes A

and B) under which they were classified. Four of these

skills, excluding problem solving and decision mak-

ing are dubbed the 4C skills (the 4Cs). Overall, of

these 21st-century skills, the first five skills were the

most cited, respectively. In addition, all of these soft

skills were similar skills shared by and that over-

lapped in 54 of the 64 reviewed journal articles. The

current scoping review study has referred to all of

these highly cited soft skills as stylised skills in keep-

ing with Helfat’s (2007) notion of stylised facts as

they predate the 4IR era and, therefore, as they are

not necessarily new skills. Alongside the soft skills

attributed to 4IR or to Industry 4.0 are interdisciplin-

ary skills, which were cited by 6 of the 64 reviewed

journal articles. However, this scoping review study

has argued that interdisciplinary thinking (together

with design thinking and ambiguity tolerance with

which it overlapped in this study) is not a uniquely

and exclusively 4IR/Industry 4.0 skill given that it has

the aura of Pink’s (2006) conceptual age to it. This

age, too, like 21st-century skills, predates the 4IR era.

With reference to the hard skills attributed to 4IR

by the reviewed journal articles, programming skills

featured predominantly. Even though programming

skills have been in existence for some time, the cur-

rent paper is of the view that given their reconceptua-

lising by scholars such as Coşkun et al. (2019) and

Forsström and Kaufmann (2018), there is a case to be

made for programming skills to be regarded as 4IR

skills, especially if they are seen in conjunction with

big data and data literacy. Moreover, certain skills

attributed to 4IR by the reviewed journal articles are

vaguely articulated.

In respect of information literacy, it is the view of

this paper that this particular skill is both under-

represented and under-cited by the 64 reviewed

journal articles, notwithstanding the fact that it is

sporadically mentioned 11 times by 10 journal arti-

cles. This development, as pointed out earlier, flies in

the face of scholars such as Gray et al. (2018) and

Schleicher (2012) who see it as being central to the

4IR era. The current paper aligns itself with these two

scholars’ views despite information literacy’s under-

citation in the journal articles reviewed. The implica-

tion of the under-representation and under-citation of

information literacy is that information literacy scho-

lars have to do more to promote this skill as one of the

core skills and literacies for 4IR.
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One more implication emerging from this scoping

review study is that 21st-century skills, which are

essentially generic soft skills, were attributed more

to 4IR skills by 54 of the 64 reviewed journal articles

than discipline-based hard skills. Of these 21st-cetury

skills, the 4C skills, collectively had the highest

occurrence frequency and the highest citation count

if these two variables are used as comparative metrics.

Another point worth highlighting is the limitations of

this scoping review study. First, the study utilised only

online databases and online search engines to harvest

journal articles that formed part of its review. Thus, it

was biased toward online publications and against non-

online publications in its review focus. However, this

decision was informed by the understanding that there

are more online publications on 4IR/Industry 4.0 than

non-online publications. Second, the search strings or

keyword combinations employed for a vast area such as

4IR/Industry 4.0 are not exhaustive. Besides, some of

the electronic databases used have in-built search syn-

taxes that respond optimally to some keyword combina-

tions and not to others (cf. Alammary et al., 2019).

Given this, multiple combinations of search strings were

employed in order to extract optimal search results from

all the specified databases. Third, the study had a bias

toward peer-reviewed journal articles as opposed to

non-peer-reviewed journal articles. When searching for

information on 4IR during the course of this review, the

researcher realised that there was also more information

on 4IR provided by grey literature. But, the decision to

focus only on peer-reviewed journal articles was to try

and delimit the scope of the study by using peer review-

ing as a distinguishing parameter. Last, future research

needs to engage the competency framework employed

in this scoping review study with a view to enhancing,

improving, interrogating and critiquing it.
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Appendix A

Miscellaneous skills

� Communication skills ¼ 7 (1, 3, 9, 14, 18, 21,

22); communication ¼ 14 (5, 7, 8, 16, 23, 24,

27, 31, 34, 36, 38, 39, 40 & 41)

� Critical thinking¼ 11 (2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 16, 18, 19,

27, 39 & 41)

� Problem solving ¼ 22 (problem solving ¼ 2, 3,

4; 6, 8, 9, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22, 30, 31, 33,

36, 40; problem solving skills (abilities/think-

ing) ¼ 5, 9, 25, 32)

� Creativity ¼ 20 (3, 5, 9, 10, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18,

20, 21, 23, 27, 27, 31, 31, 33, 36, 41, 41)

� Collaboration ¼ 12 (4, 5, 6, 9, 16, 20, 27, 29,

30, 35, 39, 41)

� Decision making ¼ 7 (5, 6, 9, 10, 14, 17, 40).

� Technical skills ¼ 3(3, 7, 30); technical knowl-

edge and skills (7); technical competencies –

e.g. technical skills (14); technical
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competences (22); technical and technological

innovation (23); technical innovation (28)

� Innovation (stand-alone & with other words) ¼
26 (4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 7, 10, 18, 23, 23, 23, 25, 26, 26,

26, 28, 29, 31, 33, 33, 36, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41)

� Digital skills ¼ 3 (1, 22, 22).; digitisation ¼ 1

(38); digitalisation ¼ 1 (40)

Skills/Competencies based on specific aspects of 4IR
technologies

� Data analytics; knowledge to simulate; knowl-

edge of security standards and communication

standards; knowledge of servers; ability to learn

how to maintain new machines (3); applicative

skills tied to specific situations, technologies,

and work processes; high technical, informatics

and computational skills (5); big data analysis;

and programming skills (6); programming skills

(13); technical competencies (e.g. technical

skills, media skills and coding skills) (14);

Industry 4.0 knowledge and skills (22); high-

tech innovation ability (23); software program-

ming; data analysis or scientific computing (24);

processing and visualisation of manufacturing

process data (25); and big data analysis (31).

Outliers: horizontal decision making (5); rela-

tional and communicative skills (5); interdisciplinary

thinking (6); ambiguity tolerance and sustainable

mindset (14); transversal knowledge (a mix of peda-

gogical and digital skills); interdisciplinary thinking

(24); mental agility (27); and design and selective

thinking; scenario thinking (32).

Pedestrian: manual dexterity; intelligence; general

knowledge (5); personal qualities; twenty-first cen-

tury skills (7); 21st-century skills of lifelong learning;

self-management, planning and organising (8); criti-

cal academic skills (9); high self-efficacy (15); and

risk-taking (36).

Unclear/Vague: employability skills; personal

qualities; five competencies (e.g., use of resources,

interpersonal skills, information, systems and technol-

ogy); life and career skills (7); varying scholarly skills

(10); interdisciplinary skills; abilities of synthesis

(11); personal competencies; social/interpersonal

competencies; action-related competencies (12);

labour skills (18); social competencies (21); efficient

and high-quality skills (23); workforce skills (26);

peer production (29); and productive thinking,

responsible thinking and social-consciousness think-

ing (32).

Information skills/competencies or Information

related skills/competencies ¼ 7 (information, systems

and technology (7); information, media and technol-

ogy skills (7); the ability to find, organise and retrieve

information (8); information-communication skills

(21); information sharing (35); information process

(40); information, media and technology skills (41)).

Appendix B

Miscellaneous skills/competencies and literacies/

Communication ¼ 9 (44, 46, 47, 52 (effective com-

munication), 58, 59, 60, 61, 62); Communication

skills ¼ 3 (43, 43, 56); communication competence

¼ 1 (50); critical thinking (skills) ¼ 5 (43, 46, 52, 59,

61); problem solving ¼ 6 (problem solving ¼ (46, 50

(complex problems solving), 52, 54 (solving complex

problems), 59, 63 (solving social problem); problem

solving skills¼ 3 (43, 55, 60); creativity¼ 10 (43, 44,

46, 46, 52, 55, 56, 59, 60, 61); collaboration¼ 10 (43,

44 (human-robot collaboration (cobot), 44, 45, 46, 50,

52, 59, 60, 61); decision making¼ 3 (decision making

innovation), 50 (complex/critical decision making),

53 (intelligent decision making), 55; technical skills

¼ 2 (49, 51); technical-based skills¼ 1 (57); technical

knowledge skills ¼ 1 (47); technical and statistical

skills ¼ 1 (51); technical, computational and statisti-

cal competencies ¼ 1 (51); technical literacy ¼ 1

(44); technical competences ¼; technical, methodolo-

gical, social and personal competencies ¼ 1 (44);

technology skills ¼ 1 (42); technology literacy ¼ 3

(43, 58 (technology literacy competency), 58); inno-

vation ¼ 10 (46, 49, 49 (radical design-driven, social

and responsible innovation), 52, 53, (product and ser-

vice innovation), 55, 60, 61, 62, 63); digital literacy¼
10 (43, 48, 50 (Digital literacy 4.0), 52, 54, 58, 59, 60,

61, 63); digital literacy skills ¼ 2 (47, 56); (digital

skills ¼ 5 (47, 55, 56, 56, 56); digital competences ¼
2 (44, 61); literacy ¼ 2 (45 (literacy as part of infor-

mation processing skills), 46); literacy skills¼ 1 (58);

literacy competence ¼ 1 (64); other types of literacy

appearing once ¼ human literacy 43), fundamental

literacy (48), science literacy (49), Digital literacy

4.0 (50); data literacy/data literacies (51), statistical

literacy (51), information literacy (51), data infra-

structure literacy (51), information and media literacy

(52), Internet literacy skills (55),

Skills/Competencies and literacies based on or
specific to 4IR technologies:

� High IT competence; practical engineering and

programming skills; data-driven decisions (44);

computer programming; programming skills

(48); digital literacy 4.0; communication com-

petence 4.0; visualisation and processing of
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large amounts of data; competences for Indus-

try 4.0 (50); data literacy/data literacies; tech-

nical, computational and statistical

competencies (51); data management; serviti-

sation (53); high-performance computing

skills; coding/software engineering/app build-

ing skills; software testing skills (55); computer

programming, and knowledge of specific soft-

ware tools) (56)

Outliers: fundamental literacy (48); disruptive,

radical design-driven, social and responsible innova-

tion (49); data infrastructure literacy (51); design

thinking; new skills through continuous learning; user

experience design skills (55); investigative and

experimental skills (56)

Pedestrian: tacit knowledge (44); self-learning

solutions; self-direction capabilities (45); responsibil-

ity (46); literacy skills (47); people skills (49); career

and learning skills (52); Internet literacy skills (55);

21st century skills/competences; self-direction; plan-

ning; risk taking; conflict management (59); critical

stance (60); basic skills (61); critical writing compe-

tence (64)

Unclear/Vague: unlimited variability of beha-

viour; multi-purpose skills; interdisciplinary skills;

flexibility to perform adaptive abilities (44); multi-

and interdisciplinary skills (45); heterogeneous skills

(49); transferrable skills; digital skills for the general

workforce (56); specific competencies (58); global

awareness (60); general skills (61); productiveness

(64).

Information skills/competencies or Information

related skills/competencies ¼ 4 (information-

processing skills (45); information literacy (51);

information & media literacy (52); hard skills (e.g.,

numerical and higher mathematical knowledge, prob-

lem solving, creativity and design skills, investigative

and experimental skills, information processing, com-

puter programming, and knowledge of specific soft-

ware tools) (56)).
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رضاحلاويضاملا:ةيميداكألاتابتكملايفةيصوصخلانأشبفيقثتلا
تالامتحالاو

ملوشيشتةيردنكسإلا،يلرفاكنامتراهةراس

46–4،الفإلاةلجم

ميلعتتالامتحاورضاحلاويضاملاةلاقملاهذهفشكتست:صلختسم
privacyةيصوصخلانأشبفيقثتلاوةيصوصخلا literacy (PL)
نأشبةيثحبلاتاساردلاةلاقملاضرعتست.ةيميداكألاتابتكملايف
ةفسلفلاتالاجميفةيصوصخلانأشبفيقثتلاوةيصوصخلا
يميهافمجذومنحارتقامتوميلعتلاونوناقلاوخيراتلاوايجولوبورثنألاو
ظفاحتيتلاتامولعملاتاسسؤمزكرمتقطانمحضويةيصوصخلل
قثوتيتلاتابتكملاوةيصوصخللينمزلالودجلاو،ةيصوصخلااهيلع
متت.ةدحتملاتايالولايفةيصوصخلاةفاقثيفةيسيئرلاتاروطتلا
ميلعتتاسراممليلصأيفاشكتساحسمنمةصلختسملاجئاتنلاةشقانم

PLةيقطنملابابسألاعالطتسالاددحي.ةيميداكألاتابتكملايف،
اهمدختسييتلاتامييقتلاو،بيلاسألاو،تاقايسلاو،تاعوضوملاو
نأشبفيقثتلابةصاخلاتاداشرالاميدقتيفةيميداكألاتابتكملاءانمأ
قيبطتنودلوحتيتلاتاقوعملاىلإةفاضإلاب،)PL(ةيصوصخلا
ةلاقملامتتخت.اهنوهجاوييتلاةيصوصخلانأشبفيقثتلاتاداشرا
ةصاخلاةيصوصخلانأشبفيقثتلاتاداشرإتاربخحرشتةلاحةساردب
ميدقتنودلوحتيتلاتاقوعملاىلعبلغتللةددحمتايصوتو،نيفلؤملاب
يفةددحملاةيميداكألاتابتكملايفةيصوصخلانأشبفيقثتلاتاداشرا
.حسملاجئاتن

Public libraries and the UN 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development

2030ةمادتسملاةيمنتللةدحتملاممألاةطخوةماعلاتابتكملا

ويجيسوككرام

46–4،الفإلاةلجم
دوقترييغتللتاكرحماهرابتعاب،ةماعلاتابتكملاربتعت:صلختسم
تاذ،اهيلإلوصولاوتامولعملاريفوتباهمازتلالالخنم،ةيمنتلا
ماعلةمادتسملاةيمنتللةدحتملاممألاةطخقيقحتلىوصقةيمهأ

ملعيفةئشانلاةيساردلاةحنملايفةلاقملاهذهمهاست.2030
2030ماعلةدحتملاممألالامعألودجيفتامولعملاوتابتكملا

اهبعلتيتلاةيزكرملاراودألاةشقانملالخنمةمادتسملاةيمنتلل
يقلي،ًالوأ.نيقشوذضرغلا.اهفادهأقيقحتيفةماعلاتابتكملا
تايبدألاةعجارمةيادبباًنرتقملامعألالودجخيراتىلعةماعةرظن
اًيميهافماًراطإمدقي،اًيناث.هلوحتامولعملاوتابتكملاملعثاحبأل
ةطبترملافادهألاولامعألالودجفادهأعملماعتلاهلالخنمنكمي
ةدعاقءاشنإوهيئاهنلافدهلا.ةماعلاتابتكملاقايسيفاهب
نمض2030ةدحتملاممألالامعألودجبيعولاقاطنعيسوتو
ةيمهأزيزعتىلإةفاضإلاب،تامولعملاوتابتكملاملعصصخت
لودجوماعلكشبةمادتسملاةيمنتلادوهجعفديفةماعلاتابتكملا
.ديدحتلاهجوىلعلامعألا

Libraries as promoters of environmental
sustainability: Collections, tools and events

ثادحألاوتاودألاوتاعومجملا:ةيئيبلاةمادتساللمعادكتابتكملا

ديشيمديشيمنيتسيرك،ريشتابسلتويبازيل

46–4،الفإلاةلجم

ةيامحوةيداصتقالاةيمنتلانيبنزاوتقيقحتليعسلا:صلختسم
تاهجلاعيمجبناجنمةيفاكتامولعمبلطتيحومطفدهوهةئيبلا
نيمعادكلمعلايفاًمهماًرودةماعلاتابتكملابعلتنأنكمي.ةلعافلا
تابتكملاعضوليلحتبنوثحابلاماق.ةيئيبلاةمادتسالالوحةفرعملل
تاعومجمانسرد.مادتسمعمتجموحنمهدوهجوةيناملألاةماعلا
عضولامييقتتابتكملاءانمأنمبلطناًنايبتساانأشنأوتابتكملا
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energyةقاطلاتادادعتناك.ةصاخفوفر metersرثكأيه
ىلعةوالع.عوضوملابةيعوتللرركتملكشباهركذمتييتلاتاودألا
تاكارشلانإف،كلذل.ةيمالعإلاثادحألانمديدعلاتابتكملامظنت،كلذ
هذهبناجىلإ.ىوصقةيمهأاهلىرخألاسرادملاوتامظنملاعم
ريثكيف.ةيئيبلاةمادتسالازيزعتلربكأةيناكمإكانهلازتال،دوهجلا
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اًينغاًيفاقثاًثارتكلتمتناريإيفةماعلاتابتكملانأامب:صلختسم
اذهل.تابتكملاهذهتاردقةساردمهملانمف،يدامريغاًيوقو
نوكتي.يفلدةينقتيهةساردللةقبطملاةقيرطلاتناك،ضرغلا
ذخألالخنممهرايتخامتاًثحابواًريبخ30نمةساردلاعمتجم
راودأتلثمت،ةساردلاهذهجئاتنىلعًءانب.ةفدهتسملاتانيعلا
نميداملاريغيفاقثلاثارتلاريفوتيفةيناريإلاةماعلاتابتكملا
،روهمجللضراعملاةماقإو،ةيلحملاقطانملانمعيمجتلالالخ
ىلعكلذكةساردلاهذهدكؤت.يداملاريغيفاقثلاثارتلادرسةداعإو
ايجولونكتلةيتحتلاةينبلاريفوتوةيركفلاةيكلملاقوقحقيبطت
ثارتلاىلعظافحللةيناريإلاةماعلاتابتكملالبقنمتامولعملا
تابتكملاربتعت،ثحبلاجئاتنبقلعتياميف.هرشنويداملاريغيفاقثلا
لخادعونتللةيفاقثلاةفرعملازكارمنمةدحاوةيناريإلاةماعلا
يداملاريغيفاقثلاثارتلاىلعظافحلالالخنميتلاوعمتجملا
دارفألايعوزيزعتيفاًمهماًرودبعلتنأنكمي،هرشنو

Skills, competencies and literacies attributed
to 4IR/Industry 4.0: Scoping review

ةروثلاىلإةبوسنملاةباتكلاوةءارقلاةفرعموتاءافكلاوتاراهملا
قاطنلاةعجارم:4.0ةعانصلا/4IRةعبارلاةيعانصلا

اكاشاكاش

46–4،الفإلاةلجم

وأ4IRةعبارلاةيعانصلاةروثلانعريثكلاليقدقل:صلختسم

مت،كلذىلإةفاضإلاب.2011ماعيفاهقالطإذنم4.0ةعانصلا

ةعبارلاةيعانصلاةروثلاتاراهماهنأىلعةنيعمتاراهمفصو

4IRزاجنإمتيمل،اذهلكطسو.ديدحتلاهجوىلع4.0ةعانصلاوأ

روظنمنمتاراهملاكلتةيهامددحيوزربييذلالمعلانمريثكلا

ديدحتلةيلاحلاقاطنلاةعجارمةسارددادعإمت.تاصصختلاددعتم

ةروثلاىلإةبوسنملاةباتكلاوةءارقلاةفرعموتاءافكلاوتاراهملا

يفًالاقم64لالخنم4.0ةعانصلاوأ4IRةعبارلاةيعانصلا

تاصصختنمةدمتسمنارقألالبقنماهتعجارمتمتتالجملا

،ًالوأ.ركذلابةريدجاهيلإتلصوتيتلاجئاتنلانمةثالث.ةعونتم

4IRةعبارلاةيعانصلاةروثلاىلإةبوسنملاتاءافكلاوتاراهملا

قلطيةماعتاراهميهاهتعجارمتمتيتلاتالجملاتالاقمةطساوب

عادبإلاولاصتالالثمنيرشعلاويداحلانرقلاتاراهماًبلاغاهيلع

تاراهمرهظت،ةبعصلاتاراهملانيبنم،اًيناث.تالكشملالحو

4IRةعبارلاةيعانصلاةروثلاتاراهماهنأىلعبلاغلايفةجمربلا

ةيمألاوحمليثمتمتي،اًثلاث.اهتعجارمتمتيتلاتالاقملانم

ةيعانصلاةروثللةراهمكهبداهشتسالاواًصقانًاليثمتةيتامولعملا

.اهتعجارمتمتيتلاتالاقملايف4IRةعبارلا

摘要

Privacy literacy instruction in academic

libraries: Past, present, and possibilities

大学图书馆中的隐私素养教学：过去、现在和

未来

Sarah Hartman-Caverly, Alexandria Chisholm

IFLA Journal, 46–4, 305–327

摘要：本文探讨了大学图书馆中关于隐私和隐

私素养教学的历史、现状和未来发展趋势，调

研了哲学、人类学、历史、法律、教育和图书

馆情报学领域的隐私和隐私素养研究成果，并

提出了一种隐私概念模型，用于展示负责隐私

保护的信息机构所处的区域,以及展示美国隐私

文化不同发展阶段的主要成就的时间表。本文

还探讨了大学图书馆中隐私素养教学实践的原

始调查结果，介绍了大学图书馆员在提供隐私

素养指导时采用的原则、主题、情境、方法和

评估方式，以及他们遇到的关于隐私素养的障

碍。最后，本文以案例研究作为总结，阐述了

作者自己的隐私素养教学经验，并提出了克服

文中提到的障碍的具体建议。

Public libraries and the UN 2030 Agenda for

Sustainable Development

公共图书馆与联合国《2030年可持续发展议程》

Marc Kosciejew

IFLA Journal, 46–4, 328–346

摘要：公共图书馆是推动发展的引擎，并致力于

提供信息内容和获取方式，因此对于实现联合国

《2030年可持续发展议程》至关重要。本文通过

提出公共图书馆在实现其目标中所发挥的核心作

用，为《2030年可持续发展议程》中有关新兴图

书馆和图书馆情报学领域的研究做出贡献。本文

有两个目标。首先，文中概括了该议程的历史发

展，提供了图书馆情报学领域的文献综述。其

次，本文提出了一个概念框架，其中将该议程的

目标与公共图书馆所处的发展情境结合起来。本

文的最终目的是在图书馆情报学科范围内为该议

程奠定基础，并提高人们的意识，进一步提高公
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共图书馆在实现联合国可持续发展目标和《2030
年可持续发展议程》方面的重要作用。

Libraries as promoters of environmental

sustainability: Collections, tools and events

图书馆对环境可持续性发展的推动作用：馆藏、
工具和活动

Lisa Beutelspacher, Christine Meschede-
Meschede

IFLA Journal, 46–4, 347–358

摘要：在经济发展与环境保护之间寻求平衡是一

个远大的目标，需要各方提供充足的信息。公共

图书馆在传播有关环境可持续性的知识方面发挥

着重要作用。本文分析了德国公共图书馆的现

状，及其为实现可持续社会所做的努力。我们针

对图书馆馆藏开展调研，并设计了一份调查表，

要求图书馆馆员评估所在图书馆的当前状况。结

果表明，许多图书馆通过召开专题会议或出借相

关馆藏、重点推广某些子主题的图书和媒体内

容，促进了环境可持续性。电表是图书馆最常用

的工具，可以提高民众对这个话题的敏感度。此

外，图书馆还组织了一些信息活动。与其他组织

和学校开展合作也非常重要。图书馆具有较大潜

力，可以采用更多手段来促进环境的可持续性。
预算和人员的缺乏是两个主要挑战。

Iranian public libraries’ capacities in

preserving and disseminating intangible

cultural heritage

伊朗公共图书馆保护和传播非物质文化遗产的能力

Leili Seifi, MarziyehSoltanabadi

IFLA Journal, 46–4, 359–368

摘要：伊朗的公共图书馆拥有大量丰富的非物质

文化遗产，因此研究这些图书馆的能力非常重

要。为此，本文采用了德尔菲法(专家意见征询

法，Delphi technique)。参与研究的人员包括30
位专家和研究员，均通过目标抽样法选出。研究

结果显示，伊朗公共图书馆的职责是通过从当地

收集资源、举办展览和向公众讲故事来推广非物

质文化遗产。这项研究进一步强调了伊朗公共图

书馆为保护和传播非物质文化遗产而申请的知识

产权和建立的信息技术基础设施的重要性。从研

究结果来看，伊朗公共图书馆是保障社会多样性

的一个知识文化中心，通过保存和传播非物质文

化遗产，在提高公民意识方面发挥重要作用。

Skills, competencies and literacies

attributed to 4IR/Industry 4.0: Scoping

review

工业4.0时代的技能、能力与素养：文献综述

Chaka Chaka

IFLA Journal, 46–4, 369–400

摘要：”第四次工业革命”(4IR)或”工业4.0”的说法

自从2011年首次出现以来已大范围普及。此外，

某些技能是专门针对工业4.0时代开发的，但很少

有人从跨学科的视角关注和探索这些技能。本文

旨在通过研究不同主题学科的64篇同行评审期刊

文章来探索专为工业4.0时代开发的技能、能力和

素养。我们得出了三个比较重要的结论。首先，

文中研究的同行评审文章提到的工业4.0时代技能

和能力均为普遍的软性能力，一般称为21世纪技

能，例如沟通、创造力和解决问题的能力等。其

次，硬性能力中的编程技能在这些文章中被视为

最主要的工业4.0时代技能。第三，这些文章极少

将信息素养视为工业4.0时代技能。

Sommaires

Privacy literacy instruction in academic libraries:
Past, present, and possibilities

Formation consacrée à la protection de la vie
privée dans les bibliothèques universitaires:
situation passée et présente et possibilités

Sarah Hartman-Caverly, Alexandria Chisholm

IFLA Journal, 46–4, 305–327

Résumé: Cet article s’intéresse à la situation passée et
présente ainsi qu’aux possibilités d’une formation
proposée dans les bibliothèques universitaires et
consacrée à la protection de la vie privée et aux
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compétences en rapport. Il étudie les connaissances
disponibles en la matière dans différentes disciplines:
philosophie, anthropologie, histoire, droit, enseigne-
ment et bibliothéconomie. L’article propose un
modèle conceptuel de protection de la vie privée,
indiquant les zones d’action informationnelle que
garantit la protection de la vie privée, ainsi qu’un
calendrier des principaux développements en matière
de protection de la vie privée et des documents biblio-
thécaires sur la culture ambiante aux États-Unis à ce
sujet. Il aborde également les conclusions d’une étude
exploratoire initiale sur les pratiques de formation à la
protection de la vie privée dans les bibliothèques uni-
versitaires. Cette étude identifie les motifs, sujets,
contextes, méthodes et évaluations utilisés par les
bibliothécaires universitaires pour dispenser une for-
mation à la protection de la vie privée, ainsi que les
obstacles qu’ils rencontrent dans ce cadre. L’article
conclut avec une étude de cas consacrée aux propres
expériences des auteurs à l’égard d’une telle forma-
tion et fait des recommandations spécifiques pour sur-
monter ces obstacles, afin de proposer cette formation
dans les bibliothèques universitaires identifiées dans
les conclusions de l’étude.

Public libraries and the UN 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development
Les bibliothèques publiques et l’Agenda 2030 des
Nations Unies pour le développement durable

Marc Kosciejew

IFLA Journal, 46–4, 328–346

Résumé: En tant que moteurs de changement favori-
sant le développement, les bibliothèques publiques
ont une importance cruciale pour permettre d’attein-
dre les objectifs de l’Agenda 2030 des Nations Unies
pour le développement durable, dans la mesure où
elles fournissent des informations et permettent d’y
accéder. Cet article contribue à mettre le savoir biblio-
théconomique à cet Agenda, en défendant le rôle cen-
tral joué par les bibliothèques publiques pour
atteindre ses objectifs. L’article est axé sur deux thè-
mes. En premier lieu, il s’intéresse à l’historique de
cet agenda en même temps qu’il commence par exa-
miner les documents de recherche bibliothécono-
mique à ce sujet. En second lieu, il propose un
cadre conceptuel pour considérer les objectifs de
l’agenda et les cibles visées dans le contexte des
bibliothèques publiques. Le but ultime est de fournir
une base solide et de mieux sensibiliser à l’Agenda
2030 des Nations Unies dans le cadre de la bibliothé-
conomie, en plus de promouvoir l’importance des
bibliothèques publiques pour faire avancer les efforts

de développement durable en général et cet agenda en
particulier.

Libraries as promoters of environmental
sustainability: Collections, tools and events

Le rôle des bibliothèques dans la promotion du
développement durable: collections, outils et
événements

Lisa Beutelspacher, Christine Meschede Meschede

IFLA Journal, 46–4, 347–358

Résumé: Vouloir équilibrer le développement écono-
mique et la protection de l’environnement est un
objectif ambitieux, qui exige que les parties prenantes
disposent de suffisamment d’informations. Les biblio-
thèques publiques peuvent jouer un rôle important en
se faisant le promoteur des connaissances en matière
de développement durable. Les chercheurs ont ana-
lysé le statut des bibliothèques publiques allemandes
et leurs efforts en vue d’une société durable. Ils ont
examiné les collections des bibliothèques et ont établi
un questionnaire, demandant aux bibliothécaires
d’évaluer la situation actuelle de leur bibliothèque.
Les résultats montrent que de nombreuses bibliothè-
ques font la promotion du développement durable en
attirant l’attention sur des livres et d’autres médias
consacrés à des sujets en rapport par le biais de réu-
nions spéciales ou de présentations sur les rayonna-
ges. Les compteurs énergétiques sont l’instrument le
plus fréquemment cité pour sensibiliser à cette pro-
blématique. En outre, les bibliothèques organisent
divers événements informatifs. Par conséquent, des
partenariats avec d’autres organisations et des établis-
sement scolaires sont particulièrement déterminants.
En plus de ces efforts, il existe encore d’autres possi-
bilités pour promouvoir le développement durable.
Généralement, c’est le manque de budget et de per-
sonnel qui pose problème.

Iranian public libraries’ capacities in preserving
and disseminating intangible cultural heritage

Capacités des bibliothèques publiques iraniennes à
conserver et diffuser le patrimoine culturel
intangible

Leili Seifi, Marziyeh Soltanabadi

IFLA Journal, 46–4, 359–368

Résumé: Comme les bibliothèques publiques iranien-
nes possèdent un patrimoine culturel intangible riche
et important, il est bon de s’intéresser aux capacités
dont elles disposent. Pour ce faire, cette étude a
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appliquée la méthode dite « technique de Delphes ».
La population de l’étude se composait de 30 experts
et chercheurs sélectionnés par échantillonnage ciblé.
Selon les conclusions de cette étude, le rôle des
bibliothèques publiques iraniennes est de transmettre
un patrimoine culturel intangible en le rassemblant
localement, en organisant des expositions à l’intention
du public et en restituant ensuite ce patrimoine. Cette
étude met aussi l’accent sur l’application des droits de
propriété intellectuelle et la mise à disposition d’in-
frastructures informatiques par les bibliothèques
publiques iraniennes, afin de conserver et de diffuser
le patrimoine culturel intangible. En ce qui concerne
les conclusions de l’étude, les bibliothèques publiques
iraniennes sont considérées comme des centres cultu-
rels de connaissances au sein de la société qui, en
conservant et diffusant le patrimoine culturel intan-
gible, pourraient jouer un rôle de premier plan pour
y sensibiliser les individus.

Skills, competencies and literacies attributed to
4IR/Industry 4.0: Scoping review

Aptitudes, compétences et connaissances
attribuées à la 4e révolution industrielle/l’Industrie
4.0: un examen de leur portée

Chaka Chaka

IFLA Journal, 46–4, 369–400

Résumé: Beaucoup de choses ont été dites à propos
de la 4e révolution industrielle, appelée aussi Indus-
trie 4.0, depuis le lancement de ce concept en 2011.
De plus, certaines aptitudes ont été vantées comme
appartenant spécifiquement à cette 4e révolution
industrielle/Industrie 4.0. Mais dans ce cadre, on
ne s’est pas beaucoup intéressé à identifier ce que
sont ces aptitudes d’un point de vue pluridiscipli-
naire. La présente étude de synthèse sur la portée
s’est consacrée à identifier les aptitudes, compéten-
ces et connaissances attribuées à la 4e révolution
industrielle/Industrie 4.0 par 64 articles de revues
savantes, portant sur diverses disciplines. Trois des
constations valent la peine d’être mentionnées. Pre-
mièrement, les aptitudes et compétences attribuées à
la 4e révolution industrielles dans les articles exa-
minés sont des compétences fondamentales d’ordre
général, souvent désignées comme étant les aptitu-
des du 21e siècle, par exemple communication,
créativité et résolution des problèmes. Deuxième-
ment, pour ce qui concerne les compétences tech-
niques, les aptitudes de programmation occupent
une place prédominante dans les articles examinés
comme étant des aptitudes de la 4e révolution
industrielle. Troisièmement, la maîtrise de l’infor-
mation est sous-représentée et rarement citée dans
les articles examinés en tant qu’aptitude pour la 4e

révolution industrielle.

Zusammenfassung

Privacy literacy instruction in academic libraries:
Past, present, and possibilities

Vermittlung von Datenschutzkompetenz in
Universitätsbibliotheken: Vergangenheit,
Gegenwart und Ausblick

Sarah Hartman-Caverly, Alexandria Chisholm

IFLA-Journal, 46–4, 305–327

Zusammenfassung: Dieser Artikel untersucht
Datenschutz und die Vermittlung von Datenschutz-
kompetenzen in Universitätsbibliotheken in der Ver-
gangenheit und heute sowie Möglichkeiten für die
Zukunft. Er bietet einen Überblick über die Forschung
zu Datenschutz und Datenschutzkompetenz vor dem
Hintergrund der Bereiche Philosophie, Anthropologie,
Geschichte, Recht, Erziehung und Bibliotheks- und
Informationswissenschaft (BI). Der Artikel enthält
einen Vorschlag für ein konzeptionelles Modell zum

Schutz der Privatsphäre, das die Zonen der Informa-
tionsvermittlung aufzeigt, in denen die Privatsphäre
gewahrt wird; eine Zeitleiste zum Thema Privat-
sphäre und Bibliotheken dokumentiert wichtige
Entwicklungen in der Datenschutzkultur in den
USA. Ferner werden die Ergebnisse einer originellen
explorativen Umfrage über die Vermittlungspraxis
von Datenschutzkompetenzen in akademischen Bib-
liotheken werden diskutiert. Die Umfrage stellt die
Begründungen, Themen, Kontexte, Methoden und
Beurteilungen heraus, die Bibliothekare akade-
mischer Bibliotheken bei der Vermittlung von
Datenschutzkompetenzen verwenden, sowie die
Hindernisse, auf die sie dabei stoßen. Der Artikel
schließt mit einer Fallstudie, in der die Autoren ihre
eigenen Erfahrungen mit der Vermittlung von
Datenschutzkompetenzen erläutern, sowie mit spezi-
fischen Empfehlungen zur Überwindung der in den
Umfrageergebnissen identifizierten Hindernisse bei
der Vermittlung von Datenschutzkompetenzen in
akademischen Bibliotheken.
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Public libraries and the UN 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development
Öffentliche Bibliotheken und die UN-Agenda für
nachhaltige Entwicklung bis 2030

Marc Kosciejew

IFLA-Journal, 46–4, 328–346

Zusammenfassung: Als Motoren des Wandels, die die
Entwicklung vorantreiben, sind öffentliche Bibliothe-
ken mit ihrem Engagement für die Bereitstellung und
den Zugang zu Informationen entscheidend für die
Umsetzung der Agenda der Vereinten Nationen für
nachhaltige Entwicklung bis 2030. Dieser Artikel
leistet einen Beitrag zur neu entstehenden Bib-
liotheks- und Informationswissenschaft (BI) in Bezug
auf die Agenda der Vereinten Nationen für nachhal-
tige Entwicklung bis 2030, indem er für die zentrale
Rolle der öffentlichen Bibliotheken bei der Verwirk-
lichung ihrer Ziele plädiert. Der Zweck ist ein zwei-
facher. Zunächst gibt er einen Überblick über die
Geschichte der Agenda, verbunden mit dem Beginn
einer Literaturübersicht über die BI-Forschung zu die-
ser Agenda. Zweitens stellt er einen konzeptionellen
Rahmen dar, in dem die Ziele der Agenda und die
damit verbundenen Vorgaben im Kontext der öffen-
tlichen Bibliotheken angegangen werden können. Das
letztendliche Ziel ist es, eine Grundlage für die UN-
Agenda 2030 zu schaffen und das Bewusstsein für
diese Agenda innerhalb des BI-Bereichs zu erweitern,
zusätzlich zur Förderung der Bedeutung der öffentli-
chen Bibliotheken in ihren Bemühungen um nachhal-
tige Entwicklung im Allgemeinen und der Agenda im
Besonderen.

Libraries as promoters of environmental
sustainability: Collections, tools and events

Bibliotheken als Förderer ökologischer
Nachhaltigkeit: Sammlungen, Instrumente und
Veranstaltungen

Lisa Beutelspacher, Christine Meschede

IFLA-Journal, 46–4, 347–358

Zusammenfassung: Das Streben nach einem Gleich-
gewicht zwischen wirtschaftlicher Entwicklung und
Umweltschutz ist ein ehrgeiziges Ziel, das ausrei-
chende Informationen von allen Akteuren erfordert.
Öffentliche Bibliotheken können eine wichtige Rolle
spielen, indem sie als Förderer des Wissens über öko-
logische Nachhaltigkeit auftreten. Die Wissenschaf-
tlerinnen analysierten den Status der öffentlichen
Bibliotheken in Deutschland und ihre Bemühungen
um eine nachhaltige Gesellschaft. Sie prüften die

Bestände der Bibliotheken und erstellten einen Frage-
bogen, in dem die Bibliothekare gebeten wurden, die
aktuelle Situation in ihrer Bibliothek zu bewerten. Die
Ergebnisse zeigen, dass viele Bibliotheken die ökolo-
gische Nachhaltigkeit fördern, indem sie Bücher und
andere Medien zu mehreren Unterthemen durch spe-
zielle Thementische oder Regale hervorheben. Ener-
giemessgeräte waren die am häufigsten genannten
Instrumente, die zur Sensibilisierung für das Thema
zur Verfügung gestellt wurden. Darüber hinaus orga-
nisieren die Bibliotheken zahlreiche Informationsver-
anstaltungen. Daher sind Partnerschaften mit anderen
Organisationen und Schulen von größter Bedeutung.
Neben diesen Bemühungen gibt es noch weiteres
Potenzial zur Förderung der ökologischen Nachhaltig-
keit. Oftmals stellt der Mangel an Finanzmitteln und
Personal eine Herausforderung dar.

Iranian public libraries’ capacities in preserving
and disseminating intangible cultural heritage

Die Kapazitäten der iranischen öffentlichen
Bibliotheken bei der Bewahrung und Verbreitung
des immateriellen Kulturerbes

Leili Seifi, Marziyeh Soltanabadi

IFLA-Journal, 46–4, 359–368

Zusammenfassung: Da öffentliche Bibliotheken im
Iran über ein reiches und starkes immaterielles Kul-
turerbe verfügen, ist es wichtig, die Kapazitäten dieser
Bibliotheken zu untersuchen. Zu diesem Zweck
wurde für die Studie die Delphi-Technik eingesetzt.
Die Studienpopulation bestand aus 30 Experten und
Forschern, die durch gezielte Stichproben ausgewählt
wurden. Basierend auf den Ergebnissen dieser Studie
waren die Aufgaben der iranischen öffentlichen Bib-
liotheken die Bereitstellung des immateriellen Kul-
turerbes durch das Sammeln aus lokalen Gebieten,
das Abhalten von Ausstellungen für die Öffentlichkeit
und die Neuerzählung des immateriellen Kulturerbes.
Diese Studie betont ferner die Bedeutung der Anwen-
dung von Rechten des geistigen Eigentums und der
Bereitstellung einer IT-Infrastruktur durch iranische
öffentliche Bibliotheken zur Erhaltung und Verbrei-
tung des immateriellen Kulturerbes. Was die For-
schungsergebnisse betrifft, so gelten die iranischen
öffentlichen Bibliotheken als ein wichtiger Vertreter
kultureller Wissenszentren für die Vielfalt innerhalb
der Gesellschaft, die durch die Erhaltung und Verbrei-
tung des immateriellen Kulturerbes eine bedeutende
Rolle bei der Förderung des Bewusstseins eines jeden
Einzelnen spielen könnten.
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Skills, competencies and literacies attributed to
4IR/Industry 4.0: Scoping review

Fertigkeiten, Kompetenzen und Literalität, die der
vierten industriellen Revolution/Industrie 4.0
zugeschrieben werden: ein Scoping Review

Chaka Chaka

IFLA-Journal, 46–4, 369–400

Zusammenfassung: Seit ihrer Einführung im Jahr
2011 ist viel über die vierte industrielle Revolu-
tion (4IR) oder Industrie 4.0 gesagt worden. Dar-
über hinaus wurden bestimmte Fähigkeiten
speziell als 4IR- oder Industry 4.0-Fähigkeiten
angepriesen. Die Frage allerdings, was diese
Fähigkeiten aus einer interdisziplinären Perspek-
tive gesehen genau sind, wurde kaum bearbeitet.
Die aktuelle Scoping-Review-Studie hatte zum

Ziel, die Fähigkeiten, Kompetenzen und Literali-
tät, die 4IR/Industrie 4.0 zugeschrieben werden,
anhand von 64 begutachteten Zeitschriftenartikeln
aus verschiedenen Fachbereichen zu identifizieren.
Drei seiner Ergebnisse sind erwähnenswert.
Erstens sind Fähigkeiten und Kompetenzen, die
4IR in den rezensierten Zeitschriftenartikeln
zugeschrieben werden, generische Soft Skills, die
oft als Fähigkeiten des 21. Jahrhunderts bezeich-
net werden, wie Kommunikation, Kreativität und
Problemlösung. Zweitens sind aus den rezensier-
ten Artikeln von den harten Fertigkeiten überwie-
gend Programmierkenntnisse als 4IR-Fertigkeiten
zu nennen. Und drittens ist festzustellen, dass die
Informationskompetenz als Fähigkeit für 4IR in
den rezensierten Artikeln unterrepräsentiert und
zu wenig zitiert ist.

Аннотация

Privacy literacy instruction in academic libraries:
Past, present, and possibilities

Обучение грамотности в области
конфиденциальности в академических
библиотеках: прошлое, настоящее и
возможности в будущем

Сара Хартман-Каверли, Александрия Чисхолм

Журнал ИФЛА, 46–4, 305–327

Аннотация: В данной статье исследуются про-
шлое, настоящее и возможности обучения кон-
фиденциальности и грамотности в области
защиты личных данных в академических
библиотеках. В нем рассматриваются исследова-
ния по вопросам конфиденциальности и защиты
личных данных из областей философии, антро-
пологии, истории, права, образования и библио-
течно-информационной науки. Предложена
концептуальная модель конфиденциальности,
демонстрирующая зоны информационного
агентства, которое сохраняет конфиденциаль-
ность, а также хронологию конфиденциальности
и ключевые события библиотечных документов
в культуре конфиденциальности в США. Обсу-
ждаются результаты оригинального эксперимен-
тального исследования практики преподавания
предмета защиты личных данных в академиче-
ских библиотеках. В ходе опроса выявляются
обоснования, темы, контексты, методы и оценки,
которые академические библиотекари

используют при обучении защите личных дан-
ных, а также трудности, с которыми они при
этом сталкиваются. Статья завершается темати-
ческим исследованием, в котором отражается
собственный опыт авторов по обучению защите
личных данных, а также конкретными рекомен-
дациями по преодолению выявленных в ходе
опроса трудностей в процессе обучения защите
личных данных в академических библиотеках.

Public libraries and the UN 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development

Публичные библиотеки и повестка дня ООН в
области устойчивого развития на период до
2030 года

Марк Кощеев

ИФЛА, 46–4, 328–346

Аннотация: Будучи движущей силой развития,
публичные библиотеки с их приверженностью
предоставлению информации и обеспечению
доступа к ней имеют решающее значение для реа-
лизации Повестки дня Организации Объединен-
ных Наций в области устойчивого развития на
период до 2030 года. Эта статья вносит свой вклад
в становление библиотечно-информационной
науки в области повестки дня Организации Объ-
единенных Наций по устойчивому развитию на
период до 2030 года, аргументируя центральную
роль публичных библиотек в реализации данных
целей. Задача здесь двоякая. Во-первых, в статье
дается обзор истории повестки дня в сочетании с
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началом обзора литературы исследований библио-
течно-информационной науки по ней. Во-вторых,
статья представляет собой концептуальную
основу для подхода к целям повестки дня и свя-
занными с ними задачам в контексте публичных
библиотек. Конечная цель состоит в том, чтобы
создать основу для расширения осведомленности
о повестке дня ООН на период до 2030 года в
рамках дисциплины библиотечно-информацион-
ной науки, а также пропагандировать важность
публичных библиотек в продвижении усилий по
устойчивому развитию в целом и повестки дня в
частности.

Libraries as promoters of environmental
sustainability: Collections, tools and events

Библиотеки как пропагандисты экологической
устойчивости: коллекции, инструменты и
мероприятия

Лиза Бютельспахер, Кристина Мешеде Мешеде

Журнал ИФЛА, 46–4, 347–358

Аннотация: Стремление к достижению баланса
между экономическим развитием и охраной окру-
жающей среды является амбициозной целью, тре-
бующей достаточной информированности со
стороны всех участников процесса. Публичные
библиотеки могут играть важную роль в распро-
странении знаний об устойчивости экологической
ситуации. Исследователи проанализировали
состояние немецких публичных библиотек и пред-
принимаемые усилия по созданию устойчивого
общества. Мы рассмотрели фонды библиотек и
составили анкету, обратившись с просьбой к
библиотекарям оценить текущую ситуацию в их
библиотеке. Результаты подтверждают, что многие
библиотеки способствуют экологической устойчи-
вости, используя книги и средства массовой
информации по нескольким подтемам, организуя
специальные собрания или создавая отдельные
полки. Счетчики энергии были наиболее часто
упоминаемыми инструментами, предоставляе-
мыми для повышения осведомленности по этой
теме. Кроме того, библиотеки организуют ряд
информационных мероприятий. Поэтому партнер-
ство с другими организациями и школами имеет
первостепенное значение. Помимо упомянутых
мероприятий, существует еще больший потенциал
для содействия экологической устойчивости. Зача-
стую проблема заключается в нехватке бюджета и
персонала.

Iranian public libraries’ capacities in preserving
and disseminating intangible cultural heritage

Потенциал иранских публичных библиотек в
области сохранения и распространения
нематериального культурного наследия

Лейли Сейфи, Марзия Солтанабади

Журнал ИФЛА, 46–4, 359–368

Аннотация: Поскольку публичные библиотеки
Ирана обладают богатым и сильным нематериаль-
ным культурным наследием, важно изучить воз-
можности этих библиотек. С этой целью для
исследования был применен метод Дельфи. В
данном исследовании принимали участие 30
экспертов и исследователей, которые были
отобраны с помощью целевой выборки. Исходя
из результатов этого исследования, роль иранских
публичных библиотек заключалась в предоставле-
нии нематериального культурного наследия путем
сбора данных на местных территориях, проведе-
ния публичных выставок и пересказа примеров
нематериального культурного наследия. В этом
исследовании также подчеркивается важность
применения прав интеллектуальной собственно-
сти и обеспечения инфраструктуры информа-
ционных технологий иранскими публичными
библиотеками для сохранения и распространения
нематериального культурного наследия. Что
касается результатов исследований, то иранские
публичные библиотеки считаются одним из цент-
ров культуры знаний для всех слоев общества,
который, благодаря сохранению и распростране-
нию нематериального культурного наследия,
может сыграть значительную роль в повышении
осведомленности каждого человека в отдельности.

Skills, competencies and literacies attributed to
4IR/Industry 4.0: Scoping review

Навыки, компетенции и грамотность,
предоставленные к 4IR/Индустрия 4.0:
аналитическое исследование

Чака Чака

Журнал ИФЛА, 46–4, 369–400

Аннотация: С момента запуска в 2011 году было
много сказано о четвертой промышленной рево-
люции (4IR) или Индустрии 4.0. Кроме того, неко-
торые навыки рекламировались как специальные
навыки 4IR или Industry 4.0. Несмотря на все это,
было проделано не так уж много работы, которая
фокусировалась бы на том, что представляют
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собой эти навыки с междисциплинарной точки зре-
ния. Нынешнее обзорное исследование было
направлено на выявление навыков, компетенций и
грамотности, приписываемых 4IR/Industry 4.0, с
помощью 64 рецензируемых журнальных статей,
взятых из различных предметных дисциплин. Три
из его выводов заслуживают упоминания. Во-пер-
вых, навыки и компетенции, предоставленные 4IR
рецензируемыми журнальными статьями, являются

общими мягкими навыками, часто называемыми
навыками 21-го века, такими как коммуникация,
творчество и решение проблем. Во-вторых, из
жестких навыков навыки программирования харак-
теризуются преимущественно как навыки 4IR из
рецензируемых статей. В-третьих, информацион-
ная грамотность недостаточно представлена и
недостаточно цитируется как навык для 4IR в
рецензируемых статьях.

Resúmenes

Privacy literacy instruction in academic
libraries: Past, present, and possibilities

Enseñanza de conocimientos básicos sobre
privacidad en las bibliotecas universitarias:
pasado, presente y posibilidades

Sarah Hartman-Caverly, Alexandria Chisholm

IFLA Journal, 46–4, 305–327

Resumen: En este artículo se analiza el pasado, el
presente y las posibilidades de la enseñanza de
conocimientos básicos sobre la privacidad en las
bibliotecas universitarias. También se analiza la
investigación sobre privacidad y enseñanza de
conocimientos básicos sobre la privacidad desde el
punto de vista de la filosofía, la antropología, la
historia, el derecho, la educación y la ByD. Se pro-
pone un modelo conceptual de privacidad que mue-
stra las zonas de las agencias de información que
preserva la privacidad, y una línea cronológica de
privacidad y bibliotecas documenta los avances
clave operados en la cultura de privacidad en EE.
UU. Se debaten las conclusiones de un estudio
exploratorio original sobre las prácticas de ense-
ñanza de conocimientos básicos sobre la privacidad
en bibliotecas universitarias. El estudio identifica
las bases lógicas, los temas, los contextos, los méto-
dos y las evaluaciones que los bibliotecarios univer-
sitarios utilizan para impartir este tipo de enseñanza,
así como las barreras con las que se encuentran. El
artículo concluye con un estudio de caso en el que
se relatan las experiencias relacionadas con la ense-
ñanza de conocimientos básicos sobre la privacidad
de los propios autores, así como recomendaciones
concretas para superar las barreras para impartir
enseñanza de conocimientos básicos sobre la priva-
cidad en bibliotecas universitarias identificadas en
las conclusiones del estudio.

Public libraries and the UN 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development

Las bibliotecas públicas y la Agenda 2030 de las
Naciones Unidas para el Desarrollo Sostenible

Marc Kosciejew

IFLA Journal, 46–4, 328–346

Resumen: En su calidad de motores del cambio que
impulsa el desarrollo, las bibliotecas públicas, gracias
a su compromiso con el suministro y el acceso a la
información, son esenciales para el cumplimiento de
la Agenda 2030 de las Naciones Unidas para el
Desarrollo Sostenible. Este artículo contribuye a ana-
lizar las investigaciones emergentes en el ámbito de la
biblioteconomía y documentación de la Agenda 2030
de las Naciones Unidas para el Desarrollo Sostenible,
y a reivindicar el papel esencial que desempeñan las
bibliotecas públicas en la consecución de sus objeti-
vos. Sirve a un doble propósito. En primer lugar,
ofrece una visión general de los antecedentes de la
Agenda y una revisión bibliográfica de la investiga-
ción que existe sobre ella en el ámbito de la ByD. En
segundo lugar, presenta un marco conceptual para
situar los objetivos y las metas asociadas de la
Agenda en el contexto de las bibliotecas públicas.
El objetivo último consiste en establecer una base
para dar a conocer la Agenda 2030 de las Naciones
Unidas en el ámbito de la ByD, además de promover
la importancia de las bibliotecas públicas en el
fomento de las iniciativas de desarrollo sostenible
en general, y de la agenda en particular.

Libraries as promoters of environmental
sustainability: Collections, tools and events

Las bibliotecas como promotores de la
sostenibilidad medioambiental: fondos,
herramientas y eventos

Lisa Beutelspacher, Christine Meschede Meschede

IFLA Journal, 46–4, 347–358
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Resumen: La consecución de un equilibrio entre el
desarrollo económico y la protección medioambiental
es un objetivo ambiguo que requiere información
suficiente por parte de todos los actores. Las biblio-
tecas públicas pueden desempeñar un papel impor-
tante como promotores de conocimientos sobre
sostenibilidad medioambiental. Los investigadores
analizamos la situación de las bibliotecas públicas
alemanas y sus iniciativas para lograr una sociedad
sostenible. Consideramos los fondos de las bibliotecas
y creamos un cuestionario para que los bibliotecarios
evaluaran la situación actual en su biblioteca. Los
resultados muestran que muchas bibliotecas promue-
ven la sostenibilidad medioambiental marcando libros
y otros soportes sobre diversas submaterias por medio
de convenciones especiales o colocándolos en estan-
terías aparte. Los contadores de energía son las herra-
mientas que se mencionan con mayor frecuencia para
sensibilizar sobre el tema. De la misma manera, las
bibliotecas organizan diversos eventos informativos.
Por tanto, las asociaciones con otras organizaciones y
facultades revisten la máxima importancia. A pesar de
los esfuerzos, aún queda mucho margen para promo-
ver la sostenibilidad medioambiental. Uno de los retos
más habituales tiene que ver con la falta de presupue-
sto y personal.

Iranian public libraries’ capacities in preserving
and disseminating intangible cultural heritage

Capacidades de las bibliotecas públicas iraníes
para preservar y difundir el patrimonio cultural
inmaterial

Leili Seifi, Marziyeh Soltanabadi

IFLA Journal, 46–4, 359–368

Resumen: Puesto que las bibliotecas públicas iraníes
disponen de un rico y diverso patrimonio cultural
inmaterial, es importante estudiar sus capacidades.
A tal fin, el método aplicado para el estudio fue la
técnica de Delphi. La población de estudio consistió
en 30 expertos e investigadores seleccionados por
medio de un muestreo específico. Sobre la base de
las conclusiones de este estudio, las funciones de las
bibliotecas públicas iraníes fueron la provisión de
patrimonio cultural inmaterial mediante la recopila-
ción de patrimonio de zonas locales, la celebración

de exposiciones públicas, y la difusión de patrimonio
cultural inmaterial. El estudio hace hincapié en la
solicitud de derechos de propiedad intelectual y el
suministro de infraestructura de tecnología de la infor-
mación por parte de las bibliotecas públicas iraníes
para la preservación y la difusión del patrimonio cul-
tural intangible. En cuanto a las conclusiones de la
investigación, las bibliotecas públicas iraníes se con-
sideran uno de los centros culturales de conocimiento
para la diversidad en la sociedad que, mediante la
preservación y la difusión de patrimonio cultural
intangible, podría desempeñar un papel importante
en la promoción de la concienciación de los
individuos.

Skills, competencies and literacies attributed to
4RI/Industry 4.0: Scoping review

Habilidades, competencias y conocimientos básicos
atribuidos a la 4RI/Industria 4.0: Revisión de
alcance

Chaka Chaka

IFLA Journal, 46–4, 369–400

Resumen: Mucho se ha dicho sobre la cuarta revolu-
ción industrial (4RI) o la Industria 4.0 desde su apa-
rición en 2011. Del mismo modo, se ha pregonado la
existencia de algunas habilidades específicas de la
4IR o la Industria 4.0. Lo cierto es que no existen
muchos estudios en los que se describa cuáles son
estas habilidades desde un punto de vista interdisci-
plinar. El estudio de revisión de alcance actual tiene
por objeto identificar habilidades, competencias y
conocimientos básicos atribuidos a la 4RI/Industria
4.0 mediante artículos periodísticos revisados por
pares extraídos de diversas disciplinas. Merece la
pena citar tres de sus conclusiones. Primera conclu-
sión: las habilidades y las competencias atribuidas a la
4RI por los artículos periodísticos revisados son habi-
lidades blandas genéricas que reproducen las habili-
dades del siglo XXI, como la comunicación, la
creatividad y la resolución de problemas. Segunda
conclusión: de las habilidades duras, las habilidades
de programación destacan claramente como habilida-
des de la 4RI. Tercera conclusión: la alfabetización
informacional esta infrarrepresentada e infracitada
como habilidad para la 4RI en los artículos revisados.
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